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TRANSLATOR'S FOREWORD

The author introduces an aspect of Buddhism which is perhaps
foreign to our way of thinking yet crucial for an understanding
of the subject-the religiosity of a non-theistic religion. This
made it imperative that the translation avoid as much as
possible terms that have strong Christian connotations.
Buddhism has always accommodated the local gods in its
framework, and never denied 'the holy' in Rudolf Otto's
definition as an aspect of man's perceptive faculty. However,
the Buddha is said to be the teacher of both men and gods.
Buddhism as a religion seems to aim at the apperception of
'the holy' rather than denying it a 9riori. It is indeed owing to
this misunderstanding that the question of whether Buddhism
is a religion arose.
IRMGARD SCHLOEGL

REFERENCES

An asterisk * in the text refers to a footnote.
A superior figure refers to a note at the end of the book
(usually indicating source material).
A figure in square brackets [I] refers to the numbered
selections from the Buddhist Scriptures, which the reader will
find at the end of the book.
THE PRONUNCIATION O F I N D I A N WORDS:

Vowels are pronounced as in Italian: d , z; G, e, o, ai, au are
always long.
The consonants are pronounced as usual; fi as in Spanish. c =
ch in church. H in the Indian combinations bh, ch, dh, gh, jh,
kh, $12, th is always sounded (Buddha = Budd-ha).
The stress, as in Latin, depends on the vowel in the last
syllable but one. If this is short, the preceding syllable is stressed
(dbvati); if long-either because the vowel itself is long, or by
its position (a syllable ending in a double consonant, for
example utd, tt)-it carries the stress (Vasuba'utdhu)

.
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PREFACE

This admirable translation by Dr Irmgard Schloegl of a work
which first appeared in 1954as B ~ d d h i s r n u sund Gottesidee puts
before English-speaking students of Buddhism its suggested
place in the field of religion. Professor von Glasenapp, a scholar
of international standing, having analysed his very mixed
material, concludes that whether or not Buddhism is a religion
depends on the definition of religion. Much turns, in such
analysis, on the Buddhist school under review, and the author
assumes that the PZli Canon is nearest to the Buddha's message
to mankind. It is with this school that he is mostly concerned,
and the same applies to the admirable 'Brief Note on Buddhist
Scriptures' by M. O'C. Walshe and the 'Selections from
Buddhist Scriptures', edited by Heinz Bechert, which together
form the second half of the volume.
The paradox contained in the English title is highly topical.
Western thought is rapidly abandoning God, in the sense of an
Absolute Creator who is yet a personal saviour of mankind,
and for the many it is becoming true to say that 'God is dead'.
But his disappearance from the field of higher thought, and
from the needs of the heart, is becoming increasingly felt. In
the absence of any substitute-concept of the Beyond of purely
material existence the younger generation is left in a spiritual
and moral chaos, without a purpose in life beyond pleasure or
a guidelexemplar on a more worthy way.
Considering this vacuum, what can Buddhism offer the West
which will satisfy both heart and mind, and also that faculty
of intuition by which the developed mind contacts the beyond
of feeling-thought?
The writer considers, the gods of Buddhism and then seeks
for its concept of God. In a single chapter he clears away the
former, for they too, from the highest deva to the lowest
nature-spirit, are bound upon the Wheel. Turning to the Godconcept, Professor von Glasenapp examines the God of Christianity and cognates ideas in other religions; but he makes it
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clear, with a wealth of quotation, that such a thought is
anathema in the PZli Canon. His examination of anything even
superficially comparable in Buddhism shows the profound
hstinction between a hypostatic principle, such as the Dharmakaya or Alayavijnana or mind-only, and creator of the universe;
for if someone created the universe, who created him?
True, as the author admits, there are figures in the Buddhist
pantheon which approach in the religious sense the status of
God. Amitabha, for example, is worshipped in every sense of
the term in the Pure Land schools of China and Japan, and the
same applies to some extent to Vairocana in the Shingon
school. But this devotion is still to a virtue, as of wisdom or
compassion, and knowingly so, and never to a creator.
What then can replace the God-concept in the Western mind
for those who seek an acceptable alternative? The writer
corroborates the view of a handful of Western Buddhists who,
forty years ago, suggested the twin doctrines of Fzarmalrebirth.
Buddha was not concerned with ultimates, such as a first cause,
but he clearly maintained the existence of 'a moral world order'
under the reign of law for which he used the term dharma. This
provides the cosmic ground of unity and harmony upon which
field the individual treads the middle way to enlightenment.
Here is the static aspect of the Godhead, a reflection in manifestation of the 'unborn'. The dynamic, all-embracing, infinitely
adjustable law of karma, and its inevitable corollary rebirth
provides, and with greater dignity, that which in theistic faiths
calls for the personal attention of a Creator-God.
The author dilates upon the relative merits of the two
concepts, and makes it clear why the Buddhist can politely
say to his Christian brother that in Buddhism there is just no
place or need for a theistic God. Nor is karma itself a god, still
less God. Here is law, impersonal, utterly just which the individual may use precisely as he will. Nor is the heart left out.
The twin concepts of $wajna/karwza, wisdom and compassion
are, as Dr Suzuki pointed out, the twin pillars on which the
Mahayana rests, and neither can exist without the other.
Was not Buddha himself raised from man to superman and
thence to the rank of God? Undoubtedly he reached very near
it; but when to concepts such as sunyata and tathata and the
like are added the Buddha-mind, is this not a reflection of the
I2
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'unborn, unoriginated, unformed' of which the Buddha spoke,
and into awareness of which he entered by that enlightenment
which earned him the title of Buddha? Such is the goal of
Buddhism and of every Buddhist, and whether or not the
word religion applies the purpose of endeavour is the same.
Such personal awareness, such direct, immediate experience of
the living fact that Nirvana is to be found within samsi~a,that
the Buddha-light already shines within, that the Absolute,
however named and the relative, however known are one and
the same and utterly indivisible-such experience is surely in
the field of religious enterprise, whether or not religion is the
right term to apply to the means by which this supernal end
was attained?
Professor von Glasenapp deserves congratulation by fellow
scholars in the field of comparative religion. His name should
equally be remembered by the growing body of seekers who
weary of an outworn form of God, but are looking for satisfaction for the heart and mind in that mighty field of thought
and spiritual attainment known as Buddhism.
CHRISTMAS H U M P H R E Y S

INTRODUCTION
The word 'god' is used in various connotations.
In its most general sense it means each and every of the
many supernatural beings that are prayed to, or made images
of by man. The etymology of the word indicates the OldIndian h6, to call (upon), or the Greek khe'ein, to cast, i.e. cast
an image, hence idol.
Under Judaeo-Christian influence it became the name of the
one eternal, supernatural, personal being who created the
world, and who rules it.
In philosophy, it takes on the meaning of the Absolute, the
impersonal Ens realissimum which is the ground of being irrespective of whether it coincides with the world, surrounds the
world, or is active within the world.
To the ideology of gods, god, and the divine there belong
further the image of a divine order of things, of a moral world
order (in Fichte's sense), and finally the belief in 'men who
became gods', who have become superhuman as incarnation
(avatira) of a higher power or by self-power, and who are
worthy of veneration.
To the extent that this whole complex of religious ideas has
found expression in Buddhism, it will be treated in detail. Such
examination is also of special interest for the study of comparative religion because within this subject Buddhism differs from
most of the other religions. Buddhism believes in the existence
of a great number of impermanent gods (deuas) and of men who
became gods (buddhas). I t believes in a moral world order
(dharma), but emphatically denies the existence of an eternal
creator and ruler of the world.*
This Buddhist 'atheism' excited the interest of the first
Europeans who came in contact with it during the seventeenth

* This is especially stressed by modern Buddhist scholars. I n his 1926
lectures on 'Main Buddhist TenetsJ3t o Prince Takamatsu, Junjiro Takakusu
said :'The first of the fundamental Buddhist principles is atheism. . . However
many stages and realms of intelligent beings there are above the human, we
acknowledge them all; but we firmly deny recognition of a creator god who is
ruler of all creatures.' And again:' 'Buddhism is atheist beyond all doubt.'

.
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century.' Kant represents this opinion in the chapter on S i m
of his Lectares on Physical Geography. 'They repudiate divine
providence but teach that by fatal necessity vices are punished
and virtues rewarded.' Kant mentions the Buddhist teaching
only shortly and without further comment; Schopenhauer,
however, was profoundly impressed by it. In numerous quotations from the then existing literature he illustrates that Buddhism 'is ex Professo according to our expression atheist'? He
specially stresses that the equation of atheism with materialism,
irreligiosity or absence of morals is erroneous. Above all he
insists that it is 'scandalous that German scholars to date and
without exception consider religion and theism as identical and
synonymous; yet religion relates to theism as does genus to one
single species'.
Since then, over a hundred years have passed. Some scholars
of comparative religion still refuse to call Buddhism an atheistic
religion, for it seems to be a contradictio in adjecto to those who
have grown up within habitual Christian thought. However, the
words 'atheist' and 'theist' express but the opinion of a man
about the idea of a personal god; from it nothing else can be
deduced as to his further religious or irreligious views. Moreover, the concept has another meaning as well; ancient writers
called the Christians 'atheists' because they did not believe in
the gods of the state. 'In India it is usual to classify the Sdmkhya,
Buddhism and Jainism as Nir2'shvara-vdda (a teaching that
denies a personal ruler of the world), and yet nobody doubts
that they, too, are religious systems that teach the existence
of impermanent gods, of a moral world order, and of liberation.
WilheIm Schmidt in his textbook on comparative religion
Origin and Growth of ReligionVefines the concept of religion
as 'the knowledge and feeling of dependence on supramundane
personal powers with whom one enters into a mutual relationship'; he continues: 'here the words "personal powers" need an
explanation. Though one can feel oneself dependent on impersonal powers, yet it is impossible to enter into a mutual relationship with them, for they cannot respond. This applies
irrespective of whether it is a material power, for example the
whole material universe; or whether it is the inexorable law of
the universe. Both remain rigid and silent with regard to the
human individual. Therefore basic Buddhism with its denial of
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personal gods cannot be considered a religion but only a philosophy. But wherever later Buddhism grew into a popular religion, it permitted innumerable personal gods to re-enter its
wide system by a thousand back doors.'
This definition of religion by Schmidt is insufficient. It excludes many religipus forms, especially those which, objectively
considered, are veritable peaks of religious thinking. To the
latter belong the various forms of 'all-one' mysticism. Moreover,
creeds which are expressed by action, and which Schmidt himself counts as religions, could by his own definition not be called
religions, i.e. creeds expressed by sacrifices, austerities, observation of ethical or moral codes, etc.
And finally, Schmidt's definition does not consider the fact
that the Romans, who coined the word religio, did not understand by it 'the mutual relationship with supramundane personal powers' alone.
With regard to Buddhism, Schmidt's statements are based on
an erroneous assumption. Buddhism has never denied the
existence of personal gods (deva), and only negated the existence
of an eternal creator and ruler of the world. Even according to
Schmidt's own definition, then, Buddhism is a religion.
The work of this great scholar, however, illustrates how very
important it is to study the changing history of Buddhism, and
to present its relationship with the image of the divine in detail. lo
It is obvious that an exhaustive treatment cannot be expected
in so vast a field. I have therefore limited my researches mainly
to Indian Buddhism. Linguistically, too, I am only qualified for
this.
The presentation of such a study would be incomplete without
the endeavour to integrate its results into the wider framework
of the history of religions. I have therefore tried to find parallels
from other religions analogous to specific points of Buddhist
doctrine, as I wished to show that the Buddhist representation
of gods, god, and the divine, is by no means exceptional, and
has parallels in various other forms of religion.
Tiibingen, summer 1954.
HELMUTH VON G L A S E N A P P

I. THE IMPERMANENT GODS
I T H E B U D D H I S T R E P R E S E N T A T I O N OF D E V A S

f

I

I

In Candalakappa, the young Brahmin SangZrava asked Buddha:
'Are there gods?' The Buddha answered: 'There are. The world
is loud in agreement that there are gods' [z6].The existence of
gods is also indirectly affirmed when king Pasenadi asks the
same question [24], and in the Milinda-PaGha by the existence
of the Yakshas [30].
These texts confirm unmistakably and authoritatively that
since the oldest times Buddhists believed in the existence of
gods (deva). The importance of the gods is shown also by the
fact that devatinusmriti (Pgli : devatinussati), i.e. the proper
consideration of the gods, belongs to the six Anusmritis; the
others are: Buddha, teacher, community, discipline, and generosity in giving.' The meaning of this contemplation is that
the meditator calls to mind the gods in their power and glory,
and ponders by what virtues they have become heavenly beings.
By keeping these virtues in mind, the heart of the mediator
becomes free of delusions and passions [3].2 The importance of
popular belief in gods is confirmed by the edicts of the emperor
Ashokaa3In the fourth rock-edict the 'Lord Beloved of the
Gods' says that he showed his subjects images of gods and
columns of flame '(perhaps images of the fires of hell) together
with processions of elephants, and that this resulted in a considerable uplift of general morals. In another edict Ashoka
claims that, due to his religious fervour, gods who had no connection with man (amissi, literally, 'were not mixed'), are
now again united with man.4 And so it must be concluded that
since their beginnings both the Buddhists and their founder
have believed in a multiplicity of gods. The supposition that
'polytheism' only arose later is untenable.
If we want to get a clear picture of which specific ideas the
early Buddhists connected with the Devas, we can most usefully start with the definition of the word deva by the commentators. Three different etymologies are given.
19
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The first connects the word deva with the root div, i.e. to
shine: 'the gods shine in their beauty' (siriyd jotanti).
A second etymology takes up the connotation 'to play, to
sport' of the same root: dibbantz' ti devd, paficahi kdmagunehi
kflanti, i.e. 'they enjoy the five sense pleasuresJ.
If we connect these two meanings, we get: The gods are
beings with a shining, supernatural body and spend their
existence in sensual pleasures.
In a third etymology we learn of the function of the gods. I t
connects the related word devatd (divine being) with the word
deti (he gives): devatd yesam deti, 'divine beings are beings to
whom one brings gifts'. There are five types of such divine
beings: (I) ascetics; (2) domestic animals like elephants, horses,
cows, cocks, crows; (3) forces of nature and of the elements,
such as frre and stones; (4) the lower gods like snakes, birds,
Yakshas, Asuras, Gandhawas; (5) the higher gods who live
in the specific world of the gods, like sun, moon, Indra,
BrahmH.
This last connotation of a god as 'a being to whom one has
to present something in order to receive his benevolence or to
continue in it', seems to connect with still another clas~ification.~
It lists three kinds of gods:
Gods by consensus (sammutti-deva), i.e. humans who are
referred to politely as devas, such as kings, princes, etc. (in
Ancient Indian drama, 'deva' is the usual form of address for
royalty). Then, gods by purification (visuddhi-deva), i.e;
humans who have cleansed their being to the extent that they
have become free of the passions and possess higher insight and
power, such a s Arahats, Buddhas, etc. And finally reincarnated
ti-deva), i.e. beings who are reborn in a supernatural
gods (u@a@at
world .
The Pdi Canon repeatedly mentions all kinds of sacrifices
made to supernatural beings. The (113th) Jdtaka of the Jackal
tells us that fish, pieces of meat, and cups filled with wine were
placed a t crossroads by the local farmers. This religious observance is called Yakkha-bali-katnma.ti Apparently pre-Buddhist
in origin is the veneration of the holy trees (rukkha-cetiya) near
VesHli. We also read about the worship of the sun god Suriya,
of the moon god, of Sakka, etc. Though the Buddha abhorred
the brahminical blood sacrifices, and denied the value of the
20
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complicated rituals that accompanied these ceremonies, yet
there is no doubt that from the very beginning Buddhist laymen brought flowers and food to the gods, as indeed is still the
custom today in Ceylon, Burma, Thailand, etc.
In the teachings of all the old religions, sacrifices and gifts
are to persuade the gods to grant the fulfilment of definite
wishes to the suppliant. This also we find in the Pgli Canon,
where gods and spirits are mentioned to whom monks may take
refuge if necessary.8 The moon or holy trees are petitioned to
grant the birth of a son, e t c g
Buddha is supposed to have told two ministers who were his
hosts: 'Wherever a wise man has taken up his abode, there he
brings gifts to the gods of this place. Respected and revered
by him, he in turn is respected and revered by the gods. They
tremble for him as a mother trembles for her own son (they are
well' disposed towards him). He who enjoys the grace of the
gods, sees only the good.'1° Buddha also explains: 'The son of
good family uses his wealth to present gifts, and reveres the
gods worthy of gifts (balipatiggGhikG), respects and worships
them. They in their turn are then gracious and say to him:
Live long, attain a ripe old age.'" If they are gracious, he may
expect increase rather than decrease. Similarly it is said that the
Vajjian may expect increase and not decrease as long as they
revere the cult places (cetiya) of the gods, and bring gifts (bali)
there [5].
The power of the gods, however, is limited to the fulfilment
of worldly petitions; to create the world, to change its order,
to bestow a good rebirth on a suppliant, or to grant him liberation, is not within their power. In Vedic times the gods were
still identified with certain objects, and only later were considered heavenly dispensers of them. In the Pgli Canon the
abstraction of the gods from their substrates in nature is so
advanced that only in rare and isolated instances does a relation remain. The physical moon is the movable palace (vimGna)
of Candima, god of the moon, who can stay its course at will.'*
Both he and Suriya the sun-god are subject to Sakka, and have
to interrupt their travels should he so order them.13 Both are
in constant fear of the demon Riihu who tries to swallow them
up. The Samyutta-Nikzya tells the story of how Rrihu gives up
this intention at the request of the Buddha [31].
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Another relation between gods and the elements of nature also
exists. Devas are mentioned who have clouds for bodies, and
who cause heat, cold, thunder, wind and rain.I4 Various feats
of the rain god Pajjunna, the Vedic Parjanya, are told; in the
seventy-fifthJitaka he acts at the behest of Indra [18].Usually
it is but stated : A Deva causes rain. l5 And a commentary to the
Tkeyagithi16shows that the gods may also stop the rain. King
BimbisZra had ordered the monk Girimananda to appear before
him. However, he forgot about this, and had the gods not
stopped the rainstorm, the waiting monk would have been
soaked.
Gods who are most closely connected with natural objects
are the tree-spirits which are said to converse with bikkhus [32].
Everyone who has been to Ceylon knows that mountains, too,
have gods: Mah5sumana,17 already mentioned in the Mahdvamsa, lives on Adam's Peak. The four world guardians entrust
the goddess ManimekhalZ with the stewardship of the seas,
the Digha-Nikiya we
and the saving of the shipwrecked.'"n
find that the gods may also be connected with a certain locality
-the site of the future town PHtaliputra was seized by
gods.lg
Though some relationship between gods and nature is not
totally lacking, it is very slight compared with the great
Hindu systems. In the systems of Skankara and Madhva, and
even in the Shnkhya20 system, the elements and sense organs
need divine abhimina-devatzs (guardians) to be able to function
a t all.
Two Jitaka stories illustrate the dissociation of the god con]
of a Brahcept from its nature substrate. Jitaka 144 [ ~ g tells
min who is a devotee of the fire god Agni, and who tends his
fire. One day he was about to sacrifice a bull to the god. Lacking
salt for Agni's food he went to a village to get some. On his
return to the place of sacrifice he saw that hunters had come
along, eaten the meat, and left only the tail. The Brahmin was
enraged. 'If Agni is not even capable of protecting his own
property, how can I expect protection from him?' he said,
burnt the tail, and extinguished the fire. He had lost his belief
in the sacred fire as the manifestation of Agni. Jitaka 543 [ZI]
contains stanzas directed against the cult of the Brahmins:
'There are some who venerate fire as a god; the milakkhas
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(barbarians) take water to be a god. All are ignorant. All are
wrong. Fire (aggi) is not a god, neither is water. Fire (vessdlzara)
has no sense-organs, and its body is without consciousness;
yet it goes about its task like one who possesses knowledge.
How then can a devotee of Agni go the good way (to heaven)
if his deeds be evil?' The Milinda-pafiha expressly states that
water is not a sentient being." Arguments about water being
without a soul (jz'va),and without a permanent self, are directed
chiefly against the Jains who believe that water contains innumerable living beings, and therefore boil it to avoid swallowing them.
Thus the gods lost their relationship with the nature subs t r a t e s - ~ ~strong in Vedic times-and in turn became beings
in their own right. As such, they have various functions.
They are helpers in need, grant worldly goods to petitioners
or protect them in danger, as already discussed.
They act within the framework of a moral world order by
rewarding good deeds and punishing evil ones. In particular in
accordance with Vedic ideas, the gods vanquish the asuras
(demons) in the everlasting battles. Occasionally the gods also
plead for the good life. A tievat5 (female deva) upbraids the
Bhikkhus of Kosala for their soft and undisciplined life, and
thus causes them to mend their ways [33].
One of their functions is to proclaim the Buddha's glory,
and always to venerate him.
The Buddhist gods have essentially the same function as the
Christian and Islamic angels and saints. The only difference is
that the Buddhist devatGs, in conformity with the old tradition,
are still called gods in spite of all the changes and developments.
Western monotheistic religions do not speak of gods even where
saints clearly have their origin in certain figures of the pagan
pantheon.
The Buddhist gods differ from those of various other religions
by being subject to birth and death. This, however, is not
specifically Buddhist but rather a general Indian view. The
Upanishads taught that gods come into being due to their
good karma, and that after this is exhausted, they continue
their round in Samsira. The Pgli Canon frequently treats of
the karmic causes which effect rebirth as a specific god or into a
specific class of gods. Thus the eight properties are listed which
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a virtuous woman must have in order to be reborn among the
ManGpakGyikas who are renowned for their beauty.22 The
Samyutta-Nikiya states the seven vows by fulfilment of which
a man becomes Sakka, king of the gods [35]. A whole book of
the Canon, the Vimifia-vatthu, lists the good deeds by means of
which a devotee was reborn as a deva in a magnificent palace.
Devas are not born from the womb, but come into being suddenly by 'manifestation' (upapita), a t an age of between four
and ten. Contrary to ordinary men, the gods know three things
the moment they come into being: what their previous existence was, where they have been reincarnated, and by means of
which merits they achieved their existence as gods.23 Gods
know of no illness until they die. Their approaching death is
indicated by the following five signs: their garments become
dirty; the flowers they wear wither; sweat collects in their armpits; their bodies lose their shining colour; and they fidget
restlessly on their seats. The cause of death is variously the
exhaustion of their allotted life span, or of their transcendental
merits, or of their food; also their forgetfulness with regard to
nourishment, or again the annoyance that arises in them when
~ ~ their heavenly
another god has greater ~ p l e n d o u r .After
existence, most gods are reborn on earth; however, the highest
gods may even during their heavenly existence become arahats,
and need not return to earth.
The gods are classified into a great number of groups, some
with very fanciful names, e.g. Satullapa, i.e. the hundred criersJ2j
or Para-fiimmita-vasavattinas [3], those who depend for the
objects of their desires on the mental creations of other gods
who-according
to the commentary-feed them like cooks
with their thought-creations. Both Dfgha-Nikdya and Majjhima-Nikdya give the names of many such classes of gods.26
Dogmatists have classified these into a hierarchy of some
twenty stages, with details about their length of life, sexual
habits, e t ~ . ~
There
'
are, however, only three main divisions,
gods of the Kdmiivacara (the realm of sense pleasures), of the
Riipivacara (the realm of pure forms), and of the Ar4pdvacava
(the formless realm). The basis for this classification is that the
gods of the lower realms still own a body and are partial to
sense pleasures, whereas the gods of the higher realms become
increasingly spiritualized.' And so the Buddhist heavens repre-
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sent all the higher spheres of other religions, from the sensual
paradise of the Mohammedans to the Christian supra-sensual
planes of bliss, and the contemplative raptures of infinitymysticism.
Most of the Vedic gods still appear individually in the P a i
Canon : Agni, Indra (Shakra), Varuna, PrajZpati and Brahmg,
Siiriya, Candra (Soma), Ish5na (Vishnu), Shri, Skanda, Samudra, Yama; the four MahCirZjas-DhritarZshtra in the East,
Viriidhaka in the South, Viriipgksha in the West, and Vaishrzvana (Kuvera) in the North. In addition there are the lower
gods, the yakshas, ncigas (snake spirits), garudas and suj5amas
(bird spirits), gandharvas (heavenly musicians) ; also the gods of
rivers, earth, mountains, and air;29and there are the opponents
of the gods, the demonic asuras, nikshasas and kumbhandas.
Later Pgli literature also mentions Kgma (Makaradhvaja),
Puradeva (the city god of Anurgdhapura), etc. Ganesha is
missing in Pgli literature, but figures in Buddhist Sanskrit
texts and in Far Eastern literature2O
The MahgyZna patriarch Ngggrjuna writes: 'Three chiefs
there are among the gods: Shakra . lord of the two classes
of gods (the CiiturmahirGjikas and the TrZyastrimsha); then
king Mgra . . .lord of the KZmadhCitu, the six realms of desire (of
the CCiturmahCirGjikas and TrCiyastrimshas, YZmas, Tushitas,
Nirminaratis and Parinirmitavashavartins) ; and finally the
DevarCija MahZbrahmZ in Brahmaloka (in the BrahmZ world).31
These three chiefs of the gods, Shakra, M2ra and Brahm5,
figure widely in both the Hinaygna and the MahiiyHna literature.
Shakra (PZli: Sakka) is in Vedic literature one of the names
of Indra (PBli: Inda), king of the gods. Buddhist texts almost
exclusively use the former; the Samyzctta-NikCiya plays on the
etymology of the word when it explains it as 'he who "appropriately" (sakkacam, Sanskrit: satkritya) gave alms'.32This obviously false derivation nevertheless portrays well the nature
of the Buddhist 'King of the Thirty-Three Gods'. And so the
gigantic slayer of the dragon, the fierce warrior with his enormous appetite and his love of the intoxicating soma juice, has
now become a generous, pious, and gentle god. Moreover, he
magnanimously forgives his enemies after capturing them [34].
Reverently he pays homage to the Buddha, is taught by the
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Buddha, and at all occasions praises the Buddha's glory. In
the Jdtaka stories he often grants a son to a barren woman, or
fulfils the various petitions of his devotees. The Canon shows
him as the protector of the community of monks. Singhalese
chronicles constantly praise him as the guardian and benefactor of Buddhism.
When his good karma is exhausted, and a Shakra must
abdicate, another Shakra steps at once into his place. As the
position of a Shakra is the result of good works, it is possible
that in the course of reincarnation a person may become Shakra
repeatedly. The pious Sunatta became Shakra no less than
thirty-six times ( Artguttara-Nikdya) 161, and Buddha, too,
during his karmic, previous lives achieved a similar number
of rebirths as Shakra (Jitaka Stories).
If Shakra illustrates the ideal of the virtuous king, M5ra
(occasionally also called 'king' or 'god') represents the exact
opposite. He is the evil demon who rules over the worlds of
sensuous pleasures, is 'the lord of this world', and corresponds
to the Christian
As such he is often represented as the
tempter of the Buddha or of other arahats, usually supported by
his daughters and by a host of armed evil spirits. One of the
numerous MBra legends is of special interest.34The MajjhimaNikiya [z3] tells us that Miira had got into the belly of the
virtuous disciple MogallZna, and caused great pain (just as
Luther diagnosed his gall-stones as an affliction of the devil).
But Mogalliina ordered Miira to be off; and further told him
that in a previous life he himself had been a M5ra called Diisi,
had harmed a disciple of a previous Buddha, and had been
punished for it by thousands of years in hell. The present MZra,
son of Dasi's sister KZli, was thus in a sense his, Mogalliina's,
nephew. At that, the evil one was embarrassed and sped away,
and the venerable monk recovered.
Contrary to Shakra and Brahmii, Miira has no allotted dwelling-place in Buddhist cosmology. I t rather,seems that he was
expected to move around or roam in all the realms of desire,
ever on the look-out for likely victims. An often repeated exp r e ~ s i o nstates
~~
that a Buddha has recognized the world
together with all its gods, with Miira and Brahmii. And so we
may conclude that Miira belongs to the world system as much
as do Brahmii and the other gods.
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Among the gods who are in contact with the world, BrahmZ
is the most important.36 BrahmZ has not yet reached the
highest state attainable to beings in Samsdra, for above his
are other worlds; their inhabitants are in continuous meditation and attain deeper spiritual states. However, these
beings do not actively engage in the affairs of this world, and
so need not be discussed here.
Brahm5 is often called Sahampati. This is supposed to be
the name of the Brahmii who reigned a t the time of the Buddha
(Samyutta-Nikdya). The derivation of it is as follows. In former
times--to be exact, a t the time when Kassapa was BuddhaSahampati was the monk Sahaka, and by merit of his virtuous
conduct was reborn as BrahmZ. In another d e r i v a t i ~ n ~ ~
Sahampati is 'lord of the world of suffering' (from the root
sah-to endure suffering). Further he is the ruler of a world
which is subdivided into numerous levels and belongs to the
world of pure form (~6pGvacara).And this world is inhabited
by the Brahmd-kiyika-devas who are equally grouped into many
sub-classes, but they are all beings with fine-material bodies,
and are free of passions.
The appellations of BrahmZ in the DZgha-Nikiya are the
same as those of Ishvara in the theist schools, i.e. 'Almighty,
Creator and Ruler of the World, Father of all that was and will
be' [II]. In the Buddhist view, these attributes are erroneous,
for Brahm5 is not an eternal being as the ignorant believe him
to be. Nor is he omniscient, for when the monk Kevaddha
asks him where the four elements of earth, water, fire and air
finally cease without leaving a trace, he has to admit-after
long hesitation-that he does not know [q].
Buddhists also deny the brahminical view of liberation being
attained by union with BrahmZ: Existence in the BrahmZ
world can in no wise be compared with NirvZna. Much of what
in Buddhist texts is said about BrahmZ obviously serves the
purpose of presenting brahminical views as inadequate, and to
use them as stepping-stones within the Buddhist system. So
Brahma is mostly a humble devotee of the Buddha, and
diligent in proclaiming his teaching.
Brahmii is the highest god in the Buddhist teaching, which
thus retains a view which classical Hinduism no longer knows.
In the latter, BrahmZ only holds the humble position of a

demigod, compared with Vishnu and Shiva, who have risen
to the order of world rulers.
Belief in most of the above gods may be assumed since the
beginning of Buddhism. A further reason for this assumption
is that the Buddha's disciples and adherents of brahminical
doctrines and cults did not live in separate communities. And
the laity seem to have freely participated in the rites and
festivals of both religions. The same still happens today in all
countries where Buddhism is but one of the local religions.
The gods have been more or less acknowledged by all Buddhists,
a t all times-see the evidence in the P%i Canon, the Abhidharmakosha, and the older Mahiiygna texts-and
as such
belong so to speak, to the foundation of the doctrinal building,
upon which later generations have erected new structures.
I n the course of centuries, the Buddhist pantheon in India
was further enriched by the arrival of new gods from the area
of the Ganges, and also by gods hardly known before but now
attaining eminence. The new gods also influenced Buddhist
thinking. This applies to Vishnu, to Shiva, and to many other
gods belonging to this
Divers local gods also were
accepted into the Buddhist system. Tantric Buddhism, too,
introduced many new gods, Acala, Hevajra, Heruka, etc., but
especially also goddesses like Tgr9, Mgmaki, NairZitmg and
so forth.'O This development was caused by two newly emerging
considerations; due to the stronger Hindu influence since the
beginning of the latter half of the first millennium, the Buddhist
gods became again more intimately connected with specific
nature substrates, or with the normal events of life, and thus
differ from the former Abhimdrzadevatds. And further they are
often portrayed as manifestations of Bodhisattvas and Buddhas,
or are related t o them as their servants.
When Buddhism was introduced to the vast expanses of
Asia by zealous proselytizers, and became established there,
the local gods were naturally incorporated. In consequence of
all this, the Buddhist pantheon is unique in its richness and
variety, especially in Japan.
The devas have their origin in local creeds and are venerated
by the pious because somehow or other they grant worldly goods.
Besides them, however, Buddhist teaching knows countless
28
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other gods who have little or no connection with ordinary men.
These gods are more or less unknown to brahminical thought
and owe their existence to contemplation or speculation. Besides the devas of the Kdmdvacara realm, these are devas with
whom the meditator can establish contact at any of the eight
stages of meditative absorption, but they mostly appear to be
but anonymous members of a certain class rather than individual beings; only the Brahmgs of the lowest meditation stage
have individual features. (In the Mahtiydna we find for the first
time higher individualized beings residing in one of the higher
realms of meditation. Thus Vairocana Buddha in his visible
manifestation dwells in the Akanishta realm of pure form.)
The gods of the meditative realms are again classified into two
groups-those of the lower 16 (also 1 7 ) classes
~
may be reached
within the four ordinary stages of meditation; they have pure,
i.e. fine-material, bodies, and are free of all passions. They lack
the senses of taste and smell which are unnecessary as they no
longer take physical food and are nourished by 'joy'. The gods
of the formless realm (ar6p6vacara) have no bodies,42at least
according to the orthodox view. Consequently they do not
possess even fine-material sense organs and are pure mental
formations in whom Samjfiti and Cetan6 (conscious volition as
the Samskrira par excellence) are present. In the A bhidharmak ~ s h formulation,
a~~
the gods of the formless realm possess as
Indriyas only JTvita, Manas and U9ekshti (equanimity).
Accordingly these realms are non-spatial, and though it is
said that the AriipZ realm is situated above the Riipddhdtu,
this is to be understood figuratively only.45Or, in its Kantian
expression: 'The other world is not another place, but rather
another view.'
Rebirth in the formless realms is not desirable in spite of
their immateriality, for the gods there practise throughout
many world cycles meditation on the infinity of space, of consciousness, and of nothingness, and realize the limits of perception and non-perception, but have little chance to tread the
path of liberation.
All these gods may be seen in advanced meditation by the
virtuous meditator, for it is assumed that the attainment of a
specific plane of meditation enables one to become conscious
of beings with whom contact was previously impossible. In
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the Ang~ttara-Nikiyathe Buddha tells how in his meditations
before his enlightenment he at first only perceived the shining
light of supra-sensual entities; however, in constant and tireless continuance of his meditations he came to see the forms
of the gods distinctly, then could even talk with them, and
finally came to know their place in the hierarchical order, their
type of food and their length of life, their karma, and their
former and future rebirths [7]. This quotation constitutes a
valuable hint as to how the belief in those various gods started.
They owe their existence to meditative experiences which then
by means of rationalistic systematization were formalized by
the dogmatic theoreticians.
In my view there is no doubt whatsoever that Buddha and
all his adherents believed in the concrete existence of these
gods, just as do most Buddhists even today. It is an unpardonable mistake for a historian to assume that only later
tradition has incorporated them into the teaching in order to
pander to the masses. However, Buddhism differs from the
doctrines of many other religions by regarding the gods as part
of Samsira, and as impermanent. Like all other beings, the
Buddhist gods are subject to the karmic law of cause and
effect, and natural law sets a beginning and an end for their
status as gods. They are neither almighty nor omniscient, nor
can they grant liberation.
In all this they take second place to the Buddha, and even
after the more advanced of his disciples. So it is understandable
that the P d i Canon does not go into details about the gods,
though they are constantly referred to. Devata's are first and
foremost objects of veneration to the laity, but not to monks.
On the graded path to liberation, the latter have already
attained to a spiritual state which by far exceeds that of all
the gods. Veneration of the gods in the older period is considered a fairly primitive form of religiosity compared with
that that is directed towards liberation, which is the intrinsic
aim of man. One who treads the path of liberation, or has become an arahat will, according to the Majjhima-Nika'ya,46no
more depend spiritually on the gods, and ponder about them
than he does about the elements, living beings, higher states of
consciousness, that which is perceived by the senses, unity,
multiplicity, or Nirvana.

T H E I M P E R M A N E N T GODS

NBgZrjuna goes still further :
The gods are all eternal scoundrels,
Incapable of dissolving the suffering of impermanence.
Those who serve them and venerate them
May even in this world sink into a sea of sorrow.
Those who despise them and blaspheme
May in this world enjoy all kinds of fortune.
We know the gods are false and have no concrete being;
Therefore the wise man believes them not.
The fate of the world depends on causes and conditions;
Therefore the wise man does not rely on gods.47
Though these verses deviate somewhat from Buddhist tolerance (as Lamotte remarks) they are meant to express in the
strongest possible terms that man is independent of the gods
with regard to both his fate and his liberation; and that the
wise disciple who has attained the required level of enlightenment need not worry about the gods.
2 P A R A L L E L S FROM COMPARATIVE R E L I G I O N

The Western reader is astonished and surprised when he learns
that in Buddhism the gods are impermanent beings. This is
mainly due to the false perspective from which he sees the
devas. He wonders how they come to have a beginning and an
end in time, for he cannot shed the unconscious tendency to
=+ate individual devas or all of them as a group, with the
Christian God. Yet, devas correspond rather to the angels and
saints who themselves are subject to something higher-in
theistic religions, the Almighty God, and in Buddhism the
world law. Buddhist devas share with the angels and saints of
Western religions also the feature of not having possessed their
high status since from all eternity. The angels were created by
God at the time of creation; saints attained to their status only
after their lives on earth. One of the various differences is that
unlike angels and saints, the Indian gods lose their status again
a t a later stage, whereas the former retain it 'by divine decree
for all time.
All over the world we find in widely differing mythologies
the belief that the gods came into being at a specific point in
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time. Mostly we hear that, like men, gods have a father and a
mother. In other mythologies they issue from the body of
another god; thus an Indian myth tells that Shiva was born
from the wrinkles on Vishnu's eyebrows. Japanese Shintoism
has gods issuing even from inanimate objects: from a broken
sword, from jewellery that was chewed to bits, from the putrefying body of a goddess.' Many myths also tell of gods who had
originally been human beings, but because of their acquired
merits had found a place in heaven. Their veneration started
subsequently, either by consensus of opinion, or also for
example by command of the Chinese emperor or other authorities.
In most religions we find the view that the gods had either
come into being at a specific point in time, or at a specific
point in time had started to be or behave as gods, saints, etc.,
but that, once attained, they will keep their rank or status for
ever. In the classical Greek and Roman view the main difference between gods and men is that the former are immortal.
Schiller expresses this aptly:
All mortal being is but smoke;
With the rising column of flame
Vanish king and sage and beggar,
But the gods remain the same.
The cause of the immortality of the gods is their partaking of
ambrosia (in Homer, even the gods' horses are fed on it).
Other Indo-European religions have similar conceptions of a
potion of immortality. The Gilgamesh epic tells of a plant of
immortality; Shivaite and Taoist magicians and the medieval
alchemists believed that in certain compound mixtures they
had discovered the elixir of immortality. In the Egyptian conception Osiris was revived by a certain process of murnrnification and by the use of magical spells and rites, and hence by
analogy a dead mortal, too, may be returned to life if his corpse
is treated likewise. Elsewhere it is assumed that special initiations into mystery-cults guarantee immortality in a better
world where a man may live for ever in the company of higher
beings. The great Western religions derive the immortality of
angels, saints, etc,, from the will of God; and man, too, con-
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tinues to exist after the resurrection only because God wills it
SO.

Though gods are said to be physically more perfect than man,
and are frequently supposed to have an etheric, subtle body
and finer organs, some myths also know of physical defects.
The Germanic god Tyr lost his hand in a fight with the wolf
Fenrir, and Wotan lost one of his eyes; the Indian god Ganesha
lost one of his tusks.
In primitive religious beliefs gods may die. V6lzcspa, the
famous Viking poem, prophesies the end of the gods; but the
general view is optimistic, for after the gods have died, the
world will again rise in shining glory. Death and rebirth are
common to the myths of Osiris, Adonis, and other gods, and
derive from cyclic events in nature.
Many religions see no contradiction in the supposed existence
of beings who had a beginning but thereafter continue for ever.
But since the U'alzishads the Indians with their philosophical
minds arrived a t the logical view that something that has a
beginning must inevitably also have an end. Only that which
has always been so can be permanent and changeless. This
belief is expressed in the doctrine of the immortal soul which
moves on into ever new bodies. And from the beginning the
idea of reincarnation also included the gods. The old view that
therewill always be an Indra, etc., while the world is in existence,
was adjusted to the new ideas of the impermanence of the individual in Samsdra, and the gods were declared to be cosmic
officials holding certain positions and having certain duties.
These offices, for example, that of a heavenly general, or of a
chaplain, remain constant though the individual entity that
cames out the duties of Indra or Agni, etc., changes. Buddhism
has incorporated this doctrine, though it does not teach the
existence of a permanent soul as do Brahmin and Jain doctrines.
I t rather holds that what travels from one existence to the next
is a stream of impersonal forces-the factors of being (dkarma);
these come into being and dissolve again in functional dependence on each other.
In many religious systems, the gods have but limited power
which does not extend above their official duties. Particularly
departmentalized were the Roman gods. Hermann Usener
shows that of the innumerable separate gods each one has a
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special function. For example in agriculture, there is one god
for planting, another for sowing, a third for the sprouting of the
seed, others again for fipening, harvesting, threshing, grinding
flour, etc. The Japanese know guardian gods for the different
parts of the house, for kitchen, kettle, and even the toilet.
The relationship of the gods to each other is conceived in
various ways. They may be thought to be all members of one
family of gods, or again of one heavenly realm; or they hold
the various ranks and positions of a hierarchy the complexity
of which the theologians have worked out with loving care.
While some systems are satisfied simply to acknowledge the
many gods as such, others see in them the servants and bondsmen of the one, incomparably superior, highest god or world
ruler, and again others venerate, in and through the gods' particular aspects, the one divine Ens realissimzlm.
Seen from the historical point of view, a continuous process
of change takes place within this host of divine beings. New
gods appear, old ones are forgotten, many originally different
gods are later taken to be phases or aspects of one only; or else
one is divided into several others.
I t is also typical that the gods are conceived in an earthly,
mostly human image. They have human properties, both
virtues and vices. One of the strangest manifestations in the
history of religion is that though the gods are devoutly revered
by the pious, the old mythologies invest them with various
vices. Seen from the present-day moral point of view, they seem
thoroughly inappropriate to set a standard of behaviour-an
embarrassing point for the Greek philosophers. Especially with
regard to sex the gods are supposed to be all too human.
Examples are the manifold incest myths of the primitives, of
the Japanese, and of the Indians (Brahmii); then the many
amorous adventures, both hetero- and homosexual, of Jove,
Apollo, etc. And the jealousy of the gods, their rivalries among
themselves, and so on-all confirm clearly the saying, 'Man
portrays himself in his gods'.
In this short survey we have seen that the Buddhist teaching
of impermanent gods with restricted power is not so exceptional, and may be found in some form or other in various
widely differing religions.

.-

11. NO CREATOR OR RULER
OF WORLDS
I B U D D H I S T ARGUMENTS AGAINST THEISM

The old, developed religions of India acknowledge a multitude
of impermanent gods, all of then subject to karma. Buddhism
and Jainism, and the classic systems of MimBms5 and SZnkhya,
consider all the gods without exception as karmically conditioned beings. Many orthodox Hindu and Brahmin sects, however, teach one uncreated, permanent world ruler (ishvara)
who is above all the impermanent gods. He exists eternally,
and rules the cosmos and all individual beings. His adherents
attempted to prove his existence by philosophical arguments,
or by appeal to Vedic revelation, or to other scriptures considered to be authoritative. And Buddhist apologetics at all
times tried to justify their different, atheist point of view. I
present below the relevant arguments of Buddhist masters and
texts, arranged not in chronological order but according to
their logical development.l
Buddhism is a philosophy of becoming; consequently it cannot acknowledge the existence of an eternal, permanent and
personal god, If there is nothing that is permanent in the world,
if unconditioned substances do not exist, and if each personality is but a continuously flowing stream of changing dharmas,
then no Ishvara can exist, no matter whether he is conceived as
BrahmZ, Vishnu, Shiva, or whatever. Therefore it is said
( Abhidharmakosha): 'The assumption that an hhvara is the
cause (of the world, etc.) is based on the false belief in an
eternal self (Gtman, i.e. permanent spiritual substance or personality). This belief is untenable as soon as it is recognized
that everything is (impermanent and therefore) subject to suffering.'2
Buddha says (Anguttara-Nikzya): 'As far as the suns and
moons extend their courses and the regions of the sky shine in
splendour, there is a thousandfold world system. In each single
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one-of these there are a thousand suns, moons, Meru Mountains,
four times a thousand continents and oceans, a thousand
heavens of all stages of the realm of sense pleasure, a thousand
Brahm5 worlds. As far as a thousandfold world system reaches,
the Great Brahm5 is the highest being. But even the Great
Brahm5 is subject to coming-to-be and ceasing-t~-be.'~
Like many of the Western schools, the theist ones of India
taught a dual theology: they proclaimed God to be immutable
and ineffable, and yet attributed certain properties to him.
Buddha rejected both (Dfgha-NikZya): 'The Brahmins themselves admit that none of them has seen Brahmg with his own
eyes. So, in effect, they teach: To him whom we neither know
nor see, to union with him we show the way, and this way is
the only and direct way to attainment. This is as if one wanted
to erect a staircase to- the upper floor of a palace on a place
one has never seen and the size of which one does not know.
Or as if one said: I love the most beautiful woman in this or
that country and want to make her my own. But if asked for
her name, or her looks, her caste, or where she lives, one does
not know. Is this not loose and foolish talk (appitihfrakatam
bhisitam) [14]?
If God is too great for our perception, his properties, too,
exceed our apprehension, and we can neither describe his being
nor attribute creation to him [14].
Further, it is a contraction in terms to suppose that from
something incomprehensible to us there can derive something
we can conceive. And it is therefore better to stick to what we
know-for example the elements-when we consider a first
cause [41].
Buddhism considers ishoara merely as a product of speculative thinking which actually contributes nothing to an explanation of the world and denies his existence just as much as that
of a soul. Of the latter it is said (Abhidharmakosha) that the
origin of thoughts, etc., is sufficiently explained by Malzas and
the Samsk&vas;there is no need to postulate a soul as well-this
being as superfluous as a quack (kuhaka-vaidya) who is using an
effective medicine, but adds to it by uttering the Mantras
'phut! svihd!' to suggestively influence and impress the patient
Theists who equate fshvava with a specific god, Vishnu,
Shiva, etc., and so present a positive theology, attribute to him
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human qualities like hate, pride, etc., that do not befit an almighty being. And how low and coarse is the god image when
the Mahdbhdrata says of Shiva: 'Because he bums up, because
he is severe, is cruel, and full of fire, and because he gorges
himself on meat, blood, and marrow, therefore he is called
R ~ d r a .The
' ~ world ruler grants the wishes of those whom he
loves, but those whom he hates he makes to suffer or destroys
them. This proves he does not possess the qualities of a Bodhisattva, as are appropriate for a higher being. For a Bodhisattva
benefits all beings and will even give up his own life for their
welfare-even for enemies that try to kill him.
A further argument against theism is that the different
schools regard different gods as the creator and ruler of the
world : the Brahmins, BrahmB ; the Vishnuites, Vishnu, etc.
Who, then, is correct? NBg5rjuna7 comments that this difference of opinion is caused by Brahmii, Vishnu, etc., who in
their arrogant ignorance consider themselves to be fshvara,
and thus also mislead men.
But the main attack of Buddhist philosophers is directed
against the teaching of a creation by god. The following arguthe
ments have been extracted from the Abhidharmak~sha,~
Sph~tdrthd,~
and the Bodhicarydvatdra [q].
If all is reduced to God as the sole cause, all would have had
to be created at the same moment (yugapat sarvena jagatz
bhavitavyam).1° But things in the world arise in succession,
and also in dependence on each other. The theist counters this
by asserting that God creates the one, and causes the other
to cease at his will (chanda),Against this the Buddhist maintains
that it is then impossible to speak of a single decision of God
as the one and only cause of creation, since in this case many
decisions are required. Were God the sole cause of all things, all
would come into existence simultaneously.
This argument is typically Buddhist, for the law of dependent origination teaches the conditioned arising of one dha~ma
from a multitude of other dharmas. But as most Hindu schools
see i r the world process the eternal play of God, the argument
l c ~ ;ome of its force-and would be far more apt if directed
F.
!st the Persian-Jewish-Christian-Islamic theory of a final
erm of all things.
The theist reply to the above is that God creates things,
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situations, etc., successively because he considers the relationships (apekshana). But if God does this, then he is again not
the sole cause of everything; for then there are other causes,
too, which in their turn depend on still other ones,
The main difficulty for the theists consists in their assumption that God is the creator of everything, while a t the same
time also accepting the theory of karma. According to the
latter, each existence is the result of good or evil deeds in a
previous existence. The inexorable consequence of this is that
the world-cycle has no beginning. In this, the brahminical
systems are in agreement with Buddhism (Shikyaputr$ya
nyZya). However, Buddhist thinking reduces everything to the
law of karma, and is thus more consistent. The reciprocal
causality of karmic law and the actions of God in the world
cannot logically coexist.
If the theist does not a priori deny all natural causality, for
example that sprouting depends on a seed, then he has to admit
these natural causes as auxiliaries (sahakirikErana)to God. The
latter, however, is then but a pious statement (bhaktivida),
for it can be demonstrated that for a seed to sprout, a field,
water, etc. are essential; or that consciousness of seeing can only
exist when and where an eye, colour, and perception by an organ
of thinking co-operate. In all this, no active intervention of
God can be observed. The fact is that sprouting, or the consciousness of seeing, only come about if and when the essential
requirements are fulfilled. And so the assumption of a god additional to natural process is completely superfluous. ShZntideva
[41]therefore holds that if God must make considerations in
order to create-as the potter needs clay to produce a potthen he is not the lord of everything. The followers of the
NyZya-Vaisheshika sect are known as extremists of theism,
and their system particularly shows the insufficiency of the
theist position. They hold the five elements, space, the soul,,
etc., t o be eternal. Cognition, pain and pleasure are not derived
from God; and they accept the law of karma. But in that case,
God has no actual function to fulfil in either the natural or the
moral world. And the theories of the VedZntins are just as unsatisfactory, i.e. that God has transformed himself and become
the elements, space, and individual souls, and through them
caused the order of the world and beings to come into existence.
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For the elements are not one but five, they are without intelligence and activity, and as they are not worthy of veneration
either-how can they be God? Space does not act and so cannot
be God; nor can the soul be God for it does not exist as a continuous, permanent principle (this latter according to the
Buddhist doctrine of A flitma-va'da)
The doctrine of creation by God is only tenable on the
assumption of an original creation (idisarga), of one single
origin. It is just this which is impossible according to the doctrine of karma which teaches that the beings in the present
world are conditioned by their karma carried over from a
former existence. And further, God cannot have been the
original creator of the world because no point in time is imaginable a t which God existed but not yet a world (at least in the
latent form of karma carried over).
The remarkable point in these arguments against the theists
is that a consistent development is missing in them. If the
world is traced back to God as the single cause, one cannot settle
it at this point, but rather must ask further: from what cause
has God arisen? This is a question frequently asked by modern
Buddhist apologists.*
Speaking as a Buddhist, the whole problem of the creation
ex nihiZo solves itself. According t o the theory of causality,
nothing can come about by one single cause so that the cooperation of a multitude of causes is necessary to produce
something.
Again from the Buddhist point of view, it is difficultfor theism
to give a motive for the act of creation. If God created the world
for his own pleasure, then it would seem that he delights in the
existential suffering of his creatures, in their being subject to
illness and the pains of hell, etc. And if God is almighty, then
why has he made such a poor job of the world? And the final
problem is : 'If God is the sole cause of all that happens, then the
effort of man is vain.'12
In the earliest literature Buddha is said to have stressed the
incompatibility of the theory of a good and almighty god with
the vileness of the world, and with the doctrine of the freedom
of the will. A summary from the Anguttara-Nikiya states [z] :

.

* 'Asked how life developed, he (the Buddhist) is bound to counter
with the
.
question : How did God develop?' (Prof. G. P. Malalasekera.)
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'Some ascetics and Brahmins hold: "Whatever comes to man,
happiness or suffering, or neither, all is caused by the will of
the creator (issara-nimmina)." But I say: "So then because of
the will of their creator and god, human beings become murderers, thieves, unchaste, liars, slanderers, covetous, malicious
and heretical." And those who rely on the creation of a supreme
god lack the freewill to do what is to be done, and to refrain
from doing what is not to be done.'13
The BhGridatta-Jitaka poses the question why God does not
make all men happy, and why he does not bring order into the
world (ujju-karoti) 'The lord of creation is unjust because
though justice exists, he created injustice as well' [ z I].
Though Brahminical teaching is based on the Vedas and
other canonical texts, it is of no value for the words of the
Brahmins are mere lying chatter (asatpya-Zipa). I 4 The Milhzdapafiha calls them empty and without a real core [z8]. In the
Vajras.iicT-supposed to be by Ashvaghosha-the Brahminical
scriptures are ridic~led.'~
According to the Majjhima-Nikiya Buddha said: 'The
Brahmins have handed on the old traditions down the generations, just as a basket is handed on; and they say: "This is true,
and all else is false." But is there but one among them, even back
to their old masters, who can say: "This I know myself?"
They are all like a lot of blind men, walking one behind the
other, and none of them sees in front, at the back, or in the
middle' [z5]. The Buddha contrasts Brahminical wisdom based
on revelation with an insight which, according to him, can be
won by everyone who has developed the necessary prerequisites.
Buddhism, however, is not satisfied in merely contradicting
theist doctrines, but also developed a theory as to how the
erroneous belief in a creator-god (BrahmZi) came about. The
oldest version of this theory is already contained in the DzghaNikiya. I give this text with some interspersed comment^.'^ I t
starts with a description of the cyclic periods of world creation
and destruction :

.

After a long period of time, the world comes to an end.
When this happens, all creatures escape-mainly into (the
realm of) shining beings (ibhassara, i.e. gods of a higher realm
that is not destroyed at the end of the world). There they live,
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having bodies composed of 'manas' ;* their nourishment is joy,
they shine by their inherent splendour, fly in the air, and live
in glory, for a very long time.
After a long period, the world then begins anew. When this
happens, first the empty Brahm5 palace appears. Then a being
departs from the assembly of the 'shining ones' because his
allotted life span is over, or because his own accumulated
merits (to which he owes his existence in the realm of the
'shining ones') are exhausted. He subsequently appears in the
empty Brahm5 palace of the newly emerging world. There he
lives with a 'manas' body (see above), his nourishment is joy,
he shines by his inherent splendour, flies in the air, and lives
in glory for a very long tirne.
However, after that being has lived in the Brahmii palace
for a very long time he becomes lonely, and there arises in him
the restless desire: 'Oh, if only other beings, too, might come
into existence!' Then other beings begin to depart from the
realm of the 'shining ones', because their appropriate span of
life is ended, or because their accumulated merits are exhausted.
They also appear in the BrahmZi palace, and keep the first-comer
company. They, too, live there with 'manas' bodies, their nourishment is joy, they shine by their inherent splendour, fly in
the air, and live for a very long time.
Then the one who came first into the empty BrahmZ palace
thinks: 'I am Brahmn, the Great BrahmZi, the Almighty, not
subject to anybody, from whose eyes nothing remains hidden,
undisputed ruler, the effective one, the creator, the highest
lord who rules everything according to his pleasure, the father
of all that has been and will be. I have created all these beings
here. For in me there arose the thought: 'Oh, if only other
beings, too, would come into existence!' That was the desire
of my heart, and lo! they came into existence'. And in the
beings that appeared after him the thought arises: 'This is the
venerable BrahmB, the Great Brahmn, the Almighty. . . He,
the venerable Brahrnii, created us all. For we found him here,
and ourselves appeared after him.'

.

This is a very interesting statement, for it assumes that even
the first dwellers on earth already had a monotheistic religion

*

i.e. the organ of thinking composed of finest-material matter.
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of some primitive form. However, it traces this monotheism
back not to an original revelation, but to an error of assumption
by both God and men.
Studying the above arguments against a personal creator
and ruler, we find that the authoritative Indian texts of Buddhism show a clear and well-argued, negative attitude towards
the idea of God. And so Buddhism with its strict denial of a
divine creator and world ruler must be said to be atheist.
There remains, however, the question whether Buddhism
was atheist from its beginning, or whether its founder, the
historical Gautama, had another point of view. Some scholars
attempted t o clear Buddha of the accusation of atheism by
suggesting that he never intentionally touched on the problem
of God, that his purpose was only t o teach the path of selfliberation, and that he therefore repudiated all metaphysical
speculations.' Other scholars are of the opinion that Nirvana
or the eternal, cosmic law replaces God in Buddhist teaching.
And others again suggest that Buddha did recognize a world
ruler; or again, that from the very beginning his adherents
saw in him a liberated, eternal being. All these widely differing
attempts to prove the theism of Buddha1 are so many speculations, and cannot be supported from the texts. They also lack
historical foundation: if such a great difference is assumed
between the teaching of the founder and that of the older texts
of his religion, then detailed evidence has to be produced to
show how this revolutionary change took place. Buddha himself left no writings; and his teachings were not taken down in
shorthand or tape-recorded; for hundreds of years they were
orally handed on until eventually they were written down.
What Buddha himself taught can never be accurately ascertained. Yet, if one allows any authority to the transmitted
canonical scriptures, one will also have to admit that in all
probability Buddha's view did not vary greatly from that
which is presented by all the later literature on the problem of
God.
There is no need to go still deeper into this question, for our
survey deals exclusively with the doctrines of historical Buddhism as they are reflected in the scriptures. A botanist engaged
in writing a treatise on the oak tree will place his main interest
on the fully developed tree; he will not be content with a

'
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monograph on the acorn plus speculations as to how far the
acorn might differ from the tree.
That Buddhism was an 'a-theist' religion from the beginning
is supported by the evidence of other non-theist religions in
India.
2 P A R A L L E L S FROM C O M P A R A T I V E R E L I G I O N

The Jains represent an atheistic pluralism. The teaching of
this religion has much in common with Buddhism, but differs
from the latter by assuming eternal, individual souls, and
eternal matter. The basic, original relationship between the
beginningless souls and the atoms, is the cause of all suffering
in the world. Separation of these two unconnected entities is
the prerequisite for liberation. And this can only be attained by
personal effort. No god can help or aid a man towards it, for
there is no Ishvara who rules the world or who could break the
chain of Samsdra by an act of grace. And in Jain doctrine it is
a heresy (mithyddrishti) to believe in an eternal, omniscient,
omnipresent god who created the world (kartd, i.e. maker) and
again destroys it (hart& i.e. destroyer), for such a belief blocks
the path towards liberation. Nor does the Jain teaching need
such a god for it denies the cyclic origin and destruction of the
world. The Jain arguments against the existence of an fshvavara
are partly the same as the Buddhist ones: the incompatability
of a good Godwith the evils of theworld; the anthropomorphization of God by ascribing to him the properties of love and hate;
the limitations of his omnipotence by the law of karma; the
disagreement on whether Vishnu or Shiva is the cosmic lord,
etc.'
In addition, the following arguments are brought out: the
assumption that only an intelligent being could have created
and ordered the world is a weak one, because matter, too, is
subject to inherent laws. There is further the possibility that
not one but many gods created the world-just as hundreds of
ants erect one structure. Further, if a creator is assumed, then
it must also be assumed that he has a body-on the analogy
that a potter, too, has a body; and from this there arises the
question why nobody can see the body of God. And because
everything on earth that possesses a body has a beginning and
an end, God, too, must be impermanent. If, however, it is
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asserted that God is a purely spiritual being, then it seems impossible that he can create material things. According to the
Jain teaching, only a pure spirit can be thought of as a liberator;
and as such he has neither the possibility nor the wish to be
active in the world.
If God is considered omnipresent, then he must also be
present in unclean places, for example, in the hells. And how
can it even be conceived that a good and kind being-God in
the view of the theists-creates such terrible places of punishment, and causes sinners to suffer the most frightful
tortures?
The various theist schools rely on the authority of their
scriptures, considering them as divine revelations. However,
those scriptures cannot have been produced by an omniscient
being, for they contain many contradictions. Nor does it seem
proper for an exalted being to continuously proclaim his own
virtues. And so there is no convincing evidence whatsoever to
suggest the existence of a creator and ruler of the world. The
idea of a God is based on imagination which has no more
reality than the idea of the son of a barren woman.
The orthodox Brahmins consider Buddhist and Jain teachings
heretical, because they are not based on Vedic revelation. However, religious atheism exists also within Brahmin orthodoxyit is very typical that of the six orthodox, philosophical systems
and the classic
two are specifically atheist-Mfmdmsd
Sinkhya.
No other Hindu religious system lays more claim to possessing correct view than MZmdmsd, the teaching of service. It
purports to be nothing but a commentary on and a defence of
the holy scriptures. The Vedas have neither been revealed by
a god, nor have they been produced by man, but are an eternal,
spiritual substance, and exist in and by themselves. They are,
so to speak, the ethical and ritual order of the world expressed
in words, and are the embodiment of dha~mabinding for all
periods of time, the sum total of all religious duties from which
nobody is exempt.
Kumiirila, one of the main representatives of this teaching
(eighth century) tries to substantiate the basic dogma, and to
defend it against all attacks. For anybody who does not already
believe in Vedic revelation, his arguments are no more con-

,
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vincing than those cited for the verbal inspiration of the Bible,
or for the immutability of the Koran.
Those who believe in a God accept Prajiipati as creator and
lord of all creatures. Kumiirila declares this teaching as unfounded, for human beings did not exist before the creation;
so there was nobody who witnessed the act, and might have
reported it to others. If it be claimed, however, that God
subsequently revealed to man how he created the world, this
does not constitute a proof; God might have told this story only
to illustrate his supposed almightiness. Nor can it possibly be
assumed that God created the world out of love for the not yet
existing creatures, for then he would have created happy beings
only. If God is absolutely pure and perfect, how comes it that
the world he created and rules is impure and imperfect? The
theory that all evil and all delusion (avidya) is founded on
w&yiis of little avail here, for if may6 can produce the whole
manifold universe by itself and without the will of God, then
there exists in fact a dualism of two original beings opposed to
each other. And further, if delusion is an original being independent of Brahmii, then it can never be dissolved and liberation
is impossible.
All the texts quoted so far assume that the world was not
created once and for all at the beginning of time, but that world
cycles periodically alternate with destruction. This corresponds
to the belief of most Hindus. This assumption, however, contradicts all experience and should be discarded. (The Mimiimsakas teach, as do the Jains, that the world as a whole is
eternal and permanent.) This theory makes the existence of a
world creator superfluous, for the karmic laws which condition
the beginning of a new world would limit God's omnipotence.
For these and other reasons the assumption of a ruler of the
world is untenable. The authority of the Vedas is more convincingly secured by giving up the uncertain supposition of an
omniscient creator, and admitting instead the theory of the
eternal Vedas. The latter is not contradicted by various places
in the Vedas dealing with a creation, etc., for these quotations
in the holy scriptures only aim to stress the importance of
certain rites, and to induce men to carry them
In its classic form sinkhya is also atheist. The reasons for the
denial of a creator are discussed by Vzcaspatimishra in his
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commentary to fshvarakrishna's Kririk~Z:God cannot be the
creator of the world, for he cannot have been influenced by
either of the two motives of rational behaviour, i.e. selfishness
and kindness. Selfishness is impossible because God is eternally
perfect, and all his desires are fulfilled anyway; and he cannot
have acted out of kindness because all his creatures are most
unhappy in his world. I t is therefore much more reasonable to
assume the world process is founded on the action of matter
(firakriti); without being itself conscious but as regulated by
karma, it is the cause of everything, just as the flowing of milk
is the cause of the calf's growing.=
As shown above, at the time of classical Indian philosophy
(AD 500-1000) there existed a number of teachings besides
Buddhism. Though all of them assumed many impermanent
gods, and were strictly religious in thought, they nevertheless
repudiated theism and produced well-considered arguments
against it.
Subsequently, due to the development of theist, pan-entheist, and theopantist trends, religious atheism became almost
extinct in India. With a nation as conservative as the Indian
it can, however, be noticed that once-important spiritual trends
somehow still remain. And so, religious atheism has never been
completely absent from philosophical speculations. During the
first half of the nineteenth century the ascetic BakhtZvar
renewed-under the patronage of the RZjZ of HZthras-the
Buddhist ShGnyavida in his SGnisdr (the Essence of Emptiness)
in a solipsistic-idealistic way. There is no God, and no outside
world, and everything one perceives, imagines, or thinks, is but
a reflection of one's own I.4
At the beginning of our century, and under the influence of
modern Western thought, there arose a religious sect in the PunjBb which links a militant atheism with social reform, spiritualism, Yoga, and a Guru (founder) cult. In my book Religious
Reform Movements in Modern India I have discussed this DevSamBj as an 'atheist church of the super-man'.s Of Auguste
Comte's Religion de ZJhumanitk it has been said that it is a
Catholicism from which the Christian constituents have been
removed; the Dev-SBmaj could be defined as a modernized
Hinduism without varndshramadharma, transmigration, and
any belief in transcendental gods.
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Outside India as well there are beliefs and creeds which
acknowledge the existence of numerous but limited gods, but
deny the assumption of a personal overlord. A survey of these
religions must take into account that some primitives-according to Diedrich Westermann-see in the highest god nothing
but an impersonal force of fate; the same applies to some
African and American Indian creeds. David Hume in his
Natural History of Religion (1757)calls the various forms of
pre-Christian paganism 'a kind of superstitious atheism', because they did not believe in a personal lord and ruler but
rather in gods of limited but still considerable power whom
they considered to be 'slaves of fate and of natural events'?
In China the conception of the highest god is a very vague one.
Heinrich Hackmann says of Shang Ti, the 'highest lord': 'He
never becomes a true and complete god. He remains a "power"
more related to the concept of fate (Chinese: Ming, which often
replaces him) than to that of a god'.' In the course of time,
the concept of a personal lord and ruler became ever weaker
in Chinese philosophy, and all but vanished from metaphysical
thought. The Sung philosophers, especially Chu-hsi (AD 11301200) 'have purposely and systematically expurgated the transcendental remains from the explanation of the origin and the
meaning of the world, which now consists of matter and the
principle of force that shapes it. Buddhist atheism has doubtlessly helped to influence this new philosophy' (Otto Franke) *
In the next chapter we shall see in somewhat more detail that
many religions hold an impersonal force as the highest principle
I t is not our task here to trace this in the history of Western
philosophy. An example from it is Arthur ~ c h o ~ e n h a uwhose
er
metaphysical system, imbued with the idea of all-oneness, of a
moral world order, and of liberation, must be considered a
special expression of religious atheism.

.

111. THE LAW OF THE WORLD
I T H E B U D D H I S T DHARMA

'Just as "There is no God beside God, and Mohammed is his
prophet" represents the essence of Islam, or the Trinity that of
Christianity, and the Sabbath that of Judaism, so reincarnation
is the essence of Hinduism. A person who does not believe in
it is not a Hindu, nor is he accepted as one of them.'' With
this statement the great Mohammedan scholar Alberuni (fifth
chapter of his work India-A D 1030) shows the essential difference between the Western theistic religions and Hinduism.
The central dogma, common to Hinduism, Jainism and
Buddhism, is the assumption of a moral world order manifesting
itself throughout the cosmos. Its expression is the automatic
law of cause and effect implicit in all activities, and thus the
conditioning factor for reincarnation. The manifold divergences
between the three Indian religions with their various schools
and sects are only secondary compared with this fundamental
world concept which unites them, and differentiates them
from the Western religions. This also explains why both during
the Indian Middle Ages and at present the various trends of
Hinduism, Jainism and Buddhism consider themselves as parts
of a whole, and believe they have the same foundation. I t also
explains the remarkable phenomenon that theists, pan-entheists, and a-theists, the devotees of Vishnu and Shiva, the
adherents of the Vedas, and the heterodox believers usually
lived peacefully side by side, whereas in the West considerably
smaller differences in the concepts of God and soul led to devastating wars.
Modern Hinduism is very conscious of the fundamental importance of the teaching of a moral world order. This is shown
by the address of the Premier of Madras, Rajagopalachari,
delivered to the University of Patna on 'The Importance of
Hindu Philosophy in a Modern State'. The Overseas Hindustan
T i m e s writes : 'Vedanta philosophy, Mr Rajagopalachari explained, is better adapted to modern times than other religions
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because it is founded on the order of Law. Other religions are
based on fear and punishment which can be commanded by
some highest authority. Hindu philosophy is based on the
rule of the Law, and not on the whims of a ruler. Nor is the
Law issued by an authority which rules by force. Hindu
philosophy originates in natural law as recognized by science."
The Indian teaching of a moral world order which is
manifested by karmic causality, is obviously best represented
in those religions which do not assume an ishvara, and so are
not forced to define somehow the relation of an omnipotent
god to an all-embracing world law. Buddhism is, next to
Jainism, specially instructive for an understanding of dharma,
that is the highest, impersonal principle of the universe in which
our concepts of natural law and moral world order meet.
Dharma (from the root dhar, to bear or carry, and related
to the Latin firmus) is the unshakable, firm bearer of all that
happens in the world, the norm which rules all great and small
events of the natural and the moral life. I t manifests itself in
the infinite multitude of those forces which are also called
dharmas by the Buddhists: these are the factors of being which
condition each other (samskdra), and which produce by their
interplay the outer and inner world of an individual. They give
rise to the laws of coming-to-be and ceasing-to-be, and of
causal interdependence; they are also active in the norms,
rules, commandments, duties, rights, as well as in the teaching
of liberation. And they are implicit in the world-transcending,
final aim of all striving, in Nirviina, which is also called the
highest dharma.
In the theist view, the transcendent God by means of his
omnipotence dissolves the duality of natural and moral happenings, for he uses nature as a means towards a final, moral
goal.
In Buddhism, the law immanent in the world produces the
harmony between the natural course of events and the demands
of moral consciousness. I t shapes the world as well as individuals
by its automatic action of cause and effect. All morally positive
or negative actions are subject to it, so that each good action
reaps its own reward, and each evil one meets its punishment.
The whole cosmos is nothing but the continuous manifestation
of the inexorable consequences of the moral or immoral actions
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of its countless living beings. And so the universe with its
realms of heavens, hells, and worlds resembles a perpetuzlm
mobile driven by dharma and continuously wound up by
karma. It has ever been in movement and can never come to
rest, even though the single streams of life in it (the individuals)
may cease on exhaustion of their karma. The Piili Canon states
repeatedly and explicitly that the great laws of existence are
immanent in the nature of the world, and independent of the
mission of a Buddha.
The Afiguttara-Nikgya says: 'Whether tathigatas have arisen
or not, certain is this fundamentaI Law (dha'tu, principle), this
rule of the Law (dhamma-tthitati),this lawful necessity (dhamma~iyimatd):All conditioned factors of being (sankhiri) are
impermanent, all conditioned factors of being are subject to
suffering, all dhammas (i.e. the conditioned sankh6ras and the
unconditioned dhamma, that is NirvZna) are "without self"
(annattlii, without permanent substance). This the tathigata perceives and knows; and after he has perceived and recognized
it, he teaches it, shows it reveals it, lays it open, explains it,
preaches it, comments on it, and proclaims it.'3
The Samyzltta-Nikiya says the same of the Law of Conditioned Origination ($aticca~amuf$Oda),~that great law which
Gautama discovered even before he was enlightened, when he
still was a B o d h i s a t t ~ aand
, ~ which the Buddhists at all times
considered to be the most precious jewel (ratna) of all knowledge.
The three 'seals' or hall-marks of existence, Avticca, Anatti,
and Dukkha, and the causal chain with its twelve links are the
basis of all Buddhist conceptions and of all hopes for liberation.
Contrary to almost all other religious and philosophical systems,
Buddhism knows neither a first cause of the world, nor an allembracing spiritual substance giving rise to all that is. It is
rather that something comes into being in dependence on and
conditioned by something else. A first beginning is as impossible
as is a definite end. The Buddhist, therefore, regards all attempts
t o explain the world or the individual by means of one or more
'eternal substances' (such as God, soul, original matter, atoms,
etc.) just as useless as if one tried 'to tie the reflection of the
moon to the water with the hair of a t ~ r t o i s e ' .There
~
are no
permanent entities of any sort; and all that exists is conditioned
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and will again pass away. Philosophically analysed, the whole
universe and everything in it reveals itself as a strictly ordered
sequence of dynamic processes, as a play of the forces of dharma.
The theory that each individual event is functionally dependent,
is now further refined in that only a multiplicity of factors can
bring about a new one, a single one being insufficient to do so.
Thus there is no arising from one single 'original' cause from
which something develops, but only a new coming into existence
by mutual co-ordination of a multitude of conditions. And so
the cosmic law manifests itself ultimately as a continuous and
irrefragable 'condition(al)isml. There are no isolated factors,
and all things are connected with each other. Personality, too,
is an ever-changing stream of dharmas which arise from multiple conditions, are active for a short time, and again cease, to
make room for others.
The so-called personality is, in fact, but a bundle of dharmas.
The conditions which govern the existence and suchness of a
seeming personality are not-as we have seen-just physical
or intellectual processes, but are above all of a moral nature.
The moral quality of the actions performed by body, speech
and thought during earthly existence conditions the next rebirth including everything that goes with it (surroundings,
heredity, ability, etc.). In this respect each being is 'selforiginated'; its form is due to the combination of those forces
it has created itself in a former existence. The world law shows
itself in that all the myriads of individual fates together form
one whole. Harmoniously attuned to each other, they constitute the continuously flowing history of the world-without
beginning, and without an end.
Because the world law is fixed in its ordered norm, a Buddha
can predict with utter certainty what is possible and what not.
This thdnakusalatZ is counted as one of the special powers of a
Buddha (Sanskrit : sthdnisthdnaj%a'na-bala) in the DfghaNikdya. Also in the Anguttara-Nikdya [I] where Buddha says:
I t is impossible (atthdfia),it cannot come to be (anavakdsa), that
one of right view considers a conditioned factor of being
(samkhira) as eternal, as not subject to suffering, or as a
permanent substance ; that he kills his parents, or arahats; that
simultaneously two Buddhas arise; that a woman can become
Buddha or cosmic 1 0 r d ; ~that somebody does not reap the
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consequences of his good and evil actions. The Atthdna-Jitaka9
lists a series of natural impossibilities.
Those things cannot occur because the immanent law and
order make them impossible. And again we see in this the contrast with the theistic view according to which nothing is
impossible for the Almighty.*
The cosmic law in Buddhism is often similar to the personal
God of theist religions, for it conditions the origin, existence,
and end of the world, rewards good deeds and punishes evil
ones. But it is never revered as the creative or directive principle of the world: to the Buddhist, the cosmic law is a dire
necessity rather than a semi-divine entity. Yet within limits,
dharma is the subject of a cult, in its aspect of leading from
the world to transcendence of it. The teaching of the Path of
Liberation, the dharma revealed by Buddha, forms together
with Buddha and Sangha the Tri-ratna. And it is repeatedly
said in the literature of this teaching that it is 'lovely in its
origin, lovely in its progress, and lovely in its consummation
(kalyina)' : this dharma is sanditthika, akdlika, ehipassika,
oeanayika paccattam, veditabba vififiEhi, i.e. it is 'already active
in this present existence, not bound to any time, open for everybody, leading to the goal, and to be grasped at once by the
wise'.'O In Shzntideva's Shikshd-samzcccaya we find a similar
though more elaborate statement to that in this -extract from
the Dha~ma-sangz'ti-SiZt~a:
'Buddhas are born from the dharma (dharmaja), have the
dharma as their light ($rubha'), and as their realm (gocara). All
wholesome things (sukhiini) whether worldly or supramundane,
are born from the dharma, originated from 'the dhama (nisphanna). . Dharma is the same for all beings; it does not differentiate between low, middle; or high. Dharma has no con-

..

* Genesis 18~14: 'Is there anything impossible for the Lord?' Jeremiah
32,17: 'Oh Lord, You created Heaven and earth by Your great power and by
the stretch of Your arm, and nothing is impossible unto You.' Jeremiah 32,27:
'I am the Lord, God of all flesh; how should anything be impossible unto Me?'
Zachariah 8'6 : 'Thus speaks the Lord of Hosts: If that seems too miraculous
for the rest of the people, does it follow it should be too miraculous for Me?'
Mark 10'27: 'And Jesus looked a t them and said: For men it is impossible,
but not for God, because for God all things are possible.' Luke 1~37:'Each word
that comes from God has power.' Luke 18,27: 'But He [Jesus) said: What is
impossible for men is yet possible for God.'
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nection with pleasure (sukha), and is impartial (apaksha9atita). Dharma is timeless, not related to time, and says to
everybody: "Come and look" (aihipashyika); it must be experienced by oneself. .It is present both in the pure and in the
impure (kshata), in arahats and in ordinary men (firitha'ana),
and acts by day and night (pravartate).Dharma is immeasurable
like space (cikdsha),it neither increases nor does it decrease. It
is not protected by living beings but rather protects them.
Dharma is invincible. . I t is not afraid of samsiira (anunz'ta),
nor does it favour nirvdna, for the dharma is always constant
(sadd nirvikalpa).'l

..

..

This teaching is venerated as a means of escape from suffering
in the world. The Dz'gha-Nilidya expresses this by a wealth of
synonyms all of which mean veneration (dhammamsakkaronto ...
garukaronto . . miinento . .pGjento . . apa~dyamiino).~~
This
quotation is also important in that it shows how the meanings
of 'cosmic law' and 'way of liberation' are united into one whole.
Dharma, as the central concept of Buddhism, has been compared with the brahma of the Upanishads. The coincidences
are, indeed, conspicuous: both are the premise for the existence
of this world; and both, if seen into and recognized, lead from
this world to liberation. Such a comparison, however, should
not ignore the still very considerable differences between the
two systems. Dharma is not the substantial ground of being, nor
is it the quintessence of all that exists, and with which the
enlightened one unites.13

.

.
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2 PARALLELS F R O M COMPARATIVE R E L I G I O N

In various religions all over the world, we find not a persona
god but an impersonal force governing the fate of the world and*
of all who dwell in it. When man first questioned why the various gods are limited in their power, and why they may not
interfere with the activities of other gods, the inevitable conclusion was the assumption that something even more powerful
than the gods reigns over them. The first tentative attempts in
this direction speak of this power in a way that shows that
there was as yet no clear conceptual differentiation between a
personal god and an impersonal force. But with advancing
thought, there was a parting of the ways between those who
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chose a personal cosmic ruler, and those who preferred an
impersonal cosmic principle as the explanation of the world.
The following cross-section through the history of religions in
classical times will show this.
The Greeks and Romans, developed a series of conceptions
concerning an impersonal power of fate which governs all and
everything, and which is the ultimate cause of all worldly and
heavenly events. Homer often mentions Moira, but his views
of it tend to fluctuate. Sometimes it is a dark fate by which
even the gods are bound. Or else it is considered as 'conceived
personally, and either identified with the divine will, especially
that of the highest god ; and if not identified with it, then subject
to it. Both these theories stand side by side, and it is futile to
try to organize them into a consistent dogma.'l Other similar
concepts were, for the Greeks, adrasteia, aisa, ananke, dike,
pronoia, nemises, tyche, and especially heimarmene ;* for the
Romans, fatum and fortuna. The pre-Socratic schools see the
whole world process as a law of natural necessity which is
immanent in the cosmos. The Stoics taught that the ineffable
heimarmelze predestines everything, and that even the actions
of the gods are subject to it. But the philosophers differ wipdely
in the details of their definitions of the concept of fate.3
The Celts, too, had a strong belief in an inescapable fate to
which all beings are subject. The concept of fate is especially
pronounced in the Germanic races, but the assumptions of the
relationship of fate and gods vary. Mostly, however, they too
are powerless against fate. Hermann Schneider quotes from the
Norse Sagas: 'When King Hrolf Kraki learned that his peasant
host whom he had treated badly was in truth Odin, his men
lamented their bad fate, being sure the god would seek vengeance. But the king said: "Fate [Norse: audna] rules the life
of man, and not this evil god." '"
In India also there are a very few trends which accord to fate
(dishta, the directed: daiva, tbs iE"iiie; tk: umliidance of ",k
world process. And relatea to them are those teachings which
assert the inescapable predestination of all events, rather than
attributing them to the fickleness of fate, and therefore hold
'necessity' (niyati) to be the ultimate principle. The sect of
Ajivikas, founded by Gosgla, a contemporary of the Buddha,
seems to have adhered to this belief.
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In pre-Islamic times, the Arabs believed in an impersonal
fate that rules everything. The prophet combats just this belief
when he says in the Koran: 'They say: There is but our worldly
life; we die, and we live, and time (dahr) only destroys us.'=
Werner Caskel has shown in great detail that ancient Arabic
poetry employs widely differing expressions such as 'doom'
(al-himEm), 'meaning' (al-qadar, in the sense of 'to be meant
to .'), fate (al-dah~,az-zamdrt, al-aijzm), etc., to describe a
power that rules supreme and is not subject to another's will.
The later monotheism has changed these concepts, 'for it seems
that Mohammed drew on something known in his formulation
of the concept qadar as the activity of Allah'. However, even in
later thought, Allah has 'an inherent trend of blind self-will
which seems to connect him with d a h ~ ' . ~
The concepts of fate and time are often identified. Among
the Greeks and Indians, time is occasionally the world principle.
This applies especially to the sect of Zarvanites which developed
within the religion of Zoroaster. The Zarvanites tried to solve
the dualism existing between the good god Ahuramazda
(Orrnazd) and the evil god Angramainyu (Ahriman) by the
assumption of 'unlimited time' (zarvaut akarana) as the ultimate
cause. Time also appears as a power that directs the whole
cosmos and all its manifestations-either directly (as with
Variihamihira) or indirectly as in the various astrological
systems of Europe and Asia. The latter assert the dependence
of all individual fates on the heavenly bodies that follow their
courses in eternal and harmonious order.
All the above teachings are based on an impersonal power
which in its essence is beyond both good and evil. In contrast
to these there exist Chinese and Indian ideas which assume a
moral world order, and so ascribe to the impersonal, highest
world principle the function of establishing a just balance
between the ethical behaviour of the individual and the fate
meted out to him.
The metaphysical views of the Chinese have changed greatly
in the course of time, but widely differing trends have often
existed simultaneously. This is not the place to examine whether
in olden times a belief existed in a personal overlord (shang-ti)
or in a personally conceived heavenly god (T'ielz),and to what
extent theistic thought has asserted itself in China throughout

.
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its history until the present day. Yet it must be stressed that in
China--even if a creator of all that happens was admittedthis was done in an unusually abstract and unmythological way,
differing widely from the belief in gods of, say, the Indians,
Israelites, or others. The Chinese heavenly ruler seldom intervenes on behalf of an individual, and seems rather the personification of an eternal world order which 'without speaking'
proceeds peacefully and in accordance with the law.
The conception of Tao-as we find it in Lao-tsu's Tao-TeChing, supposedly seventh century B c-is particularly impersonal. Tao is 'the "way" of what happens in the world, the
life process of the universe in its innumerable effects and forms,
the original force which keeps in constant movement both the
cosmos and each single, tiniest particle in it. I t is the ceaseless
change of coming-to-be and ceasing-to-be, the course of nature
which is invisible, inaudible, formless, and inconceivable, is
beyond time and space, without a beginning and without an
end. And yet it is active, everywhere, and everywhere its activity is recognized." This activity of the Tao is good, because
it is the natural way. If man acts in accordance with Tao, and
is pervaded by it, if he does not stray from it by selfish or selfwilled greed, then by such spontaneous, instinct-guided action
which is not self-acting but rather a non-acting (wu-wei), he
attains the peace of quietness.
The teaching of Tao goes back to very early times ;Lao-tsu
expressed it in its most profound form. Later Taoism has
expanded it by various other connotations, but also harmed it
through fantastic speculations and superstitious practices.
Tradition assumes Lao-tsu to be an older contemporary of
Confucius (572-479 BC). Confucius, too, tried to give new expression to the old teachings. But unlike Lao-tsu, Master Kung
was no mystic who saw the highest good in self-sufficient contemplation. As a rationalist, his main concern was with an
ordered life in state and society. Though it is often stated that
Confucius was a philosopher and moralist, not a religious
teacher, this is not quite true. Such a judgment is based on the
assumption of a religion being exclusively the more or less
emotional type of occidental creeds. In a history of religions,
however, we must consider all forms of religious expression,
and not just those with which we happen to be personally
56
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familiar. A zoologist, too, does not limit himself to the Europpean fauna only, but must take into consideration that of other
continents as well.
Confucius did not lay down a concise, dogmatic teaching
about gods and spirits and their relation to men, nor about the
nature of life after death, supernatural events, etc. But there
is no justification for considering him irreligious on these
grounds. From it we can only conclude-as indeed is demonstrated by the historical facts within other fields of comparative
religion-that the urge to formulate certain metaphysical concepts, hopes or desires, and to express them in mythical forms,
may and does vary greatly with different types of mentality.
Confucius' thought was formed in accordance with his time
and his country; he accepted the ancestor-cult as obligatory,
believed in the efficacy of sacrifices and rites, and therefore in
the necessity of their observance. This shows sufficiently that
he is not to be considered only as an ethical or political theorist,
but also as a religious thinker. Though he is not the founder of
a new religion, he certainly is the renovator of an existing one.
His achievement is not in a new creation but rather in his
giving a profound meaning to many of the traditional concepts,
and in the elimination of archaic customs no longer fitting to
an advanced morality. This was obviously done with the
intention of reinstating in their pristine purity the ancient
beliefs and rites that had become degenerate.
To Confucius, heaven was the one and highest world principle.
He took heaven to be a personal being, but saw in it not so
much a god who arbitrarily, by means of miracles and revelations, interferes with the course of history and with individual
life ; rather he considered it to be the regulator of the eternal,
cosmic moral law which rules all things in heaven and on earth,
and keeps them in order.
Theistic conceptions still exist in Confucius' own teaching,
though they are but slight compared with Western and Indian
religions. In the course of time, however, they became ever
more slender till they finally almost disappeared in the development of the Confucian system.
The so-called 'Neo-Confucianism' of Chu-hsi (1130--1200) was
the official philosophy until the end of the Chinese Empire.
Its doctrine is pronouncedly atheist. I t utterly repudiates the
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assumption of a heavenly god, though it duly acknowledges the
cults of gods and ancestors. The old concepts are reinterpreted
accordingly. Chu-hsi says: 'The sky is the blue which revolves
above our heads. In this blue there is no lord of heaven who
rules the world. There is no person who counts the sins of men.
Though such has been asserted, it is untenable. And yet it cannot be said that the world is without a lord for it is governed
by law, an unconscious and fateful lord. The law does not exist
outside of matter which it moves. It does not exist as a separate
entity, and cannot exist as such.'"
From such and other statements, Wieger and others took the
teachings of Chu-hsi as an atheistic materialism on a par with
that of Haeckel. Other scholars again tried to place Chu-hsi
nearer to theism.' But in fact, the Chinese philosopher commands a position of his own. He denies a personal,transcendental
god, but sees a moral law immanent in nature. 'This moral law
is the birthright of man, of every living being. I t is the natural
occupation, always the same, indivisible, given since beginningless time, eternally unchangeable, for it is as much the
cosmic as it is the moral law; it is the axis around which the
cosmos revolves, it is in itself the cosmos. This is, indeed, a
unique concept, and of such shattering clarity and strength as
even Plato does not approximate.'
The teaching of Chu-hsi is religious, partly because it sanctions customary cults, etc., and mainly because it sees an
ethical order active in the world. I t is also atheistic because it
emphatically denies a creator who is above the world and issues
commandments. Its ethics are autonomous, as they are in
Buddhism. Man has to devote himself to moral tasks by his
own reason and strength because he has recognized the moral
order immanent in the world; not because he has been commanded by a transcendental god, or because negligence is an
act of disobedience to the cosmic lord and a slight to his
majesty.
In India, the concept of a world law immanent in everything
is already expressed in the Rigveda. There it is called Rita. The
word means, according to Grassmann, eternal order, law, truth,
right, holiness, holy work, sacrifice, etc.ll Herman Oldenberg
described the essence of Rita specifically as 'the processes which
give rise to the assumption of order by their constant regularity
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or recurrence ; they obey Rita, or their occurrence is Rita. "The
rivers flow Rita," "The heaven-born dawn rose by Rita." . .
In the deeds of men Rita acts as the moral law which . . .enjoins
truth and the treading of the straight path. . . . The man who
harms his fellows by deceit or evil magic is opposed to the
honest man who "aspires to Rita". "The path is easy to walk,
without brambles, for him who follows Rita." Where Rita manifests, the cult is specially prominent. . . (This is in accord
with) the assumption that the great laws of the cosmos live in
the sacrificial process. Just as the rivers flow in obedience to
Rita, and the dawns return a t their allotted times,12so also it
happens by "harnessing" Rita that Agni is kindled for the
sacrifice.'13 And so Rita is the order of the world which appears
equally in nature, in moral life, and in the cult.
Heinrich Liiders in his Varzcrza, published posthumously by
L. Alsdorf, states that 'everywhere in the Vedas, Rita stands
for and means truth'. l 4 But though Rita is doubtless to be translated as 'truth' in most instances, two other considerations
contradict this exclusive statement.
One is that Indian abstract ideas often differ from ours. The
conceptual sphere they occupy is different from our own.
I t is therefore not possible simply to translate the same word
throughout the text by the same English word.
Further, the Indians associated with the concept of 'truth'
not only 'the coincidence between an asserted and a concrete
fact', but also considered it as a metaphysical concept, as shown
in the above quotations from Oldenberg. Rita can only be
correctly rendered by circumscribing and narrowing down the
wide meaning of 'truth'. But it then turns out that the Indians
understood truth precisely as coincidence with the cosmicethic-ritual order of the world. Grassmann rightly observes
that the concepts of 'permanent order' and 'eternal truth' are
'often inseparable'. That the Vedic Aryans distinguished shades
of meaning between Rita and truth (satya) is proved by the
following quotations: 'Your law shall be truth, heaven and
earth!' or : 'Law and truth were born from the kindled TaPas.'ls
The same contradictory tendencies we encountered in the
Homeric moira we also find in the Vedic conception of Rita.
Sometimes it is the all-embracing power that rules even the gods.
And sometimes it is said that Rita is the creation or an instru-
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ment of Varuna, or of other gods. In this we can see-as it were
in the making-those two wide streamsin Indian religious history
which still continue today; the belief that an impersonal
world law is the highest principle; and the other, that a personal
god transcends it.
In the Rigveda the 'net' (prasiti) of the law is said to be above
heaven, space, and the various gods.16 This is of interest, partly
because it seems to show that Rita is higher than the other
gods, but mainly because it clearly shows how the Aryans themselves considered Rita: as a subtle substance embracing the
universe. Since the archaic mind assigns a concrete material
existence to concepts which we have long since learned to
consider as purely abstract, there is also a place or locality
from which Rita unfurls its all-embracing activity. This locality
was considered to be the 'farthest away' (par~?vat)," there
where the horses of the sun-god are unharnessed,18 etc. We see
that the idea of a law that pervades everything still clings to
quite material conceptions; it is like a fine fluid which sprays
from a certain place and spreads everywhere. Empedocles has
a parallel to it : 'That which is the law for all is spread throughout the farthest ether and pervades the immeasurable g10ry."~
In my book The Philosophy of the Indians I have referred to
similar theories held by the Stoics.20
During the time of the Brahmdna texts, the impersonal
world law is the necessary premise for sacrificial mysticism.
Sacrifice as the basis of a frictionless functioning of life and the
events therein is conceivable as such only because the sacred
acts prescribed in the Vedas or by their commentators have
always the same result &hala, fruit). The numerous magical
manipulations that must be executed daily or on special
occasions are subject to a strict order which is itself based on
the order of the world (&a, vrata, dharman). The gods who are
addressed by the sacrifices, or to whom gifts are brought, are
mere tools for the attainment of the reward expected from the
efficaciousness of the sacrifice. In this theurgic attitude towards
the gods, they become so to speak pawns in the hands of the
priest, and are no longer the supernatural lords who are free
within the framework of their limitations to act as they please.
And so the conceptual world of the Brahmiinas in their exaggerated esteem of the sacrifice was given philosophical expres60
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sion in the later mTmimsi which as shown above (p. 44) no
longer recognized a personal overlord.
The cosmic-ethical-ritualistic law is generally called dharma
in the Upanishads, and its theory was changed profoundly and
developed further. For in these oldest philosophical treatises
there appears for the first time in a Sanskrit text, and already
clearly formulated, a teaching destined to become the central
dogma of all Indian religions : the law of the cause and result of
action (karman), of reincarnation in new existential forms, and
of the necessity and possibility of liberation. Though the teaching of reincarnation is found in various forms, even in primitive
cultures, and was known to Celts, Germans, Greeks and Romans,
and even to individual Jewish, Christian, and Mohammedan
heretics, yet nowhere else has it become the general foundation
of all metaphysical systems. And it further seems that no Indian
school-except the modern reform-movements of Brtihma- and
Dev-Samgj-ever as much as questioned it. So persuasive is
the influence of this belief that even non-Hindus, i.e. individual
Christians, Mohammedans, and Parsees, have adopted it.*
Having discussed it el~ewhere,~'
I need not go into details
here about the origin of this teaching, nor about the forms it
developed in the various schools. Nor is this the place to demonstrate how in India the doctrine of Karma combined with theistic, pan-en-theistic, and atheistic forms of belief. I t is only of
interest in this connection that this teaching is considered by
the Jains, the Mimgmsakas and the Stinkhyas as a sufficient
explanation of the world which makes the assumption of a
creator and ruler superfluous. To them, the doctrine of karma
i's the most complete form of evidence for a moral world order.
Belief in such a doctrine, provided it is fully developed, requires
three correlates :
First, man must have free will, for without it the moral life
is impossible.
Then, a just relationship must exist between good behaviour

* The present professor of philosophy a t the university of Baroda, A. R.
Wadia, reports: 'The feeling of injustice branded my soul, and while still a
boy I started pondering, but found it difficult to believe that there could be a
just God when there was so much poverty and evil in the world. Had I not
found the Hindu teaching of Karma, I doubtless would have become an
atheist. This Hindu belief is not confirmed by the Parsee teaching, but
centuries of connection with Hinduism have made i t a constituent of it.'"
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and human welfare, i.e. there must be the reward of good
actions, and punishment of evil ones.
Finally, the individual must have the possibility of continuing his development even after his present existence comes
to an end.
The teaching of the cause-effect causality of all deeds appears
in the Ueanishads as an impersonal world law, amalgamated
with the teaching of the impersonal Brahma as the cosmic
ground of being and of all moral order. The fusion of these two
teachings shows clearly how very strongly all Indian philosophy
was influenced by this conception of impersonal power.
The suggestions in this chapter were designed to show that
the most widely differing cultures may consider the principle
that rules the world as impersonal, and that in this respect
Buddhism is not an exception.
I leave to others better qualified the interesting task of
showing how in Western philosophy, too, both personal and
impersonal theories of the ground of being exist side by side
and succeed each other.
Nor is it the purpose of the scientific study of religion to
indulge in speculations as to whether these impersonal connotations are original, or whether they should be considered as
. ~ ~ in
degenerations of a hypothetical original m ~ n o t h e i s m For
the present state of our knowledge nothing can be asserted
about the beginnings of religious life. A critical consideration of
the existing material can only lead to the conclusion that in the
known history of all religions personal and impersonal conceptions of the world-ruling principle exist side by side.

IV. THE BRINGERS OF
ENLIGHTENMENT
I B U D D H I S T CONCEPTIONS OF T H E B U D D H A S

Buddhism assumes neither a god who rules the world, nor a
personal, immortal soul; as such, it is the most impersonal
religion on earth. Though it recognizes countless impermanent
gods who fulfil the functions of helpers in need and of distributors of gifts, these in no wise correspond to the ethical ideals
which the fully developed religions realize in a personal god and
his earthly manifestations. This lack, perceived by many of
its believers since earliest times, has been compensated by the
veneration of divine human beings.
In the (sixth) Devadhamma-j6taka we are told that the future
Buddha in his incarnation as Prince Mahimsba, in the company
of his two brothers, happened upon a pond in which lived a
demon (yakkha). By decree of the god Vessavana this demon
was only perinitted to eat such men as did not know what is
divine (devadhamma, i.e. possessing the qualities of a (true)
god). When the brothers entered the pond to bathe, the yakkha
duly asked them whether they knew which beings are divine.
One brother answered: 'sun and moon'; the other: 'the four
points of the compass'. These answers were insufficient, and so
the yakkha dragged them down and brought them to his dwelling. When Mahimsssa noticed that his brothers did not return,
he also went to the pond. But when the demon asked him the
same question, he answered :
'He who is dedicated to pure virtue,
Whom shame and shyness let not sin,
Who in the world is good and holy,
Is known to be to gods akin."
When the yakkha heard this, he released his two captives,
became converted himself, and henceforth committed no more
evil deeds but lived the good life.
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In a way that is typical of early Buddhism, this charming
story shows how the concept of the divine has been fully translated from a former cosmic interpretation to a now entirely
ethical understanding. At the same time it also bears witness
to the fact that in India at all times common opinion accorded
to the 'holy' man a semi-divine position well above the mere
human level. Whoever has seen the cult with which many Hindu
sects even today surround their Guru, and knows how many miraculous deeds are told of the holy men even of the recent past,
cannot besurprised that thereligiousfervour of the Indians seized
upon the holy men of the past so strongly that they seem to
be gods to a foreigner unacquainted with dogmatic niceties.
For this reason both ancient authors and modern travellers
almost always describe Buddha as a god. Significant properties
of a god are, indeed, ascribed to him: he has supernatural
powers (omniscience); he works miracles ; hymns and legends
praise him as being in possession of countless virtues ; and in the
temples, the pious bring gifts to his statues.
And yet the Buddhist idea of Buddha is not that of a god in
the sense of any other religion. Buddha is not an fshvara
ruling the world, not a future lord of the cosmos; neither is
he a human incarnation of an eternal creator and ruler. Though
the Hindus have conceived him to be an avat6ra of Vishnu, this
is purely a brahminical speculation which has never been acceptable to Buddhists. Neither is Buddha one of the Buddhist
devas-which Buddha himself is said to have denied [4]. This
is made clear right from the beginning, for Buddha was born of
a woman, and did not appear spontaneously by upapata
(manifestation) as the devas are supposed to do. In the Buddhist
view, Buddha is a man who transcends all human limitations;
he is not a deva but an ati-deva, a super-god, or better still, a
lofty being sui gelzeris.
Buddhist texts, especially the later ones, report many
miracles that Buddha is said to have performed. For this
reason, some of the early scholars did not regard him as a
historical personality, and explained his life as a solar myth,
etc. When research in Buddhist literature showed that the
oldest levels of transmission contain comparatively little of
such deifying tendencies, most scholars found the above hypothesis untenable. The fact that the life of Napoleon, too, could
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easily be taken as a solar myth shows how precarious such
speculations are. The present accepted view takes Buddha as a
historical person who like other religious founders is surrounded
by a garland of legends which became ever more elaborate.
This view is the most likely, and the historian finds many
analogies in Indiawhere at all times religious founders or leaders
have appeared who were all similarly 'deified'. This applies
not only to the remote or even recent past, for example,
Mahsvira, Shankara, Kabir, Caitanya, Vallabha, etc., but is
also continuously enacted in the present. All kinds of stories are
told of Rgmakrishna, Gzndhi, or of the Gurus of modern sects
such as the RBdhSsviimis!
The form of Buddha, together with all the many miracles
with which it became adorned in the course of the centuries,
may be compared with a statue overloaded with countless
garments and ornaments, but which is itself not contained in
the drapings but possesses a true, original core to which one
may still penetrate provided one does not get sidetracked by
the many elaborations.
Today there is agreement between most scholars on the
historical person of the Buddha, and on the fact that his form
is adorned by countless legends. But the question as to what
extent anything is to be considered historical, and to what
extent legendary, is answered in many different ways. This is
partly due to the different evaluation of the source-material.
Can the P g i texts of the Singhalese TheravBdins be taken as
representative of the oldest tradition which approaches the
actual time of the Buddha? Or at least a part of the texts
contained in the V i ~ a y aand Sutta Pitaka? Or do we have to
assume that the scriptures of other old schools, and of the
MahsyZna, which are scarcely extant in Indian languates but
abundant in Chinese and Tibetan translations, give us a more
correct and broader picture of the Buddha and his activity?
This question must obviously be solved individually in each
case. But the assumption that only the Piili scriptures can give
us an adequate idea of the historical person of the Buddha is
untenable, because the P a Canon is only the work of one sect
beside which many others existed at the time. The value of
the P a Canon is, in fact, that it is the only complete body of
literature preserved, and at least in many instances shows a
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simpler picture of the Buddha, and one which is not yet completely overwhelmed by the halo of myth.
Any attempt to reconstruct the mythical history of the
Buddha from the image of the MahZyiina (or from the antecedent scriptures of the MahZsZnghikas, etc.) is faced by three
obstacles.
The Piili scriptures do not take issue with the views of other
schools, whereas MahiiyBna presupposes the doctrines equivalent to the Pili Canon. With regard to their content, the Pgli
scriptures are older at least to a considerable extent.
Next, Buddhism arose contemporaneously with Jainism,
and in the same part of India. The Buddha image which is
transmitted in the P d i Canon is in general agreement with the
Jain image of their tz'rthankaras. This is not the case in the
MahiiyBna.
Thirdly, the objection raised against the Piili Canon, that
such a teaching could not possibly have attracted the Indian
masses because they were accustomed by the Brahmins to
elaborate cults and an exuberant mythology-rather on a par
with those of the MahZyZna and its predecessors-is not correct. Jainism shows that a doctrine of the strictest abstraction
could be very influential. The mistake in this evaluation is that
the European critic immediately assumes that all religions must
have started like Christianity, Islam, etc., from a popular movement. However, all Indian founders or leaders of sects which
enjoy great popularity to this day, such as RZmZnuja, Madhva,
Vallabha, etc., were learned theologians. But this proves that
at all times it was possible in India for religious forrns of great
import to take shape, the complicated teachings of which were
accessible only to scholars and an educated class; and yet these
sects, too, gained many adherents. But it was only an dlite
capable of evaluation that thoroughly studied the dogmatic
discussions; the masses were more attracted by the suggestive
personality of the founder and the emotional content of his
message.
It is therefore going much too far to reject the research of
Oldenberg, Rhys Davids, and others as too 'rationalistic'.
Individual reservations about their interpretations of the old
texts do not entitle us henceforth to ignore the historical core
of the tradition, or to attempt to prise it free from the tangle
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of surrounding legends. It seems to me that the following items
are indicative of just such an original core.
The dates of the Buddha are known-approximately 560480 B c . This
~ is in accord with the chronological tradition, but
more important are the non-Buddhist texts where well-authenticated persons, such as the kings of the time, and founders of
other sects, for example Mahgvira and GosZla, are cited as
the contemporaries of Buddha.
There is an old tradition which was already extant at the time
of King Ashoka (died 232 BC) as to the places where Buddha
was born, became enlightened, where he preached his first
sermon, and entered NirvZna.
And finally there are certain events in Buddha's life which
could not have become part of the texts unless loyalty to a
tvdthtui tr22sml~sionhad compelled their inclusion. I refer to
actual facts which one would not expect to find in the life of a
holy man-such as that the Buddha was married and had a
son (it might have been tempting to portray him as an upholder
of eternal chastity),* that he enter63 the ascetic life without
the permission of his father (which is against the Indian tradition of filial piety), that he studied under Brahman teachers
(and so attained his insight not solely by his own powers of
penetration). Also that at first he followed the false way of
exaggerated ascetism, and only gradually discovered his own
path. Then, his first adherents left him; and in spite of his
elation about his attainment of bodhi, he was unable to convert
the Ajivika Upaka [38]. Likewise, dysentery caused by his
partaking of pork was the reason for his death.
Buddha's own adherents and disciples considered him to be
a man of superhuman rank. The reasons for this are partly the
strongly suggestive impact of his dignified personality, and
partly the ready belief of those who saw in him the great
master, the revealer of the mysteries of the world, and the
leader along the way of enlightenment. It is beyond doubt that
Buddha, in common with Zoroaster, Mahiivira, Jesus, Mohammed, and the other religious heroes, had great self-confidence
and a very developed sense of the value of his achievement.

* Thus MahZvIra is said by the Digambaras, a very strict sect of the Jains,
to have led an ascetic life from boyhood. But for the ShvetHmbaras he was a
married man before his renunciation, and had a daughter.
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Whether the Mahcivagga is supposed to contain his own words
or not [38], they are on a par with that of other religious
founders.
Even in the oldest Buddhist communities, the Buddha was
offered so much admiration and veneration, that later ages
inevitably removed him more and more into a supernatural
sphere. The psychological reasons for such a development are
plausible enough.
For a world-enlightened one, and a bringer of enlightenment
to the world, everything had to assume enormous dimensions
in order to show Buddha's greatness. Thus his father, probably
only the head of an aristocratic repubIic, becomes a mighty
king; Buddha has thirty-two nurses as a child, and, as prince,
eighty-four thousand dancing girls. Later, when he preached,
an assembly of thousands listened to his teaching, etc. Once he
converts eighty thousand village headmen at one time. And to
highlight the greatness of his renunciation, the luxury he is
said to have renounced is highly exaggerated.
The importance of Buddha is also illustrated by numerous
stories designed to point out his eminence. He is of supernatural
birth; astrologers and a Himalayan sage prophesy his future
fame; his birth, enlightenment, and death all fall on the same
day of the year; his death is accompanied by strange terrestrial
and atmospheric events, etc.
In the earliest times there was as yet no great interest in
many events in the Buddha's life which seemed important
to later generations. And as there was no reliable information
available, it was reverently invented. The stories of his youth
may be taken as belonging to this group ; they elaborate his
capabilities as a sportsman (archery), and his knowledge of all
the alphabets (in all likelihood, Buddha could neither read nor
write), etc. Some legends may have arisen from the necessity
to link localities, which had only later become important, with
the biography of the founder: Buddha prophesies the future
greatness of PBtaliputra, he visits Ceylon, etc.
In the heroic legends of all times, the inner events in the life
of the hero are concretized as factual events in the world. Queen
M5yZi's dream of the elephant that penetrates her side4 is
interpreted by later, dogmatic formulation as the Bodhisattva
entering the womb of his mother in the shape of an animal. The
fi-8
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prince's pondering on impermanence takes shape in the beautiful story of the four excursions (which, by the way, was originally not told of him, but of the Buddha Vipassi); the inner
struggles are dramatized in the form of dialogues with Mgra;
the symbolic expression of the 'turning of the wheel of dha~vza'
is coarsened by the introduction of a precious wheel, etc.
The religious person loves everything that is miraculous and
sees in it concrete proof and justification of his belief. Every
biographer tends to surround his saint with the aura of a
thaumaturge. And so, from the still rather simple water
miracle [1515 to the story of the inexhaustible rice cake,6 and
the miracle of the mango tree, ' from the air journeys to CeylonS
to the fantasies of the Lotzcs of the Good Law, the hagiographers
overreach themselves until in the latest texts they reach the
limit of exaggeration.
In a country that at all times was deeply pious, it is only
natural that the great gods and all the heavenly hosts appear
again and again in the course of the life of a saint, to act as a
heavenly choir in proclaiming his great deeds, to serve him, etc.
In many religions, the extraordinary importance of the
founder is also emphasized by asserting his pre-existence. In
an atheistic doctrine that teaches the reincarnation of all living
beings, this can only be expressed by stories about previous,
impermanent existences of the founder. This greatly enlarges
his biography, in the words of Alfred Foucher, from a tragedy
in five acts to a 'dramatized legend in a thousand and one
picture^'.^ In the Pdi Canon we read that the Buddha himself
had an early knowledge of his previous existences and achieved
complete knowledge of them in the night-watch before his enlightenment. In some of his sayings he brings up details of his
previous existences. These Jdtakas form one of the most popular
themes of Buddhist literature. They serve a dual purpose : they
have to demonstrate the presence of a moral order in the world,
and they specially stress that even the greatest of all living
beings did not possess his venerable position inherently, but
like every man worked himself to it in the course of aeons.
As samsdra is without beginning, the earliest existences of the
Buddha are lost in the remote past. Only ninety-one world
cycles before ours, to wit 38,971 million years ago, was the veil
of obscurity lifted!
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Gautama's experiences in previous lives serve as explanations
for the events in this life. The verses of the A@addna,l0ascribed
to Pubbakarnma-piloti, interpret the illnesses he contracted,
etc., as the karmic results of sins committed in a previous
existence. l1
Buddhism is a religion of the 'eternal world law'. Unlike the
Western religions of 'historic revelation', it does not teach one
single world process of six thousand years which started with a
creation from nothing, and which will end with the destruction
of the world. The Buddhist believes in a samsdra without
beginning-and would, therefore, consider as both incomprehensible and unjust the assertion that Gautama Buddha was
the one and only human being who had found the Noble Path
to liberation and proclaimed it. Buddhist dogmatismaccordingly
assumes that before the Shgkya prince there were others who
spread the teaching that 'is lovely in its origin, lovely in its
progress, and lovely in its consummation'. In Pzli literature
the Buddha was convinced that he had had predecessors. Perhaps we may see in this a remote memory of other men who
taught the 'theory of the dharma' before the Buddha; Jacobi,
Stcherbatsky and Sten Konow were of this opinion. The possibility for such an assumption exists; it is probable that the
teachings about the factors of being, and of the non-existence
of a permanent self, developed by a number of steps, taking a
middle position between the primitive doctrines of the BrZhmana texts, and the profound and philosophic expositions of
Gautama. However, we know nothing about their existence
owing to the lack of reliable sources. What the texts tell about
previous Buddhas is strictly schematic and entirely mythical.
In this context it is, however, important to note that in spite
of the intention to highlight the supernatural grandeur of
Buddha, the whole of the Buddhist tradition never once asserts
the single appearance or uniqueness of a Buddha.
According to dogma, a Buddha is an arahat who for and in
himself 'has completely (sarvathd) destroyed all darkness (i.e.
ignorance/delusion) so that it cannot arise again; and who has
extricated the world (of living beings) from the morass of
samsdra' (in the beginning of the abhidharmakosha). His attributes are manifold : the revered (bhagavat), the thus-come
(tathdgata),the venerable (arahat), the completely and perfectly
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enlightened (samyaksambuddha), the one possessing (perfect)
knowledge and virtue (vidyi-carana-sawanna) ,who has walked
a wholesome path (sugata), the knower of the world (lokavid),
the unsurpassable (anuttara), the leader of man-bulls to be
tamed (+rusha-damya-sirathi), the lord of men and gods
(shishti devamanushyHn6m), the awakened (buddha) These
attributes appear constantly in the Canon,12and have all been
interpreted in Indian fashion, i.e. with a wealth of artificial
etymologies. For example: he is called arahat because he destroyed the spokes (ara) of the wheel of life (hata) [3g], etc.
Typical of the Buddha's physical appearance are the thirtytwo marks of beauty (lakshana).13 These are, according to
F ~ u c h e r , of
' ~ pre-Buddhist origin.
From Buddha's body-said to have been a golden yellowan aura of six colours* emanates (Pai: chabanna ramsi;
Sankrit : rashmi).ls
The decline of the light rays that Buddha radiates from the
different parts of his body is treated exhaustively in the Mahd$rajfii+iramiti~histra.~~
A long extract contained in the Ratnolka-dhzrani gives an extensive description of the rays radiating from Bodhisattvas.l 7
Special importance is accorded to the footprints of the
Buddha. These so-called pada-cetiyas (Pgli for holy places of
footprints) show a wheel of a thousand spokes.18 Buddha may
show them as he pleases, to one individual only, or to all
men.
In the Mahivastulg Buddha is said to have five types of eyes,
to wit the physical eye (mimsa-cakshus),the divine eye (diva),
the eye of insight-wisdom Prajfii-), the eye of dharma, and the
eye of Buddha.
The powers of Buddha have been systematically treated by
Buddhist teachem20His physical strength is ten times greater
than that of the chaddanta-elephant which belongs to the tenth
and highest of the species of elephants. His spiritual powers are
frequently listed in the Piili Canon," and extolled by the dogm a t i s t ~ .They
~ ~ are concerned with the knowledge of the

.

* Colonel H. S. Olcott created the so-called 'Buddhist flag' from these six
colours. At the time of my visit to Colombo and Kandy on the occasion of
the MahgtmZ G&ndhilectures, these could be seen everywhere beside the old
lion flag of the Kandy kings, and the Union Jack.
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possible, the natural properties of individuals, karmic effects,
and of means leading to liberation. All these spiritual powers
of the Buddha far exceed those of ordinary men and are subsumed in the concept of omniscience (sarva-jfiatva).23 However,
according to orthodox opinion, and contrary to the belief of
this does not mean that everything is
the MahZ~Znghikas,~'
consciously known by him at the same point of time, but only
that when he ponders on something he is capable of getting to
know it.25This omniscience the Exalted One attained with the
destruction of all the unwholesome (akusala) roots in himself.26
This is a necessary corollary of enlightenment. In its essence it is
as infinite as space, as the multitude of world systems, or as
the number of living beings. '
The enlightenment of Buddha is something without effort,
spontaneously emerging. I t is not something that can be
learned." Though the Exalted One had teachers for worldly
affairs, his transcendent enlightenment grew in himself; therefore a Buddha is called a svayambhii (one who has attained by
himself alone). 2 9 It is especially stressed3(' that the Buddha did
not receive his knowledge from the god BrahmZ as otherwise
could be assumed from his attribute as brahmz-cirin which
might be misunderstood as 'following Brahma'.31
An argument against the Buddha's omniscience is-so the
dogmatic philosophers say-that
he did not establish the
Sangha rules in one go but instructed his monks in them little
by little. This is, however, easily explained by the Milindapafiha,32in that the Enlightened One did not wish to frighten
away his first disciples by many rules. Therefore he issued them
as occasion arose. A stronger objection is this: why did the
Buddha allow his cousin Devadatta to enter the order, knowing
he would cause a schism in the Sangha and try to assassinate
him? The same text33explains this as Buddha's foresight that
had Devadatta been refused admittance he would have committed still greater crimes. It is said that by entering the order
in spite of his many evil deeds, he yet could not help but imbibe Buddhist truths to the extent that in the hour of his death
he took his refuge in the Exalted One. Purified by his punishments in the hells as a result of his crimes, he will-so it is
said-later find the right way, and finally attain liberation as
the Pratyekabuddha Atthissaro. 34
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By assigning omniscience to the Buddha, the Buddhists give
him an attribute that in theistic religions is reserved for God
alone. One more item places the Buddha on an equal footing
with a cosmic lord: it is taught that he attained to the highest
state of moral perfection. His thoughts are always good (kushalaikinta).3"e
is without anger or hate,) full of compa~sion,~
'
always striving to protect all beings from what is unwholesome
and to guide them toward the w h o l e s ~ m eIf
. ~occasionally
~
he
uses hard words, he does this to help men, like a father who
scolds his children for their own good.39
Buddha is both spiritually and ethically the most perfect being
(anzctta~a),~~
and yet he differs profoundly from a theistic God
by not being almighty. Though he possesses many miraculous
powers, he is not the creator, guardian, or lord of the world; he
has not decreed its laws, nor is he able to alter them. He cannot
stop the change of all things, nor can he dissolve the law of
causality that adheres to action^.^' Thus he is not the judge of
the world who rewards good and punishes evil. He is not even
the discoverer of the teaching he proclaims.42He is like the sun
who brightens the valleys and mountains but does not create
them. By means of his eye of wisdom he has rediscoveredd3and
again proclaimed the path of liberation, shown by previous enlightened ones, which had been forgotten.
In the view of the Hinaygna schools Buddha is not a god but
a super-man. He is-as he himself is supposed to have saidthe beautiful lotus blossom that grew from the swamp of the
world and stands above it [4].
He but shows the way [27]to Nirvgna and cannot induce
anybody to tread it. 'You yourselves must strive with diligence,
Buddhas do but point the wayJ, he says [g] to his disciples.
Reverence is due to a worldly teacher, is due in a still higher
ddgree to a spiritual teacher, but is especially due to a monk
who has 'renounced the world for good' (acalti pabbajj~i).~'
How much more due is it to the Buddha who not only unites
the functions of a teacher and an ascetic but stands unique in
the world like the sun among the planets.45
The veneration of the Buddha is expressed in outward forms
(bringing of flowers to his image) which all cults have in common. But the implicit idea is that the heart of the believer becomes purified and that his kayma improves. As Buddha is
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completely extinguished in Nirvzna and has no more relationship with the world, he cannot perceive the veneration of his
believers, nor can he reward them for it. The old cult (and the
theory at least of present-day Theravsdins) thus derives from
an 'as-if' conception, and does not expect any reaction from
the Buddha.
Veneration of the physical relics of the Enlightened One
serves the same purpose; they may incite the pious who worship them to ponder the teaching also, and thus awaken wholesome factors in them. For this reason the Milinda-pafiha46
compares the relics with the wooden sticks with which a new
fire can be kindled, or with a fan by which wind may be summoned artificially--even though a great fire has died down,
or a great wind has blown itself out (i.e. after Buddha entered
Nirviina). And so the cult of relics is said to be productive of
three blessings: liberation, rebirth in heaven, or rebirth as
man.47If miracles do occur at the Stupas containing relics of
an arahat who has entered Nirviina, this is not by means of the
arahat's activity but because a living arahat, a god (devatk),
or a pious man may call them forth.48Though veneration of
relics is recommended for the laity,4gmonks are supposed
rather to devote themselves to spiritual exercises.
The person of the Buddha became cloaked in an ever denser
tangle of legends (for example his journeys to Ceylon and
Burma); yet the Exalted One has always remained a man for
the TheravBdins and SarvBstivBdins-though a man of supernatural stature, of unique moral qualities, and in possession of
inconceivable spiritual and moral powers. The dogmatic statement of the Buddha's body being just as unclean as that of
everybody else shows this beyond doubt. The Vibha'~h6~~
reasons that like that of all other beings, the body of the
Liberated One came into existence through the 'factors of
being', i.e. ignorance and thirst for life; had he been utterly
free of all a'sravas, women could not have loved him, nor could
his enemies have hated him." Contrary to this view, the
Mahzsgnghikas and Sautriintikas held that the body of one
exalted above the world must necessarily be pure.52 The
Andhakas and Uttarapiithakas interpreted this in a crudely
material sense and stated that in the case of the Buddha everything, even his excrements, was perfumed." The Theravsdins
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countered this with the argument that like other men the
Buddha had lived on rice, and hence the above statement was
impossible. The Andhakas had such a high opinion of the
Buddha's proclaiming the dhama that they had come to believe
he had preached in a supernatural manner, and on supernatural
themes only.54
Some of the Hinay%na works show a tendency to lift the
Buddha, even during his earthly life, above all concreteness
into wholly transcendental spheres. The later Mahiiyzna works
exclusively emphasized this aspect, so that these intermediary
Hinayha texts constitute, so to speak, a bridge between the
Small and the Great Vehicle. Especially interesting in this
intermediary literature is the Mahdvastu (The Book of Great
Events). I t is a large but unclassified compilation of old and
new material that claims to relate to the literature on discipline (vinaya) for Lokottaravadin monks (transcendentalists), a
Mahgsgnghika branch of the Madhyadesha (i.e. the northern
part of central India). In fact, however, the book in its extant
form contains little on the subject of vinaya, but rather the
most diverse legends. Apart from a few exceptions, its dogmatic
content is Hinaysnist, though with such a varied content and
with the many contradictions the book contains, it is impossible
to trace a clearly defined dogmatic content throughout.
In the above context, a short quotations5fromit isinteresting.
There it is said of the Buddhas that their bodies, their walking,
standing, sitting, and reclining, their behaviour and their
virtue, are transcendent (lokottara), 'ot her-worldly' That they
wash their feet in compliance with the 'customs of the world'
(lokinuvartartd) even though they are always clean as lotus
petals. Likewise, they sit down in the shade though they do not
suffer from the heat of the sun. And they eat though they feel
no hunger, in order to provide the pious with an opportunity
for almsgiving. They cut their hair though it is unnecessary to
do so, and they wear garments though without them they would
be equally clothed. They do not grow old but only seem to do
so. Though able to cancel the action of their karma, they allow
it to run its course. And though they do not come into manifestation through the union of man and woman, yet they act
as if they had parents. And though they attained complete
enlightenment kotis (one koti is ten millions) of world cycles

.
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ago, they yet behave as if they were ignorant and still had to
attain it.
All such 'docetic' tendencies reach their full flowering in the
great Mahgygna work of the Sad-dharma-@4ndar2'kaJthe 'Lotus
of the Good Law'. Since this was already translated into
Chinese between A D 265 and 313,it must have appeared at the
latest in the second century of our era.56In it, Shgkyamuni is
a completely supernatural being who shows his powers by a
multitude of miracles and the like. His earthly existence as
the historical arahat who entered Nirv2na after eighty years of
successful teaching, is but an illusion produced by him for the
purpose of converting human beings. For he has attained to
Buddhahood immeasurable periods of time ago, and will continue to instruct men for twice as many hundred-thousand
myriads of kofis of world cycles until he finally reaches the
completion of his life. Or so we are told in the fifteenth chapter.
Theoretically the classic scheme is thus retained, i.e. that each
Buddha has first to attain liberation, and that he finally enters
Nirvgna. This, however, is of no importance for the practical
religious life, for Buddha will bring liberation to all beings for
inconceivable periods of time. Similar conceptions of the
infinite life span of the Buddha are developed in the second
chapter of the Savarrta-prabhdsa Sdtra (the 'shimmer of goldJ
Siitra).
If the Buddha is still alive, he also has, of course, the possibility of liberating the pious who turn to him as their refuge.
He is the great bringer of enlightenment who constantly pours
out the nectar of his teaching in forms suited to the various
beings [47]. He looks after his believers, for even if they are
oppressed by evil people he sends them helpful spirits to protect
them. And t o those who study the scriptures he appears as a
figure of light to explain the true meaning to them [48].
The picture which the Lotus Sfitra draws of Shiikyamuni's
activity shares some common traits with the Christian God
image. Yet the Buddha ~ ? n n obe
t compared +:I
the Lord of
theistic religions. It is explicill;. dated t h t there are innumerable Buddhas; and further, that Shgkyamuni has not been the
world liberator from the beginning but has attained to this
office in time-though it may have been immeasurably long
ago. And finally, the activity of ShZkyamuni is limited to the
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soteriological field alone; he has no influence on the creation,
rule, or continuation of karma in the world.
The words which have been taken to prove 'infiltration of the
God image into the Lotus SQtra' have a quite different meaning.
Louis de la VallCe Poussin rightly says 'There is no place in the
"Lotus" (SQtra)which cannot be adequately interpreted in the
orthodox, i.e. non-theistic manner. Shzkyamuni may be called
Svayambhii (one who has attained by himself) because like all
Buddhas, he too, became Buddha without having received the
He is not the father of the
teaching from anybody else.
world in the sense of the creator of human beings, but because
of his teaching he is the father of the holy ones, the future
Buddhas? ' In theory the Buddha differs radically from the
theistic God; in religious practice, however, and within the
realm of sentiments on which the Lotus Sfitra is based, he
obviously shares some features with a gracious'Father in Heaven'
who is the protector of men in need.
With such a connotation of the Buddha, the cult naturally
gains a meaning different from that of the Theravzdins: the
pious revere Buddha for direct or indirect help. The increasing
complexity of rituals within the Great Vehicle is the natural
consequence of this conceptual change.
To the best of our knowledge, Buddhism has at all times
taught that Gautama was but one in a series of enlightened
ones who have appeared in the world, and will continue to
appear. This view is consequential on the premise that a
world functioning as a process has neither beginning nor end.
Such a system presents great difficulties to the assumption of
the unique appearance of a saviour in its Christian connotation.
Though the old teaching-in conformity with Hindus, Jains,
Christians, Muslims-shows its geographical limitations by the
assumption that Buddhas appear in India only, in Jambud~ i p athis
, ~ does
~ not a Priori exclude the premise that Buddha
may also appear in other of the innumerable world systems-an
assumption which must be foreign to all those religions that
hold our earth to be the one and only 'world'. According to the
old teaching, the number of Buddhas is limited because within
one world cycle (loka-dhitu)there cannot appear more than one
Buddha at one time [I].59
The Milivzda-$afiiza explains this as follows : the virtues of
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a Buddha are so great that the world cannot simultaneously
produce more than one perfected being. All that is really great
on earth is unique-as examples are given the world ocean, the
world mountain Sumeru, the god Brahmii, etc. Further, that
the simultaneous appearance of two Buddhas in the world
might lead to strife amongst their followers; and finally that the
earth might not be able to support more than the virtue of one
Buddha. Vasubandhu further remarks that the respect for a
Buddha and thus the impression he makes upon men, will be
greater if his appearances are rare.
According to him, Buddhas can appear only in those world
periods during which the average life-span of man, though
decreasing, will be from eighty thousand to one hundred years.
They cannot become manifest in those periods during which
the expected life span either increases above eighty thousand
or decreases to below one hundred years, for then the necessary
premises for instructions about suffering, etc. are lacking. The
Theravgdins say that three Buddhas have already appeared in
our world cycle, and one more is still to come." The oldest
texts" refer to three more predecessors of Gautama, and
according to the Buddhavamsa Gautama had twenty-four
predecessors, the first of whom was Dipankara; the same work
(Chapter 27), however, lists another three Buddhas before
Dipankara.
The Artigata-vamsa mentions a further nine future Buddhas
additional to Metteya who is already mentioned in the DighaNikiya [17].Still later literature cites more and more Buddhas
-the Lalita-vistara fifty-four, the Mah8vastzc more than a
hundred. The Abhidharmakosha mentions a fantastic number of
Buddhas, all of whom Gautama is said to have venerated during
his previous existences; some names are given.64Significantly
the name of the first Buddha venerated by the later Shiikyamuni and under whom he vowed to become himself a Buddha,
was also ShZkyamuni.
In the MahivastuG5the World-Honoured One says of himself that during his previous lives he venerated three hundred
kotis of Buddhas called Shgkyamuni and eight hundred
Dipankaras. This is only to illustrate how even in some Hinayiina schools the number of Buddhas grew like an avalanche.
But the possibility for such an increase is provided by the
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theory that all these Buddhas had their fields of action in one
or other of the countless world systems.66
So the Small Vehicle already provides the basis for the
Mahiiyiina doctrine that the Buddhas are 'countless as the
grains of sand in the Ganges'. This assumption is the logical
consequence of the belief that each living being ought to strive
to become a Buddha, and that many have already attained
this goal. Further, the active spirit of the MahgyZna saw the
true task of the good life in the service of deluded humanity;
so the concept of the Buddhas gradually changed-they were
no longer regarded as arahats extinguished in Nirv5na and having no more share in the events of the world. They remained
and acted in the world, motivated by compassion. The philosophical premise for this assumption is the contention that
Buddhas defer their Nirviina for the sake of all living beings; or
that before entering Nirviina they leave behind in the world a
supernatural manifestation of their personality which fulfils the
function of a liberator. Finally, the theory of A$ratishthita-nirv d ~ aor 'dynamic Nirviina' (see below) opens up the possibility
of assigning activity even to Buddhas who have entered Nirviina.
No other Mahiiyiina Buddha has attained to such popularity
as Amitiibha. The SukhdvatGvyiiha tells us that long ago he
was a pious monk called Dharmgkara, 6 7 and that under Lokeshvararzja Buddha he vowed to become a Buddha himself. He
also vowed to defer his Buddhahood until by his power he could
rule a happy land in which there was no evil. For a long time he
acted as a Bodhisattva for the benefit of living beings, and in
the end by means of his virtues and merit he created the happy
land Sukhiivati which lies to the west of our world. Now he
lives there and continuously proclaims the great teaching. Into
his realm he receives all who piously call upon him in the hour
of their death, and in it he causes them to mature without effort
so that they attain NirvZna.
The important new view which filtered into Buddhism by
means of the Amit3bha cult is the assumption that those
human beings who by their own effort cannot reach liberation,
attain their goal by the easier way of belief in the help of a
merciful Buddha. The old teaching already stressed the point
that faith (shraddhci)in the Buddha is the premise for that change
of heart which makes possible the willing acceptance and
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understanding of the words of the Enlightened One-it may
be compared with the dawn that precedes sunrise. The purifying power of spiritual contemplation of the Buddha is said
to effect rebirth among the gods even for one who lived an evil
life for a hundred years, provided he calls on the Perfected One
in the hour of his deathY This is explained by the analogy of a
ship that may carry a great load of stones across the water,
whereas each stone alone would sink. Yet this and other signs
of a tendency to expect liberation by the grace of a supernatural being rather than by renunciation and work on one's
own inner being, would hardly suffice to explain the arising of
such a basically un-Buddhistic view, It must be assumed that
Hindu Bhakti theology exercised the main influence, the more
so as it seems that the belief in Amitiibha arose at just the time
when the Bhagavadgzta', the epitome of the love of God, first
cast its spell over the Hindus.
Since Amitiibha is completely unknown in the older Indian
tradition, the idea of this god of light may have been imported
from the peripheral regions of the Buddhist missions under
Iranian influence. However that may be, it is certain that
Amitiibha developed in the course of time, from small and
tentative beginnings to become one of the grandest figures in
the Buddhist pantheon, often surpassing ShZikyamuni or even
utterly outshining him. This teaching of merciful compassion
became fully developed not in India but in China and especially
in Japan.
There is no doubt that Amitgbha-'pietism' (so called by Takak u s ~presents
~ ~ ) a form of Buddhism totally different from the
old teachings with regard to dogmatic, phi1osophical and emotional content. And yet and notwithstanding the analogies
that exist with the salvation teachings of the Vishnuites and
Christians, it is quite mistaken to consider it a Buddhist belief
in a God of theistic conception. For like the Buddha of the
Lotus SGtra, AmitZibha is not the creator, giver of laws, ruler,
and judge of this impermanent world. He is a saviour who uses
all his wisdom and power exclusively to help living beings and
to liberate them from Samsira. The 'Western Paradise' created
by him is a purely ideal realm which is connected with the
things of this world only in the poetical descriptions of it, and
in fact is utterly beyond all that is of this world.
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Amitabha is but one of many Buddhas who have a supernatural world prepared for their believers. 7 0 The common point
of all the Buddhas is their noble task of altruistic service to all
that breathes; but they differ from each other in caste, size,
and length of life.71Though there are many different Buddhas,
according to Mahgygna teaching they also are only one, for the
same spiritual principle is active in all of them; and so all are
one in the Dharmakiya.
The theory of the three 'bodies' (tri-kiya) stems from the
attempt to harmonize and unify the various aspects of a
Buddha, i.e. that of a mortal man; that of the ruler of a
heavenly realm; and that of a metaphysical concept beyond all
multiplicity. This theory continuously engaged the thinkers of
the various Mahgyiina schools, and has been formulated in
different ways. The basic considerations are threefold.
As long as a Buddha lives on earth with the physical form
of a human being, he is but a magical transformation (nirm6na)
and a limited reflection of the supernatural Buddha. His physical
body is a Nirmina-kiya, is not real but has been adopted out of
compassion in order to lead living beings to l i b e r a t i ~ n .In
~~
an extremely docetic way this theory has sometimes been interpreted as meaning that the Buddha has a purely illusory appearance. When he equally illusorily entered Nirvgna, no physical
relics can have remained.
The real, true Buddha is the Buddha of a supernatural
world who is provided with a Sambhoga-kzya. Literally, sambkoga means enjoyment. So the Sambhoga-k6ya is the glorious,
supernatural body attained by a Buddha on the basis of religious merits accumulated in previous lives. He acts in majestic
glory, continuously teaching, in a supernatural world which in
some texts is conceived as an idealization of the Vulture Peak
on which Gautama is said to have taught. Other texts take this
place to be the highest sphere of the 'realm of pure form',
akanishta; or into a supernatural paradise (sukh6vatz; etc.). In
this form Buddha may be seen by higher beings such as Bodhisattvas, and by the pious in meditation. Later on this body is
taken'as two, one of enjoyment for the Buddha himself, the
other for the enjoyment of the Bodhisattvas who behold and
revere it.
The Dharma-kzya is that aspect of the Buddha that is ex-
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perienced as the 'religious per se' which is beyond all personal
limitations, and 'empty' of any definable properties.
These three aspects of the Buddha, as an earthly, a heavenly,
and an absolute being are analogous to the three aspects of
reality as presented by the teachings of the 'consciousness-only,'
school, i.e. the imaginary, the relative, and the absolute.
Of these three 'bodies' the Dharma-k8ya is of special importance for our investigation. I t may be useful first to consider
the changes it underwent in the course of time.
The word Dharmakciya appears already in the P a Canon
(see note 13). In the Vycikhyd of the Abhddharmakosha the word
dharmakdya is already interpreted differently: anasrcivadharma-santdno dharma-kciyah, dshraya-pravrittir ud. 73 De La
Vall6e Poussin translates this: 'The Dharmakdya is the series of
the pure dharmas, or a rejuvenation of the psychophysical
organism of the personality.' As appears in another context, 74
this means that if one who treads the path of liberation has
completely seen into and understood the truth in meditation,
then the series of his dharma-patterns, the stream of 'factors
of being' which constitute his (seeming) individuality, has
become anasrciva; their substrate, i.e. his body (cishraya-kdya)
undergoes a fundamental change: he ceases to be a bundle of
drives, and all passions are burnt
If it is said that all
Buddhas are the same in regard to sambhcira, dharma-kZya,
and (jagatas) arthacarya,76 this only signifies for the Hinaygna
that they have attained a body free from the drives of passion,
have accumulated merit, and act to benefit the world.
In the Samyutta-Nikdya the Buddha says: 'yo dhammam
passati, so mum @assati,yo mam passati, so dhammam $assati',
'Who sees the teaching (dhamma),he sees me ;who sees me, he
sees the teaching (dhamma)'.7 7 And once more he confirmed the
identification of his personality with his teaching of liberation,
when just before his death he exhorted his disciples to take the
Dhamma and Vircaya taught by him as their master after he
departed [16].And so the body of the Buddha continuing after
his death was seen in his words, or in the scriptures expressing
these words.
Two of the roots of the Dharmakciya may derive from the two
assumptions that Buddha after his enlightenment had a body
free from all worldly passions, and that his teaching of the way
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of liberation continues unchanged after his death. Their further
development into the idea of a metaphysical body of the
Buddha was only possible after a further Mah5yZna theory had
arisen, i.e. that nothing belonging to the impermanent world
has true reality. This resulted in a search for a monistic principle which comprised the essence of transcendence active in all
Tath6gatas. Hence it was concluded that an unoriginated, permanent, transcendent, supra-individual one-ness in all beings
strives to bring about their liberation.
This Dhamak6ya is considered the same as bodhi, Nirvaa,
shdnyati and tathat6 (thusness). But it is also taken as the liberating force in the universe, as the 'Buddha-gem' (tathzgatagarbha) inherent in all beings, and which, if developed, becomes
complete enlightenment and hence Buddhahood. Thus the
DharmakZya represents two aspects, the static void, and the
active principle of liberation as it is manifested in all Buddhas.
Though the latter reveals itself in the world again and again,
those who can grasp it are few: 'When the sun rises, the blind
do not see him; when the thunder rolls, the deaf do not hear it.
Thus the Dharmakiiyu, too, continuously radiates its light and
proclaims the d h a m (law, teaching) ; but beings who have
accumulated debts of evil deeds for innumerable Kalpas, do
not see it, nor can they hear its v ~ i c e . " ~
Vasubandhu explains this teaching of all beings resting in
the Dharmak6ya by the following analogy. 'Just as there are no
material forms outside space, so there are no beings outside the
Dharmakiya.' And in the MahZyinasangraha-shistra, Asanga
clearly states that the Dharmak6ya is essentially the all-one,
the absolute. Andrk Bareau translates: 'Existence (bhava) and
non-existence (abhava) are marked by non-duality (advaita);
this is because all dharmas are without existence (avidyam6na);
what exists really is only their hallmarks which are emptiness
(shGflyat6).'
In such quotations, both the manifested world and Nirvzna
are embraced and inter-related by Buddha. Other Mahgy5na
works, however, take Buddha and suchness to be the imaginings of man still caught in the web of multiplicity. Candrakirti
cites the following stanza in his commentary to Nzgzrjuna's
Madhyamakaklirikli:" 'The tatha'gata is but an image (eratibimba) of the wholesome dharma that is free of all evils (autds-
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rava). (From the highest point of view) there is no tathati
(suchness) and no tathigata, and in the whole world there can
be seen but an image (bimba).'
In effect these two quotations state that there exists in truth
only the non-dual voidness, and that tathat8 and tath8gata or
the DharmakcZya are but incomplete names for the ineffable.
If the Dhamakiya as the ideal of truth and liberation is here
wholly raised to the transcendental and supra-personal level,
other sects identify it with the Buddha who is specially revered
by them. To a certain extent this constitutes a parallel to the
teachings of some Vaishnavas and Shaivas who consider the
impersonal Brahma in the formulation of Y5jfiavalkya as
Vishnu or Shiva. For the Japanese Jbdo and Shin schools
Amitgbha (Amida) is the central Buddha. As Dharmakiya he
is the infinite, the ultimate and only, inconceivable reality, the
thus-ness (tathatd). In relation to space, the infinite is immeasurable light; in relation to time it is immeasurable life
(AmitEbha and Amitiyus, two names of Buddha). Seen from
the aspect of skilful means (u@ya), the infinite is the dispenser
of insight and love. 'AmitZibha is thus our universal self. And
our desire for knowledge and illimitable life proves that as a
stone in obedience to the law of gravity strives towards the
centre of the earth, so we feel ourselves eternally attracted to
and are eternally being drawn towards the infinite being,
Amida Buddha, who is the heart of the
Here the belief in a world saviour whom man approaches in
pious reverence, and whose active grace can be experienced
with each pious thought, connects with theopantist speculations. AmitZbha Buddha is doubtless a supernatural, divine
being; yet he must not be equated with the theistic god, for
he has not created this world of suffering, nor does he rule it.
Identification of the Dharmakiya with a specific Buddha has
in the Chinese T'ien-t'ai sect led to an equation of the three
'bodies' with three different Buddhas ; the DharmakEya is
Mahgvairocana, 'the great, sun-like Buddha', the Sambhogakiya
is Rocano who represents the totality of all purity; and the
Nirminakiya is the historical ShZkyamuni.84
Closely related to Indian pan-en-theism is the Mantra
school (Shingon)which is based on the esoteric teaching brought
to China between 716 and 719 by the Indian teachers Shubha84
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karasimha, Vajrabodhi and A r n o g h a ~ a j r aAccording
.~~
to this
teaching the three bodies are but the All-Buddha Mahiivairocana. The Dharmakiiya is no transcendental, ideal being but
Mahgvairocana himself. He has as substance (dhitu) the six
elements of earth, water, fire, air, space, and consciousness.
The marks (lakshana) of his appearance are malzdalas (mystic
circles which are used in the cult), his mystical, supernatural
powers (adhishthilza) are the three 'secrets' used in his rites,
i.e. action of body (gestures, mudra), speech (mantra) and mind
(meditation). Esoteric Shingon claims to have been revealed
directly by the Dharmakiya, and holds that the teachings of the
other Buddhist sects were proclaimed by a Sambhoga- or
NirmZna-kZ~a.~
The Hindu view is that on the one hand God is contained in
the whole cosmos and pervades it; on the other hand he surpasses it as a personal being and lives in a supernatural world.
Analogous to this is the doctrine that though Mahiivairocana
is omnipresent, he yet has his seat in a palace located on the
highest level of the realm of pure form (riipa-Zoka), in the
Akanishta heaven. He is also called Maheshvara (great lord), a
definitely divine attribute.
Though the old view still subsistsa8 that Mahiivairocana
attained his insight only in the course of time, this is without
practical significance for he is the enlightened liberator from
the beginning of time. The aim of the sun-Buddha's activity is
to cause living beings, including plants and stones, to participate in his cosmic life, and he achieves this by arousing their
insight: his wisdom and compassion cause the pious to become
united with Vairocana during meditation, and Vairocana to
become united with them,89so that at the end of spiritual
development there occurs a complete 'becoming Buddha'.
This signifies a becoming conscious of something that existed
from the beginning but until then was veiled by illusion. K6b6Daishi, the founder of the Japanese Shingon school, is said to
have once assumed the form of Mahiivairocana for a short time.
The Shingon sect considers itself as belonging to the 'diamond
vehicle' (vajra-yilza), the spiritual movement that grew out of
late Buddhism, i.e. the Mahiiygna of about the middle of the
first century AD. It constitutes a form of 'tantrism', i.e. the
trend conspicuous in Indian religion which by developing ideas
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already existing in the sacrificial mysticism of the Brahmins,
strives for worldly and transcendental liberation by means of
rites, magic formulae, etc. Though Shingon exclusively uses the
terminology of dogmatic Buddhism and repudiates brahrninical
doctrines-the denial of a world creator, and of an ZtmangO-it
has yet accepted into its system numerous Hindu forms of
thought and cult together with many Hindu gods and goddesses.
In its essence, however, it has until now remained a 'pure'
Tantra as it lacks the sexual-metaphysical element of the
Shakti cult which in India penetrated all Tantric schools to an
extent that often defies classification. As I have shown in
another context, Japanese esoteric Buddhism has to be regarded as the remnant of an older, not yet eroticized Tantric
school. The still extant Vajrayzna texts from India, Nepal,
and Java all seem influenced by Shakti ideas.
The essence of the Shakti cult is that it attributes special
importance to the female element and to sex. I t therefore pairs
the divine Buddhas and Bodhisattvas with female partners in
whose embrace they enjoy the bliss of non-dual all-oneness.
For the eroticized Vajrayiinagl the ultimate cosmic principle is
voidness (shiinyatz); this is named Vajra for it is as hard, indestructible and imperishable as a diamond. In the view of the
'consciousness-only' school the essence of the Vajra is mind
only, i.e. an insight in which subject and object have become
one.
Just like the DharmakZya in the schools discussed above, the
highest reality in Vajraygna is personified as a Buddha who is
usually called Vajra-sattva (the 'diamond being'). Vajraygna
knows of still another aspect of the Buddha which is beyond the
three 'bodies' : the Nahdszckhakiiya or 'body of great bliss'.
In the embrace of his Shakti the Buddha has renounced the
consciousness of his personality in order to experience together
with her the mutual bliss of sama-rasa. With this, the Buddha
becomes the highest god of a system based on the polarity of
male and female which finds the ultimate unity realized in the
union of the sexes. This sexual dualism pervades the whole
universe; in the highest spiritual realm it reveals itself in the
static female principle of prajfia (insight-wisdom), and the
dynamic, male principle of q d y a (the skilful means in trans86
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mitting the teaching). And just as a Buddha is only perfected
when he combines highest wisdom with the ability to transmit
it and thus to liberate living beings, so an awakened one has
only attained the goal when his activity has entered the womb
of pure insight.
The Vajrasattva of the Buddhist Tantra shares his attributes
with those of the cosmic lord of the brahminical systems: he is
unoriginated and imperishable, omnipresent, all-pervading, the
subtle germ of everything (sarvo-go vya'$i, sckshma-bijam),92
and is also the creator, destroyer and ruler (karta' hart6 jagatpatih). In some texts he is directly taken as a divinity identical
with the self of the worshipper: 'a'tmaiva devati-the self, just
that is divinity (that of the m e d i t a t ~ r ) ' . ~ ~
In the beginning of the Guhyasamija and in other texts we
are told that the All-Buddha creates the tathigatas and their
Shaktis by his meditation." In Europe, these Buddhas first
became known by the name of dhyil.tibuddhas (meditating
Buddhas; but actually they are Buddhas brought forth in
meditation). In mandalas they are generally portrayed as
below.
North
Amoghasiddhi
West
Amitgbha

Certtre
Vairocana

East
Akshobhya

South
Ratnasambhava
These tathzgatas are connected with the five skafidhas, with
the five elements, with certain parts of the human body, with
~ ~ each one has a specific Shakti,
certain colours, e t ~As. retinue
a specific Bodhisattva, and other beings. And so the VajraBuddha appears as the creator of a spiritual world which helps

* The view that one Buddha miraculously causes other Buddhas to emerge
from him is already extant in the M a h 6 v a s t ~ , ~
where
'
we are told that Gautama
created numerous appearances of himself (nirmita) in order to give joy to all
those who wanted to hold a sunshade over his head. And according to the
MahZprajficZpdrarnit6-shdstra, the Bodhisattva Samantabhadra continuously
sends forth Buddha worlds (buddha-loka-dhdtu), from all the pores of his skin,
with Buddhas and Bodhisattvas that fill the ten realms.gJ
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the meditator in his struggle to gain insight, and which is
represented and revered in the mandalas.
With this a basic Buddhist dogma, i.e. that a Buddha
matures slowly, and that he reaches his enlightenment by his
own effort alone, is abandoned even theoretically. Vajrasattva,
the 'original Buddha' (Adi-buddha),has been 'the awakened one'
from the very beginning, and by his meditation brings forth
all the other Buddhas. We do not know when this view first
appeared. When Asanga (fourth century) in the SCtrlilanklira
asserts that an Adi-Buddha g 7 cannot possibly exist, this does
not prove that at that time there were Buddhists who believed
in an Adi-Buddha. His statement may be polemical, and directed
against Yoga which assumes a soul sui generis, i.e. ishvara who
has always been enlightened.
The belief in an Adi-Buddha arose and took shape in a series
of hybrid systems which show strong brahminical influence.
For example, Hindu gods take part in the process of creation.
One of these teachings is the Klila-cakra system which contains the Mdatantra, said to have been written in A D 965.
Some information as to the content of these teachings is given
in the text edition of a ritual work belonging to it, the Sekbddhesha-tTkli of Nadapiida (Naropa) by Mario E. Carelli;98 a
full edition of the Kdla-cakra Tantra is, however, necessary for
a proper assessment of its contents. Tentatively it can be said
that in it the Adibuddha is called Kilacakra (wheel of time)
because he unites in himself the insight of emptiness (i.e. that
there is no real world outside the All-One) with compassion
(which together with upliya, skilful means, leads men to
awakening). The Adi-Buddha leads those who recognize him
beyond time-conditioned impermanence, which latter manifests
itself in the-purely imaginary-turning of the wheel (cakra)
of samslira; he leads them to enter (la = laya) the ground of
being (ki = kdrana, cause, origin); or so a mystical interpretation of the individual syllables of the word 'kila-cakra' promises.
We know texts and systems from India, Java, and Nepal,
in which a Buddha is said to become indirectly the world
creator. The Kirandavyiiha starts with the story of how the
Adi-Buddha in his meditation created Avalokiteshvara, and
further relates that from his eyes, forehead, shoulders, heart,
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etc., came forth sun, moon, Shiva, BrahmB, NBrByana.looThe
Javanese Sang-hyang Kamahiyanikanl O1 teaches a complicated
system of emanation. From the 'not-two' (advaya) emanates
the Buddha-principle Divirii#a, which in Shlikyamuni takes on
personal form. From his two sides issue respectively two
Dhyirzibuddhas, and Vairocana emerges from the centre, i.e.
the face of Shgkyamuni. Vairocana then creates Shiva, BrahmH,
Vishnu, the elements, the solid bodies, and the whole world;
and finally creates the five Shaktis of the Dhylirzibzcddhas.
Like the Kunjara-kama legend, the above shows a pronouncedly
monistic trend. Moreover, Vairocana is the universal being who
exclaims: 'You are 1-1 am you.'
In these schools or better systems, the Adi-Buddha has become a god in the sense of Indian pan-en-theism. But according
to B. H. Hodgson,lo2the Aishvarikas, a Buddhist sect in Nepal,
consider him theistically. For them, he is the creator of the
world because in his meditation he created the Dhyilzibuddas
who then created the Dhyinibodhisattvas who created and rule
the world. But the Adi-Buddha himself, as 'deus otiosus'
dwells in remote vastness, and is far beyond anything mortal.
These contentions present a certain 'deism' of a type which
we can also find in primitive creation myths. But even in these
systems there still remains a remnant of the trend common to all
Buddhist schools from the very beginning, i.e. that a Buddha
has nothing to do with actually ruling the world.
2 PARALLELS FROM COMPARATIVE RELIGION

In the following, I shall first present parallels to the various
events in the biography of the Buddha, including those that are
so well known that they have been omitted in the previous
chapter. I shall then conclude with parallels between later,
developed Buddhist teaching and the history of other religions.
Pre-existence
Many religions emphasize the uniqueness of their founder by
positing his existence even before his earthly life. To Christian
speculationabout the logos correspondsin Islam the doctrine that
Allah created as the first of all things the 'Light of Mohammed',
that light which after many generations of moving to and fro,
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finally manifested itself in the best of all human beings, in the
centre of the world, in Mekka. In Iranian belief, the spiritual
essence of Zarathustra was transmitted to his parents by angels
before they physically conceived their son. Some such assumption of the embodiment of a supernatural being is also the
premise of Hindu thought in which Krishna, RZma, and other
humans are regarded as Avata'ras of Vishnu, or of some other
god. This belief in divine incarnations is still widespread in
India today, and the founders of the great schools, the Gurus
of the Ra'dhisvdmis, and other saints are regarded as incarnations of a god.
A parallel to such ideas is contained in the teaching of later
Buddhism which sees in ShZkyamuni the NirmdnakZya of a
higher being, or that in Tibet where the Dalai Lama and other
KhubiZgans are held to be Tulkus of Avalokiteshvara, etc.
Under the influence of Buddhism the Taoist church, too, developed similar ideas.
The teachings of early Buddhism on the pre-existence of
Gautama are of a totally different kind. For though in his last
life before he became Gautama he was a god in the Tushita
heaven, this heavenly existence is but a tiny link within the
beginningless chain of rebirths which preceded it. The P a
Canon1 repeatedly states that Gautama remembered his previous existences back to the ninety-first KaZea, or even further.
In the opening chapter of the NidinakathlZ2he is said to have
started on the path of liberation as a Bodhisattva four asartkhyeyas and a hundred thousand world cycles ago. He had then
been the rich Brahmin Sumedha, and decided to become an
ascetic. The reason is this: when he lived in Rammanagara,
he saw the inhabitants mending the streets in preparation for
the arrival of the then Buddha Dipankara, and he himself took
part in this road-mending. But Dipankara arrived while the
work was still in progress. Sumedha lay down in the muddy
road so that the Perfected One could walk on his body as on a
carpet without getting dirty. At that moment he decided to
become a Buddha himself. Dipankara foretold the fulfilment
of his wish on the grounds that Sumedha was a 'Buddha-germ',
predestined to become a Buddha, a presumptive Buddha
(buddhabtja, buddhank~ra).~
From then on he continued to
perfect his virtue under the following Buddhas until as king
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Vessantara he reached the peak of self-abnegation and entered
the Tushita heaven from where he again descended to his last
existence on earth.
The stories of Gautama's previous lives correspond to what is
told of the previous existences of the Jain founders (Tz'rthanRaras).' The Jain legends, however, are less ornate. The tracing
of former incarnations of famous persons is a popular device in
many Indian stories. In other cultures, such thought is rare, and
if it exists at all then only in very restricted form (compare the
stories about Pythagoras, Empedocles, etc.).

The Miraculous Birth
It is dear to the pious heart to see the birth of a saint surrounded
by circumstances that differ from normal events. Frequently
the father or the parents are supposed to be advanced in years,
so that nothing short of a miracle could give them a child
(Isaac, Confucius). I t is also often assumed that great men are
the offspring of gods, or that they have one divine parent
(Egyptian and Babylonian kings, Greek heroes, Alexander,
Augustus), or that their mother conceived them by some
special means. The future saviour of the Iranians, Saoshyant,
will be the son of a virgin who-while bathing in lake Kasavawill become impregnated with the semen of Zarathustra stored
in the lake. The Hindus tell a similar legend with regard to the
mother of Mohammed. Lao-tsu's mother, at the age of eightyone, is said to have become pregnant from a ray of the sun.
In North American Indian lore, the mother of a saviour frequently conceives by swallowing a small stone, etc? Shankara's
mother is believed to have conceived her great son by supernatural means from Shiva while her husband was on a pilgrimage. (In Calcutta I saw an Indian film which featured this event
as a heavenly light penetrating into the mother's womb.)
Christian legend, too, tells of the virgin birth as the result of
an overshadowing by the spirit of God (Matthew I,I~-25;
Luke 1~34).Both genealogies are traced through Joseph and
may be taken as evidence that the myth of the virgin birth
arose only later. Two Englishwomen, Lewis and Gibson, discovered an old Syrian manuscript on Mount Sinai; here it says
(Matthew 1,16) : 'Joseph, to whom the virgin Mirjam was
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engaged, begot Jesus.' At the time of the event, nothing was
heard or known about the virgin birth. In Matthew 1,25, it is
said of Joseph: 'And he did not know her [Mary] until she gave
birth to her first son.' Luke 2,7 refers to Jesus as the first-born
of Mary; Matthew I3,55; Mark 3,31 and 6,3 tell of the brothers
and sisters of Jesus.
Though since the time of St Jerome many European authors
have claimed that Buddha was the son of a virgin, this is not
Nidznakathd and
supported by the old texts. These-the
Lalitavistara, for example-tell that Queen MZyZ made a vow
of chastity shortly before conceiving the future Buddha and
asked her husband not to approach her. It can therefore be said
that M5yZ conceived the Buddha in a 'pure' way. For of the
three factors required to produce an ordinary human being,
i.e. sexual union of the parents, the mother's capacity to conceive, and the being ready for rebirth (gandharva) and therefore
ready to enter the womb of the future mother, the first factor
is missing in the case of the Buddha. The Nid6nakath.i also
relates MHyZ's dream-the Bodhisattva in the shape of a
white elephant penetrated her right side. Other texts present
this dream as an objective event. The Abhidhamakosha7states
that this was only a prophetic dream, for the Bodhisattva had
long ago transcended the possibility of animal existencess;
and he entered the 'usual gate of birth' in human form, in conformity with all other gandharvas.
The birth of Mahavira and others was also heralded by prophetic dreams. The mothers of Christian saints, too, had dreams
announcing their conception-the mother of St Willibrord saw
the moon penetrate her breast, the mother of St Theodore a
star, and the mother of St Francis of Placentia had a vision of
a bitch barking inside her body.g
When M2y2 related her dream to her husband, the Brahmins
interpreted it as announcing the birth of either a world ruler or
a world liberator. In a similar way, their sons' future greatness
was foretold to the mothers of Mohammed, Thomas Aquinas,1°
and other great men during their pregnancy. Queen M5yB's
pregnancy lasted ten months, but she experienced none of the
usual complaints or symptoms. The child in her womb was not
polluted by her blood, etc. The same conceptions are found in
Pseudo-Matthew, in many legends of medieval saints," and
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similarly in Islamic literature. The light radiating from the
Buddha while he was still in his mother's womb, and also a t his
birth, has a parallel in the Iranian religion where a shining halo
(hvar.na) surrounded the mother. The same is said to have
occurred at the birth of Christ (Pseudo-Matthew), of Krishna,
Moses, Apollonius of Tyana, and of Mohammed. Mohammed's
mother Arnina is said to have described it as, 'When I gave
birth to him there came forth from my womb a light that irradiated all the castles of Syria.'12
We find the same ideas in many Christian legends of the saints,
'from that of St Epiphanius of Pavia until the seventeenth
century when Mechtild Fuazza wrote the biography of the
woman mystic Aemilia Biecheria (Vercelli, d. 1314)'.13 The
Lalitavistara tells us that shortly before the birth of the
Buddha, nature stayed its course, rivers stopped flowing, etc.
The Book of James (Protevangelizlm)* contains a parallel to
this.
At the moment the Buddha was born, he stood up, looked
into the four directions and up and down, took seven steps and
said: 'I am the first and greatest in the world. This is my last
birth.' Mohammed, too, 'fell down on his knees, placed his
hands on the earth, and looked up to heaven', which is said to
have foretold his future role and his exalted mission.14 Both
Apollo and Prithu talked when they were born, whereas Bacchus,
St Bonitus, St Furesus, and St Isaac of Cordova already talked
while still in the womb.1J
The sage Asita praising the infant Buddha has a parallel in
the history of Simeon (Luke 2,~s)and is found elsewhere.
Childhood Legends
The Buddha's religious vocation already became apparent in
his early childhood. When he visited the temple, the statues of
the gods rose and worshipped him. There are points corresponding to this in other religions. In the apocryphal Pseudo-Matthew,
and in countless Acts of the Martyrs we read that the statues
of gods fall down,' ti an idea that may have originated in Isaiah
I ~ , I :'Behold, the Lord rides on a fast cloud and comes to

*

Cf.The Apocryphal New Testament translated b y M . R. James, Oxford,

1924, p. 38 ff.
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Egypt. And the gods of Egypt tremble. . . .' Islamic tradition
has it that the morning after Amina conceived Mohammed, 'all
the world's idols had fallen down and were scattered on the
ground'. In this we see the same basic idea, now changed in
conformity with monotheistic conceptions.
The future Buddha proved himself better informed than even
his teachers-which again has a parallel in the apocryphal
Gospel of Thomas, Chapter 6. Apollonius, too, knew all languages without having ever learned them. l 7
Legend tells that from his childhood, Buddha prepared himself for his future mission. In the Lalitavistara it is said that once
after a long search, his father found the boy meditating under
a rose-apple tree. Mary and Joseph, too, searched for the boy
Jesus and discovered him in the temple where the teachers were
surprised by his learning. The young Mohammed was also
lost and was found near the Ka'ba.

The Vocation
All religious founders suddenly renounce their hitherto comfortable and sheltered life, and devote themselves to their
religious mission. Gautama was twenty-nine years of age when
he entered the homeless life; and after years of searching and
seeking he became the Enlightened One, the Buddha. Mah5vira
left worldly life when he was thirty; after more than twelve
years he attained omniscience. Zarathustra left his father's
house at the age of twenty, and for years wandered about as a
mendicant until Ahura Mazda granted him his revelation. Jesus
was 'about thirty years of age' (Luke 3,223) when he was baptized by John; whereupon he withdrew into the desert to fast
until he embarked on his mission. In his thirties, the prosperous
merchant Mohammed piously kept religious observances in a
cave near Mekka, and there had the visionary experience which
determined the whole of his later life.
The common point in all these legends is that before commencing their mission the heroes retreat from the world for a certain
period of time. It is notable that this point is also stressed by
religions which otherwise are not actually against worldly
affairs-Mazdaism and Islam are two good examples.
Another recurring trend in the biographies of religious founders is that after receiving the call, the founder is unwilling to
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undertake his mission. Buddha decides only after Brahmg
urges him to do so. The same applies to Moses (Exodus 3,1 I ff .)
and M~hamrned.'~
MZra, the evil one, repeatedly tried to dissuade the Buddha,
and especially just before his enlightenment urged him to cease
his exertions. Zoroaster, too, was tempted by demons trying
to make him renounce the true belief. Matthew 4,1 and Luke
4,1tell of Satan tempting Jesus.

Miracles
Buddha, Jesus and Mohammed, all admonished their disciples
not to expect them to perform miracles; however, of each one a
multitude of miracles is reported. But in contrast to Christianity
and Islam, Buddhism has little to say about healing miracles.
Buddha neither revived the grandchild of mother Mig5rZi,21nor
did he heal the monk Vakkali, who committed suicideon account
of an unbearable illness.22Most of Buddha's miracles are of a
magical type. Such are the taming of a snake-king, or of a wild
elephant ; the ability to transport himself through the air from
one place to another, or of walking on the water (compare
Matthew 1 4 , ~ sf.), etc. A water miracle is also reported of St
Hyacinth of Cracow and of St SebaldaZ3
Orion received from
Poseidon the ability to walk on the sea, and Iamblichus could
fly over the earth.24In about 430, Faustus of Byzantium tells
us that the holy bishop Daniel the Assyrian crossed rivers in
his travelling boots without getting them wet.25The food miracle
reported in the introduction to J&!aka 78 has parallels in both
Christianity (Matthew 14,15 f ; Mark 6,35 f ;Luke g,13 f .) and in
Islam.26The power of a Buddhist arahat transcends what is
natural and mortal-he grasps sun and moon, and caresses
them.*' Mohammed is said to have cut the moon in two, so
that the inhabitants of Mekka could see the two halves.2a
The Jews know of the ascent into heaven of Enoch, Moses,
and Elijah; Christians and Muslims believe in the ascension of
Jesus, the Hindus in that of Caitanya; and the Taoists assume
it of Chang Tao Ling; all presume the ascension to herald
permanent dwelling in a higher world.
Nothing like this is said of the Buddha, though he did ascend
to the higher realms of the gods during meditation. The introduction to Jztaka 483 tells of a stay of some months' duration
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in the realm of the thirty-three gods, on which occasion Buddha
is said to have proclaimed the Abhidham~za.~~
In the same
Jitaka we are also told of how he descended a staircase of gold
and silver in the company of the gods.
Mohammed, mounted on the miraculous animal Buriiq,
is said to have seen the 'wonders between heaven and earth'
and Jerusalem as well, all in one night, whereupon he climbed
up to the seventh heaven on a ladder, saw All&, and received
supernatural wisdom from him. We may do well to interpret
all these stories as visionary experiences, but they also illustrate characteristic differences between Buddhism and theistic
religions. Buddha teaches the gods-the prophet receives revelation from God.
The above parallels of the Buddha legends with the biographies of other religious founders show that their lives-at
least as far as recorded by their biographers-took a similar
course. Studying the legends of the holy men of all creeds, it
may be presumed that there is practically no event or miracle
of the Buddha, especially in MahZyBna literature, that has no
parallel in the religious or sacred literature of the world.
The great courage of the saints and holy men, their patient
endurance of terrible tortures, the invulnerability of their bodies,
their knowledge of others' thoughts, their power to counter or
cancel the natural order of things, the exorcism of demons, the
ability to make manifest a variety of things such as scents,
etc., the visions and revelations vouchsafed to them, their
prophecies and magic revelations, their journeys into heavens
and hells, all these are frequent and regular features in the
legends of all religions. So are the stories of great adventures
and ordeals, of the reward of the pious and the punishment of
the unjust, of the conversion of robbers, the gratitude of
animals, of grace-bestowing relics and footprints. These individual events take place accompanied by the. music of
heavenly choirs, while flowers rain from heaven and gifts fall.
They occur in thunder and lightning, sudden and unmotivated
rain or sunshine,* and while the earth quakes and other awe-

* The Congress Hall of the Sixth Buddhist Convention in Rangoon (Burma)
was built consequent on a vision of the then Premier U Nu. Its inauguration is
said to have been sanctified by the miracle of a rainfall on precisely that spot
during the dry season. (Edward Conze, Manchester Guardian, May X I ,1954.)
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inspiring events take place (mountains are ripped asunder, or
they vanish, and trees bear fruit out of season, etc.).
Reading the essays of Peter Toldo, Lives and Miracles of
Medieval Saints, or Stadler's Almanach of Saints, or again
Heinrich Griiner's Occidental Christian Legends, and Buddlza
irt Occidental Legendk, one finds a vast amount of parallels to
Buddhist lore.30Innumerable legends of a similar kind may be
found in other religious literature devoted to similar themes.
The reason for this is that the circumstances and conditions of
life of the great homines religiosi resemble each other in many
ways, but mainly because the miliezt and the mentality of the
pious biographers tend to be the same. Some legends may have
migrated from one country to another, but a comparison of
recorded biographies of diverse religious forms shows that the
human mind creates the same stories again and again out of
similar motives. Their historical diffusion is considered more
dubious today than many authors concerned with the problem
have hitherto assumed.
In many religions the pious feel the need to place the founder
in an exalted position beyond anything mortal. Shortly before
the fall of the Manchu dynasty, even the sober Chinese made
Confucius the equal of the gods of heaven and earth (September 30, 1906), though Confucius himself never claimed such
elevated rank. Just as the Buddhists claim special properties
for the Buddha, so do the Muslims for their prophet Mohammed-supreme physical beauty, moral perfection, infallibility,
and being free from sin by the grace of God. Some sects even
saw in him an emanation of the world mind. Others held that he
was a man only in outward form, but immanently an angel. A
further mark of his perfection of form is that flies never settled
on his body.31 The ideas of the 'docetic' Buddha mentioned
above (p. 93) exactly correspond to the Christ image in some
sects. 'The Christ of the Valentinians has by means of his fasts
attained to such freedom that he no longer eats, digests, and
defecates in the human way?' The same Valentinus (AD 120160) also taught that Jesus's physical body was not subject to
the laws of nature, and consequently, that the embryo had
passed through his mother's body 'like water through a hose'.
Satornil evolved the theory that the saviour was a man in
appearance only, and that in truth he was unborn, without a
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body (sine Jigztra), and not compounded of matter. Clement of
Alexandria mentions an old legend which in the second century
was recorded in the Acts of John; after Jesus was taken from
the cross, John wanted to touch his body, b ~this hand touched
nothing.
Some of the Gnostics believed that the crucifixion was but a
visual fantasy. This is probably also what St Jerome means
when he says: 'The blood of our Lord had not yet dried in
Judaea when it was already said that his body was but a
phantom.' Doctrines of this sort have tenaciously continued in
heretical sects. The Albigensians are said to have believed that
Christ, the Virgin Mary, Joseph, and John were angels in
human form. In recent time docetic doctrines have again been
expressed in the form of 'Christian Science'.
The Predecessors
In one way or another, each new teacher depends on others
preceding him, and so the founder of a religion has to ratify his
position with regard to them. Buddha is said to have studied
under Brahmin teachers but was not satisfied by what he
learned. Yet he insists on having rediscovered an age-old way,
like somebody rediscovering an old path in the jungle leading
to an ancient city-the way of the past Buddhas, leading to
Nirvana [36]. Buddha therefore only claims to have presented
an old teaching in a form that fitted his own time. In Matthew
5,17, Jesus says he had not come to undo the Law or the
prophets, but to fulfil them; John the Baptist is considered to
be his immediate forerunner.
Confucius had no desire to instigate something new and only
wanted to be the faithful keeper of the old teachings transmitted
from the emperors of yore. In the Koran, j3Mohammed mentions
prophets preceding him, but he himself is considered to be the
seal (kh6tam)that cuts the line of prophets for good. Even in
the Parsee creed, the sage HaomaJ4is thought to be the herald
of Zarathustra. In India the idea of a predecessor is expressed
in the teaching of the Tfrthankaras before Mahsvira, and in the
Avatriras of the divers gods venerated by the various sects.
The assumption of world cycles and hence cyclic events makes
it feasible for Brahmins, Buddhists and Jains to assert the
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appearance of future liberators. Buddha is said to have given a
detailed account of the fate of his religion, its later decline,35
and the impending appearance of the future Buddha Maitreya
[17].Parallel to it is the Jain doctrine of the future Tfrthankaras, and the Hindu doctrine of kalki.
Similar ideas are also present in the religions of the West
though they are formulated differently owing to the assumption
of one single world process. Such are the Parsee theory of the
three Saoshy ants, the Hebrew idea of the coming Messiah, the
Christian concept of the paraclete, and Muslim ideas of the
Mahdi and of the 'hidden ImBm'.

The Founder Giving Precedence to Other Exalted Persons
In some MahZyZna sects the person of Gautama Shskyamuni
has retreated behind the forms of the mystic Buddhas Amitiibha,
Vairocana, etc. There is an Islamic parallel, for according to
some Shi'ite sects Mohammed was deprived of his exceptional
position as the 'seal of the prophets' and replaced by his son
'Ali. 'Some of them discovered that the angel Gabriel might
mistakenly have brought the gift of God to Mohammed whereas
it was intended for 'Ali.') Others directly criticize the prophet
because he assumed for himself the status that was the prerogative of 'Ali. A Syrian sect, the Nusirians, preserves many preIslamic features; they almost consider 'Ali a being of eternal
and divine nature compared with whom Mohammed has but
the inferior form of its 'veil'.
The Erotic Element Entering Religion
This is the most striking feature in the history of Buddhism.
In the teachings of both the Small and the Great Vehicle, when
the Buddhas entered the homeless life, their religious training
included chastity. Yet the later Vajraysna portrays those Buddhas in passionate embrace with their Shakti. In Peking I myself saw a Tibetan painting of the blue Akshobhya embraced
by a white Shakti with red hair ('Buddha sleeps with an English
lady', the guide cynically explained!). A similar picture from
Nepal was acquired by the Ethnographical Museum in Geneva.
One is inclined to consideras unique and unparalleled an idea that
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couples the person of the founder of a religion that is averse
to anything sexual, with erotic imagery. Yet even for this
there"are occidental parallels, and moreover fairly recent ones.*
If such events can take place even in modern Christian
Europe, it is not really surprising when in Asian countries where
old sexual cults still continue, the Buddhas were pictorially
presented in the Yab-Yum (father-mother) position, and that
the Buddhist doctrines of PrajGG and upGya were interpreted
erotically .

Introspection
All religions have produced mystics who saw beyond the
person of the founder the supra-individual transcendental, and
therefore use the founder's name to designate a purely inner
event. MahZyZna speaks of Buddhahood as a mystical experien~e.~
Parallel
'
to this are expressions of the Christian mystics,
for example, Angelus Silesius:

If Christ were born a thousand times in Bethlehem
But liveth not in you-perdition is your fate.
Pearls are born inside of mussel shells
Fathered by dew-and you who disbelieve
Behold: The dew is where God's spirit dwells,
The pearl is Jesus Christ-your mussel-soul conceives.38
Jaliil-ed-din Rumi sings :
Behold in your own heart the wisdom of the prophet,
Without a book, nor teacher, nor i n s t r ~ c t o r . ~ ~

* I n the eighteenth century, the so-called 'Buttlar Group' believed the
theologian Winter, the medical practitioner Appenfeller, and the female
founder Eva von Buttlar with whom both men were in love, to be the incarnations of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. Another founder of such a
sect, Johann Paul Philipp Rosenfeld who preached in the eighteenth century
in the district of Brandenburg, was acclaimed as the 'living God', and his
adherents brought him their daughters as 'brides of Christ'. Confined in a
lunatic asylum, he had intercourse there with the fifteen-year-old daughter of
the shepherd Gunto, in 1770, in the presence of her family who had all come
to visit the holy man. The former Anglican priest Henry James Prince (181I1899) was revered as the Holy Ghost in human form; in his church a t Spaxton
(Somerset) he deflowered the beautiful Miss Paterson in the presence and with
the pious connivance of the whole of his community.
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And Kabir, the weaver:
RBma's house is in the East,
And in the West dwells Alliih.
Search in your heart, see into your heart,
And behold both RBma and Alliih.40

V. THE ABSOLUTE
I BUDDHIST DOCTRINES O F T H E ABSOLUTE

The Asamskritas
In philosophical terminology, the word 'absolutum' means
something that exists by and of itself, that rests in itself and
is not conditioned by anything else. The corresponding word
in Buddhist terminology is asamskrita (Pgli : asankhata) . I t
denotes a dharma (factor of being) that does not depend on
anything else for its arising. As such, it differs from the 'conditioned dharmas', the samskdras, and it also differs from them by
being permanent. I t is free of the four marks of 'arising, continuing, changing, and ceasing-to-be', combined with which all
conditioned dharmas arise.*
The Abhidharmakosha defines an asamskrita as something
that does not arise,' which always is and does not change.= I t
is neither caused by anything, nor does it by itself constitute
the cause of a n ~ t h i n g It
. ~ is therefore always 'close by'" (in
time, and in contradistinction to past and future). I t does not
belong to the upddina-skandhas which may form an individualit^.^ I t is, however, a reality that can be recognized.
Buddhist schools differ as to what may be considered asamsk ~ i t a sbut
; ~ all agree that Nirviina is asamskrita. Some schools
also use the term j5ratisankhyd-nirodha, i.e. the conscious and
complete destruction (nirodha) of all future passions and suffering, the 'dissolutionJ of the connection (visamyoga) with the
impure dharmas [do] which is effected in full consciousness
(pratisankhyd). This pratisankhyii is a special prajfid, a wisdominsight that is based on the complete understanding of the Four
Noble Truths. The Theravgda school considers Nirvsna to be
the only asamskrita, but other schools assume more than one.
In the light of the theory of the 'moment onlyJ, there also

* 'The concept "dharma" as such does not include the mark "coming-to-be
and ceasing-to-be"; the process or act of arising and disappearing is abstracted
from the dharma that carries out this process.' 0. Rosenberg, Probleme der
buddhistischen Philosophie (Heidelberg, 1g24), p. 121.
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takes place a continuous 'not arisingJ of dharmas though such
a perception of the Four Noble Truths does not exist. For
example, this happens when mindfulness is so concentrated
on something that everything else is shut out fromconsciousness.
The Abhidharmakosha cites two examples: when the eye and
the thinking process are very much engaged with an object of
sight (rGpa), other objects of sight, as well as of sound, etc., do
not come into cons~iousness.~
Secondly it is an afiratisankhydnirodha when premature death cuts off a life so that the dharmas
which could have arisen had it continued, do not now in fact
arise.8 I t is also an apratisankhy6-nirodha of femininity
(strftva) if a woman is reborn as a man in the next lifeegThe
distinctive feature of such a nirodha is that the dharmas
cannot arise because they lack the necessary premises. In
that it differs from pratisankhyi (above) where the (impure)
dharmas have consciously been destroyed and cannot arise
again.
Some schools also regard empty space (Bkisha) as an asamskrita-dharma. They define space as the 'complete absence of
everything, and hence also of everything that might prevent
the appearance of any dharmas'. l
Other schools regard the fundamental law of all existence,
the chain of dependent origination (prat5tya-samutpBda) as
asamskrita, for it is unchangeable, and acts continuously.
Consequently the eternal way (mirga) to liberation that is fixed
for all time, and is taught in the Four Noble Truths (satya),
was also considered an asamskrita. The path to liberation
(niyima) has further as natural corollary the apratisankhycifiirodha of bad rebirth as an animal, etc.ll Entering this rtiyima
guarantees the attainment of right view which brings
liberation.
There are also schools which count as asamskrita the attainment of higher levels of consciousness and existence in the
formless realm (ariipa) which the meditator enters with the
four contemplations (that of infinity of space, infinity of consciousness, of no-thing-ness, and of neither-perception-nor-nonperception). Also regarded as asamskrita is the extinction of
discernment (of perceptions and conceptions) and feeling, the
so-called nirodha-samipatti, i.e. the temporary eclipse of all
consciousness and mental activity, which constitutes a temporI
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ary displacement from the world of restless change. The
equanimity (iniiija) of the fourth stage of meditation (dhyina)
is sometimes counted an asamskrita.
Besides the accepted asamskritas belonging to the relative
truths of the world of appearance, the YoggcZrins also know of
a sixth asamskrita which is transcendent and all-embracing,
i.e. 'suchness' (tathati), the identity of all that is, the
quintessence (quidditas) of everything. I t is obvious that
this asamskrita differs from all the others for it includes them
all.
Some texts distinguish three types of tathati: (I) the quidditas
of the 'good' (i.e. wholesome) dhamas (kushala-dharma-tathati);
(2) the quidditas of the 'bad' dharmas (akushala-dharma-tathati),
and (3) the quidditas of the 'neutral' dharmas (avyikrita-dharmatathati).
The above differentiation departs again from the highest
point of view, for only the quidditas of the wholesome dharmas
corresponds to the absolute-as may be seen from the other
synonyms for it, such as nairitmya-bhiva (the condition of noself, i.e. non-substantiality), shcnyati-bhdva (the condition of
emptiness), alakshana (without distinguishing marks), bhGtakoti (peak of reality), paramirtha (highest reality-content) ,
and dharmadhitu (element, i.e, foundation of the teaching).
Other sects deny the above tri-partition and hold tathati to be
the only asamskrita.13 Sthiramati makes it abundantly clear
that quidditas z and 3 have fictional value only." In truth
there exists but the one tathati as the ultimate reality.
The MahHy5na systems present us with a peculiar ambiguity
in the use of the term 'asamskrita'. Some authors, texts, or
schools employ it as defined by the Small Vehicle; others use
it in the meaning of something transcendental so that it denotes
the essence of all things (dharmati, the Dhamakiya of Buddha,
Bodhi, etc. Others again regard all samskrita- and asamskritadharmas as belonging to the 'world of appearance' ; true reality
is beyond both. For the old schools, an asamskrita was the
absolute; for some Mahgygna schools it presents but a 'relative
absolute' (if one may call it thus), superseded by the true, absolute 'super-absolute'.
Below I give in abridged form Bareau's" table of the asamskrita of the various schools (the latter in parentheses).
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Asamskrita Nirviina
(Theravgdins, Vatsiputriyas, Siimmitiyas)
3 Asamskritas 2 nirodha, dkdsha
(SaMstiviidins, Sautriintikas, Miidhyamikas)
4 Asamskritas (a) 2 nirodha, dkdsha, tathatd
(Vaibhiishikas of central India)
(b) 2 nirodha, niydma, nirodhasama'patti
(Andhakas)
5 Asamskritas (a) 2 rtirodha, dkdsha, tathatb,firatrtya-samutpdda
(Mahishiisakasof the South)
(b) 2 nirodha, tathatd, firatCtya-samutpdda,
niydma
(Pubbaseliyas)
6 Asamskritas z nirodha, dkdsha, tathatb, dnefijya, nirodhasamdeatti
(Yogaczras)
8 Asamskritas 2 utirodha, dkdsha, 3 tathatd, dnefijya, nirodhasamdeatti
(Yogiiciiras)
g Asamskritas (a) 2 nirodha, dkdsha, 3 tathatd, firatftya-samutpida, ma'rga-tathatz, dneiijya
(Mahishiisakas of the North)
(b) z nirodha,tathata',pratFtya-samutpdaa,mcirga,
4 arcpa
(Mah5siinghikas of the North)
(c) z nirodha, dharmasthitata', firatftya-samutpdda, niydma, 4 arcpa
(Pubbaseliyas)
I

I
'

It would be out of place to go into the intricate connections
between these schools, or into the history of their development.
The interested reader is referred to Bareau (above) who tried
to shed some light on this little-known field of study.
I t is, however, important for the following expositions to
know that in many of the older schools Nirvzna is by no means
the only asamskrita. Further, that though the Mahzyiina schools
developed the theory of 'all is one', they nevertheless retained
the multiplicity of asamskritas. This fact indicates that even
the Theraviidins, Viitsiputriyas and Szmmitiyas who regard
Nirvana as the only asamskrita, did not understand it as some-
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thing that exactly corresponds to the brahminical absolute, i.e.
Brahms.
The development of the concept of Nirvana is of interest, for
it is the only asamskrita which is acknowledged by all schools,
and was from the first considered the summum bonum of all
Buddhism.
The P d i Canon defines 'Nirvgna' as the complete and utter
dissolution of the three unwholesome roots of greed, hate, and
delusion.16It is said of the tathggata that on entering Nirvana1'
the skandhas (bundles) are completely dissolved, and are rooted
oqt, so that they can never arise again. The five skandhas are:
&pa, vedani, samjfii, samskdra and vijfidlza, or respectively
physical form, feeling, perception (both physical and mental),
drives, and consciousness. Thus Nirvana is the utter extinction
of everything upon which a worldly existence is based, or of
what gives rise to one. The famous quotation from the Udina
[37] describes it as something totally different from the material
world, but also from the ideal worlds of the higher meditations
-where there is no coming, no going, no striving, neither
ceasing-to-be nor coming-to-be. It is without foundation, without beginning and without end. 'Difficult it is to perceive what
is without a self, not easy to grasp is truth; the thirst is overcome by him who knows, and nothing exists for the meditator.'
Nirvana is also called the unborn (ajita),the uncreate (abhtita),
the unmade (akata), (by samskiras, i.e. volition karmically)
unconditioned (asankhata); and finally it is said of Nirvsna
that it is peace without movement or desire, and the end of all
suffering.
From all this it appears that Nirvsna is utterly different from
all that is earthly or even conceivable. It is without a substantial self (anattz), perfect peace, a 'nothing' as compared
with all visible configurations. I t is something that can be
expressed in the negative only, for it possesses no specific
marks that language can encompass. I t is figuratively described
as the cool cave in the heat of everyday life, as the happy isle
in the sea of samsi~a,as the place of no death, which is not
shaken by anything, etc. The P a Canon [8] even employs the
paradox that Nirvana is 'bliss' though there is neither a subject
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to enjoy it, nor the skandha vedand (feeling); the bliss of
Nirvana consists indeed in not feeling anything. According to
the dharma theory, Nirviina is a reality sui generis, a dha~ma
that becomes fully effective only when all impermanent dharmas
no longer exist. Nor is it conceived as a state that may arise in
a subject, it is rather a 'thing-ness', for which reason it is said
that one 'touches' it (phusati)
Both Hinayana and Mahsygna use the image of empty space
as the best analogy to explain Nirviina. Thus the milindapalitta [zg] : just as infinite space, Nirviina has no original cause
whatsoever, it is ahetu-ja. Neither is the conception of time of
any use for it is uncreated and cannot be created, is neither past,
present nor future. I t is not subject to sense-perception, and
yet it is not no-thing (natthidhammarn),for it may be perceived
by the purified mind of a liberated being.
From all this, Nirvana is a mystery. It is also the diametrical
opposite of the world of samsdra. It does not belong to the
world, has no relationship with it, nor does it affect it. I t might
best be called the 'totally other' ; this is, indeed, a much more
suitable expression for Nirviina than it is for the Christian God
who, though being above the world, yet governs it and is
thus in constant touch with it. If God were the 'totally other',
he could never be the 'good friend' of the soul, and neither could
the soul establish a relationship with him. C. G. Jung therefore
rightly says: 'It is psychologically unthinkable that God is
nothing but the "totally other", for the "totally other" is never
the good friend of the soul, which God also is. Only paradoxical
or antinomian statements about the God image are psychologically correct.'
In Psli literature, the expression 'nibbdna' does not exclusivelydenote the transcendental that is beyondsuff ering,passion,
egoism and impermanence-for it is also employed with reference to things and persons still existing in the visible world.
The commentary on the Digha-NikZya20 knows of a triple
NirvBna, i.e. the kilesa-$arifiibbdfia, the complete extinction of
all evil which took place with the enlightenment under the
Bodhi-tree; kha%dha-ParifiibbZna,the extinction of the various
groups of factors of being which was realized at the moment
of the Buddha's death; and dhdtu-$arifiibbdutca, the complete
disappearance of all Buddha relics. The latter happens when the
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teaching has become extinct, and all relics have miraculously
united in the Mahabodhi sanctuary. There they form the
golden body of the Buddha, together with the aura, and then
they are all destroyed by fire. The second of the above NirvZnas corresponds to the transcendental state of liberation
which the dying ascetic enters. The third NirvZna concerning
relics is the result of later speculation, and of no interest here.
The Kilesa-nibbina corresponds to what is generally called
'NirvZna with additions' (saup8disesa,21 sopadhishesha)22 or.
'Nirviina while still alive' (ditth'eva dhamme, drishtadhama).
This is the condition of one who is already liberated, where the
groups of dharmas forming an individuality still exist, but he
has overcome all passions and no longer produces karma
leading to rebirth; he only waits for complete extinction in
death. The time-lapse between reaching 'Nirviina with additions'
and entering perfect parinirvifia may be a long one, as was the
case with Gautama Buddha. In exceptional circumstances,
however, the end of all passionate drives may coincide with the
end of life.23In that instance the liberated one (in the Puggalafia.ii.ii~tti)~'
is called samasz'sin, i.e. literally one whose 'two
heads (i.e. ends) are the same'.
'NirvZnawith additions' corresponds roughly with jivanmukti,
'salvation while alive' which is accepted by many Hindus.
The HinayZna schools assume but two types of Nirviina,
the first one in time, followed by the eternal one. MahZyZna
teaching accepts two further NirvZnas.
One of them is A$ratishthita-nir~&a.~~
This is a kind of
eternal jz'vanmukti lasting beyond death. There is a vague
analogy to the Chgndogya Ufiarai~had~~
where the liberated one
after his death continues to exist as an individual. In Buddhism
this has been turned into a completely ethical concept. For
according to some texts a liberator-even though he has left
earth already-may continue to act for the good of all living
beings. This NirvZna is called apratishthita (without ceasing),
and it might be translated as 'altruistic' or 'dynamic' NirvZna.
It is a state of inner quietness amid great outer activity, a
condition that lacks all compounded or dependent karmic
factors. I t is a perfect, world-transcending freedom coupled
with highest wisdom (mahiprajlii) and compassion (mahikaruni) towards all beings.
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Such a Buddha, though still living in the world, is yet beyond
all that is of the world. He is no longer swayed by samsGra but
acts within it for the benefit of all living beings. I t is said that
this 'dynamic' NirvZna is incomparably superior to the 'static'
NirvHna that resembles the 'extinction of a lamp'. And so
arahats who had attained the static NirvZna may subsequently
be recalled in order to attain the dynamic NirvBna.
The other and thus the fourth Nirv5na is -artZdik~Zika9rakriti-shuddha-ni~vlina(the NirvBna that has been naturally
pure since beginningless time). It is a tenet of those schools
who see the world and all that is in it as appearance only, as
nothing but a mirage. Accordingly samslira does not really
exist and only Nirvana is; it is thus also immanent in each
individual. All multiplicity, all passion, and all ignorance are
but illusory, and veil the realization of NirvZna. And so
NirvZna is the absolute, continuously present behind all
phenomena and all causally conditioned being.
HistoricaIly later still are equations of Nirvgna with the
'pure land' of Buddha AmitZbha, which originally was considered as an early stage of NirvBna; also with Shaktic conceptions, the realization of Nirvzna in the ritual love-act. But these
are of no interest for this book.
However the ramifications of the NirvZna concept may vary,
the basic idea is the same: it is an undefinable state, independent of all worldly ties, beyond all earthly passion, freedom
from all egotistical, false ideas-in short, it is the exact opposite of everything known to conditioned, individual existence
between birth and death.
Tathatg, Shiinyata', Vijfia$timZtratd
The Piili Buddhism of the TheravZdins knows of only one
absolute-NirvZna-which
has no relation to the world of
form. As such, it differs from the impermanent world as light
differs frdm darkness. The question of a possible mutual premise for both samsZra and Nirv&nais never posited, nor answered. Buddha kept himself strictly to psychological facts,
and on the ground of its being fruitless speculation refrained
from all theories about a 'metaphysical depth' of the world of
form. He also contradicted the VedBnta teaching of a self
(Ztman) that is manifest in both samsdra and the ground of
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being [IO]. The latter especially he considered sheer foolish
doctrine (PayiPGyo bdladhammo) [zz].
Not content with this concrete positivism, other schools
evolved theories on the transcendental nature of the dharma,
as did the SarvZstivBdins. Others regarded the causal nexus
($ratFtya-samutPdda) or the universal law (dharma-sthitati) as
asamskyitas that remain uneffected by change. The Mahishasakas also accepted tathatd as asamskrita, the 'suchness' of the
wholesome, unwholesome, and neutral dharmas (kushala-,
27 This facilitated the
akushala- and avydkrita-dharma-tathatd).
approach to a theory that saw a transcendental principle behind samsdya and Nirvzna. These theories found further support in the docetic tendencies just arising, which exalted the
Buddha so that it was assumed that his Dharmakiya outlasts
his death. The more one occupied oneself with the secrets of
the transcendental being of the Perfected One, the closer one
approached the assumption of an absolute above all time and
change.
These speculations are again closely connected with the
fundamental changes that influenced the conception of dharma
in the Mahgygna.
Early Buddhism denied true being to the individuality
(pudgala) on the grounds that it represented only an impermanent stream. But now the texts of the Perfection of Wisdom
(prajiidpdramitd) ask: 'The Hinayana schools teach that
dharmas are conditioned-how then can they be regarded as
ultimate realities if they arise in causal dependence on other
dhaymas, only to disappear again?' This question was especially
relevant, for HinayZna philosophy had already arrived at the
assumption that the impermanence of a karmically conditioned
dharma is to be understood in the sense that it exists for one
moment (kshana) only. 'The moment it comes into existence, it
immediately disappears againJ (dtma-libhid anantara-vimishi).
Should it seemingly remain in existence, this is caused by another dha~wzaof the same kind replacing it. This idea refers
back to the Buddha who had taught the same with regard to
mental processes.29So dharmas have momentary existence only,
arise by being related to other dharmas, and only last while
being kept in existence by the combined effect of their causes;
but such dhaymas cannot be said to have independent existence.
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Thus the doctrine of Pudgala-nairdtmya, i.e. the theory that the
individual does not possess a permanent essence, had to be
complemented by the doctrine of Dharma-nairitmya. According
to the latter, the dharmas lack inherent content, they are
empty (shiinya). Subtracting from each dharma the properties
it has been supplied with by something else but does not own,
all dharmas are seen as having but 'stolen goods' [42] and to
possess no capital themselves. Therefore they cannot be
regarded as true and real.
The main representative of the teaching of 'emptiness'
(shihyavdda),the great Niigiirjuna (second century AD), asserted
in his essay on the Perfectiorc of Wisdom (mahdpraj86-pdramiti-shdstra) and in his Teaching Verses of the Middle Way
(madhyamaka-kErikis) that all dharmas are relative. His
masterly analysis of all metaphysical concepts and doctrinal
views-of earlier Buddhism as well as of other Indian systemsleads to the logical dissolution of them all. Though in popular
parlance it is perfectly justified to talk about fire, there is no
fire per se but only an appearance depending on the type of
fuel?* Each so-called substance exists only by relation to its
manifold qualities. The same applies to all concepts. 'Being'
exists only as the opposite of 'not-being',31 etc. So there is
nothing that exists by itself, and everything is dependent on
and related to each other. There is nowhere anything that has
an isolated existence of its own, neither matter, nor soul, etc.
Therefore all the dharmas are rather like magical beings produced by a magician, and they themselves again bring forth
other magical beings [43]. With regard to their 'realityJ, they
are an illusion, a mirage, a dream, and totally imaginary configurations.32
Excluding everything that is conditioned by something else,
the world is seen to be empty. This does not only apply to the
physical world as it appears to the eyes of the non-Buddhist
or of the still unenlightened prithag-jana among the followers
of the Exalted One, but holds good also with regard to liberated
beings and the truth of Buddhism. Once this law of relativity
has been recognized, it cannot stop short of the Buddha, the
Way to Liberation, or NirvZna. For they, too, are relative and
of conditioned .and thus temporary value only. As there are
therefore no samskritas, consequently no asamskyitas exist
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either-they are a pair of opposites. In truth there is neither
samsira nor Nirviina, nor is there any difference between them
(na samsirasya nirvindt kimcia asti visheshanam) [46].
If everything we can discern is as unreal as a mirage [44],
and empty of any essence of its own, what, then, does in fact
exist? The reply is: emptiness, uncreated and permanent, unchangeable and indefinable, which is therefore called the
'unthinkable' (acintyatd) Thus NZgZrjuna arrives a t the absolute that is free of everything, including, of course, all multihere the word prapafica is
plicity (sarva-~ra~afica-~i1~tirrnukta;
ambiguous: it may mean the multiplicity of the world of formas is often the case in its Sanskrit usage-or it may express
vague combinations full of fantasy as frequently occur in
Buddhist texts).33 NZgZrjuna's absolute is above all such discussion, and transcends being and non-being.
So we arrive a t the final conclusion, the impossibility of
making a concrete statement about anything in the world, for
all things and all concepts are found to be mutually contradictory. The wise man will accordingly not engage in fruitless
discussion and thus remain 'free from perturbations'. He can
neither logically fathom nor adequately describe in words that
which 'in truth neither disappears nor appears, is neither impermanent nor eternal, neither one nor many, and is without
coming or going'. 'For the son of good family, the absolute is
silence only' @aramd~thohy dryGndm tiishnz'm-bhdvah).34
NZgZrjuna stresses that the absolute as unfathomable emptiness has itself only a relative meaning and is thus not to be
made the subject of speculations regarding the ground of being,
etc. 1451. The attempt to misuse this emptiness for extraneous
purposes is dangerous, like a poisonous snake when wrongly
handled. It is of use in adequate doses but must not exceed the
range within which it is valid. Again, it is like salt : a farmer
ignorant about salt, upon hearing it praised as excellent by a
townsman, swallowed a whole mouthful of it with the result
that he did not experience any of the pleasant effect? To discourage any misuse of emptiness, it is suggested that wrong
conceptions of emptiness as a quasi-substance should be uprooted by meditating on the 'emptiness of emptiness' (skiinyatdshiinyati).
On reading such expositions on emptiness, one is inclined to
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consider their author an acute sceptic, or a dyed-in-the-wool
agnostic, but Niiggrjuna was a famous patriarch who had no
small share in the shaping and spreading of the Mahgyzna.
His book, lost in Sanskrit but admirably translated from the
Chinese by Etienne Lamotte, is about the Perfection of Wisdom, and shows him to be a strictly Buddhist dogmatist who
is thoroughly at home in the world of pious legends and astounding miracles. To him, the Buddha's teaching is T H E way to
enlightenment for everybody who is still caught in the world of
multiplicity and the entanglements of dependent origination
(pratftya-samutplida). The path of liberation, however, leads
the aspirant beyond the provisional 'seeming truth' (samvritisatya) to absolute truth (paramti~tha-satya)that culminates in
the insight into shfinyatd.
Shiinyatd is frequently compared with inflnite space. Like
space, it is inconceivable, pure, and can only be expressed negatively (as absence, as that which remains after abstracting the
contents of space, i.e. the heavenly bodies, etc.). On the other
hand, the highest concepts of Buddhist thought are used as
synonyms:35 it is absolute truth (param&rtha-tattva), csuchness'
(tafhati), the true being of dharma (dharmatg), enlightenment
(bodhi), Nirvzna, Buddhahood (buddhatva), and the Dharmakiya of all the Buddhas. All this goes to show that to Nzgzrjuna
emptiness was not an abstract, philosophical concept but a
factual, mystic experience that is far beyond the grasp of discursive thinking. By enveloping that which itself is 'without
attributes' with all the attributes dear to the Buddhists,
shiinyati became a complex idea in which critical reasoning and
sophisticated dialectics together with reverent faith and dark
mysteriousness formed one whole. Its manifold aspects engendered both profound searching and religious feeling, and could
also fulfil them.
I t is obvious that even in India shiinyatd was variously
interpreted by both the Buddhists and their opponents. European interpreters, too, differ widely. Western research, passionately concerned with the understanding of shGnyatd, has
continuously wavered between the different conceptions. The
two scholars most concerned with the problem of shiinyatd,
Theodor Stcherbatsky and Louis de La Vall6e Poussin, constantly, though often unconsciously, changed and revised their
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ideas in accordance with the points of view they tried to
master.
Niigiirjuna is a thoroughly Buddhist philosopher, as is
attested by his non-theism, his denial of permanent substances,
his conditionalism, and his belief in an ineffable Nirviina which
has to be experienced by higher insight. Yet his teaching already contains traces of the elementary force of monistic
thought which since Vedic times had cast an irresistible spell
over the Indian mind. For Niigiirjuna's attempt to equate
samsdra-governed by and dependent on the law of origination,
and subject to a moral world law-on an admittedly higher
plane with transcendental 'emptiness' which is beyond all
duality (advaya),is but an infiltration of Vedantic thought into
the structure of Buddhism. Strictly speaking, this does not as
yet apply to Niigiirjuna, but is again and again stated in later
Hindu polemics: 'That which the followers of the doctrine of
emptiness (shGnyavidins) call 'empty' (shcnya), just this the
followers of the doctrine of Miyd (miiyin) call 'Brahm5' (yacchilnya-vidinah shEnyam tad eva brahmi miyinah) . 3 For as
far as we know, the Vedinta of Niigiirjuna's time did not yet
possess the only subsequently perfected Miyd doctrine to
which this Madhva expression corresponds. However, the trend
towards an all-one doctrine has persisted since the Upanishads
and was gaining ground, and the Brahmin Niigiirjuna could not
remain entirely untouched by it.
The doctrine of ShGnyatii influenced Buddhist thinking to a
great extent. This is best shown by the H i n a y h a systems
which continued to develop the germs existing in early Buddhism,
and extended them under the influence of the Prajfid-pdramitd
texts and the doctrines formulated by Niigiirjuna. We know of
the existence of Harivarman's (AD 250-350) Satyasiddhi school
from Chinese sources. Within this school a Sarva-shiinya-vdda
was formed on the lines of the Sautriintika school. Junjir6
Takakusu cites many instances where their views closely resemble those of Niigzrjuna. g
The Vijfiinavdda of Asanga and Vasubandhu (AD 350?) is a
further stage in the penetration of Vedantic ideas into MahByiina. Vijfiinavdda tries by means of introspection to approach
the deepest levels of the personality, and finds below the surface
consciousness a store-consciousness (ilaya-vijfidna). This re114
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places the Indian 5tma.n which the brahminical systems conceive as transmigrating between existences. However, it is not
a permanent substance but a constant flux of dharmas, a
receptacle of all impressions imprinted during the beginningless
series of continuous existences. This 'consciousness-only' doctrine differs from both the earlier Buddhist systems, and the
older Vedinta by considering consciousness the only reality.
The outer world is but an 'imagined' (+arikal'ita) projection of
thought. And the illusion of an 'I' and of a concrete world confronting this 'I' comes into being by consciousness splitting into
a subjective and a seemingly objective (image) part. The
delusion of the polarity of this image can be dissolved by
Yoga exercises. Successful meditation results in a basic change
(ea~ivrit
ti) of personality which is productive of enlightenment.
The eight consciousnesses are transformed into the perfect
wisdom of the Buddha. By this, the aspirant is freed for good
from all limitations caused by delusion, passion, kamza, etc.
He has entered Apratishthita-nirvina (see above, p. 108) and is
free to devote himself to the benefit of all living beings.
The dlaya-vijfidna is the source of all mental activity, the
storehouse of all that has been experienced, and the cause of
memory. It flows on through all rebirths, from time without
beginning until Nirvsna. There it assumes its true, unlimited
nature for intrinsically it is 'consciousness only'; after all adhering murkiness has disappeared, it contains neither subject nor
object, and is as pure as space. And so the transcendent absolute
which constitutes the quintessence of all being, and is therefore
equated with enlightenment, Buddhahood, etc., is in the last
analysis seen to be sheer mind. This highest absolute reality is
the base and ground of everything, and is called parinisheanna,
the 'complete'.
Between the utterly unreal and only 'imagined' (parikalpita)
outer world, and undifferentiated mind which has the highest
and only reality, there is the intermediate realm of the 'dependent' (earatantra) which has a conditional reality. This is
the world of momentary dharmas, the causally conditioned
combinations of which feed the imaginations of the dlayavijfiiza but falsely appear to it as both an inner and an outer
world. The 'dependent' is itself an aspect of the absolute, because it is consciousness that transforms itself into thoughts
1x5
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of things, feelings, and egos. The difference between this type
of absolute and the complete one of pa~i?zishpannais that the
former is not pure and appears veiled by something else. Thus
the world that we perceive in all its multiplicity does not completely differ from the absolute (for without it it could not
exist), nor is it identical with it (for it is not pure like the
absolute).
The following analogy, however inadequate, serves to illustrate the doctrine of the three kinds of reality. If one sees a
rope in the dark and mistakes it for a snake, then the snake
has 'imagined' reality (parikalpita), and is only an illusion. The
rope which was mistaken for the snake, and thus is the cause
for the arising of error, has as dharma-combination a conditional,
dependent reality (parata.ntra).Only the hemp of which the rope
is made has highest reality (parinishpanna). This analogy may
be unsatisfactory but perhaps promotes understanding.
Stcherbatsky sees the peculiarity of the doctrine of the
absolute with its grades of reality in that the VijfiZnaviidins
assume two forms of the absolute. As parinishpanlza it is the abstract, universal, eternal whole; as pa~atantrait reflects itself
in point-instants, i.e. in the dharmas which each last for a
moment only and which co-operate in functional dependence.
'So that there are two absolutes, the absolutely particular, and
the absolutely universal; or it may be expressed as the deepest
ground and the highest summit . . in Kantian language we
may perhaps say that the one is transcendental and the other
is transcendent .'
The still later development of MahZyZna doctrines is not the
subject of our enquiry here. Indian texts do not exist, and the
doctrines have to be studied in Chinese and Tibetan translat i o n ~ . 'The
~ trend is to bring the seeming world of appearance
into ever closer relationship with the absolute. Both are thought
to be intimately interrelated. Individual beings are to the
absolute as the waves are to the ocean. The ocean is not the
wave, but as to its nature the wave is the ocean, which the
wind of karma shapes into waves of individual form. To the
open eye of the wise, all-pervading mind manifests itself in all
that is, and is immanent in everything. Nor does this include
gods, men and animals only, but each flower and every stone.
All things have the Buddha nature. When I visited Mount
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K6ya (in Japan), a Shingon priest told me that the lif e-principle
of the cosmos and the liberating power of the absolute as personified in Mahiivairocana may be perceived even in the murmuring of a brook, or the sound of wind in trees, and that to
the adept this is a continuous proclamation of the dharma.
With the Asian sense of nature and mystic intuition, Chinese
and Japanese painters have expressed this doctrine of the
absolute manifest in phenomena in true aesthetic perfection,
and given a new value to the seeming world of appearance.
In India with its totally different mentality, we find no such
accentuated sense of beauty that could continue and remodel
Buddhist thought. There the final stage of the doctrine of the
absolute is Vajrayiina with its imprint of Shaktic ideas. Even
in its doctrinal structure it approaches Hindusm. Though
Buddhist terminology is adhered to throughout, the idea of an
individual self (itmart) which is one with the imperishable
vajra nevertheless gained more and more ground.* Vajra as
the unchangeable absolute is 'hard as a diamond', and as
shown above, has as Vajrasattva become identified with the
Adi-Baddha.
Considering the historical development of theories concerning
the absolute we find that Buddhism at all times believed in an
absolute that is 'separated' and totally different from the
world and is beyond all karmic conditiolzality. In the Shiinygvada the transition is made from the above conception to that
of an absolute behind all impermanent dharmas, as empty
space is behind all changeable heavenly bodies. In Vijiignavgda
the absolute becomes 'mind only', which in its highest and true
form is beyond the opposition of subject and object, whereas
in its lower form it manifests itself as a kind of derived, halfreal truth. In still later systems the idea of the absolute contracts and shrinks ever more into the form of a concrete core
of the world which is 'hard as a diamond'. Common to both
Mahgyzna and Vajraygna thought is the dual conception of
the absolute-as a transcendent principle, and as the liberating

* S. B. Dasg~pta'~
cites some examples. The word 'Self' as a synonym for
the absolute or for the Buddha is already used in Mahgygna texts. The Mahiipariniruiina-Siitra (translated into Chinese in about A D 400)states : 'The not-self
is transmigration, the self is the tathiigata . each real, true, permanent,
individual, basic, unchangeablebeing (i.e.dharma) is called "self" (ga=dtm~n)'.~'
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principle of the cosmos. As such it is identified with the Dharmakdya or personified as a specific Buddha.
2 PARALLELS F R O M COMPARATIVE RELIGION

Yasumitra gives a parallel to the doctrine of the three asamskritas (of the Sarvastiv5dins): 'The adherents of the Vaisheshika
doctrine teach that there are many asamskritas (like) atoms,
etc.' (ParamBnv-idayo behavo (a)-samskriti iti Vaisheshik6h). I
In this comparison of the atoms (earth, fire, water, and air)
of the Vaisheshika doctrine with the asamskritas, the tertium
com@arationisconsists in both the asamskritas and the atoms
being eternal, permanent, and not amenable to sense-perception. Otherwise the two philosophical conceptions have no points
of contact, for atoms are the smallest material building bricks
and constitute all matter. Their uniting with and again parting
from each other is the world process. This does not, of course,
apply to the asamskritas. Nor may they be compared with
other substances (dravya) of this Brahmin system such as
souls, mafias, or time. The only possible analogy is that the
Vaisheshikas, too, considered ether (ikdsha) and space (dish) to
be dravyas. But there is again a difference between the
Buddhist and the Vaisheshika conception. The latter regard
6kdsha as the concrete premise for the transmission of sound,
and dish as the cause of our ideas on space because by means
of it we differentiate the directions.
Nor can the asamskritas be compared with the concepts of
other school^.^ The asamskrita tables of the Buddhists are just
the special features of one system which continues the archaic
theories of the Brahmanas according to which a quasi-existence
is accorded to what we call processes and condition^.^
The only asamskrita having parallels in other Indian systems
is Nirvana. Buddha is said to have stressed the differences
between the Nirvzna he taught, and that of other samanas
and Brahmins [rz] who believed in a Nirvana to be realized
already in the visible world. The latter fall into five groups;
one of them considers Nirvana to be reached when a self (atti)
enjoys the pleasures of the five senses; the others see the realization of Nirviina in the attainment of respectively the first,
second, third or fourth stage of meditation. Buddha denies these
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doctrines on the ground of their suggesting the reality of a
permanent soul (sato sattasya), and therefore not yet having
penetrated to the true Nirvana which is beyond the fourth stage
of meditation.
The Lartkavatira SJtra refutes all heretical ideas on Nirviina.'
As such it lists the theories of the Small Vehicle, but also those
of various ascetics and of non-Buddhists (tz'rthika),i.e. of the
Jains, Vaisheshikas, SZnkhyas, Shaivas, and of numerous other
sects. The error of all these views is that by means of words
and concepts of their respective systems they somehow try to
describe the transcendental, which cannot be expressed by the
linguistic means of our world of seeming appearance.
The NirvZna of the P 3 i Canon has often been compared with
transcendental theories of other religions. However, such a
comparison can be fruitful only if it clearly defines on which
points the various conceptions differ from the transcendental.
Thus Nirvzna cannot be equated with the Christian God for
it lacks most of the distinguishing marks of God: it is not a
personality; it does not think, feel, or will; it did not create the
world, nor does it rule it, etc. The one item which shows a
certain similarity is the idea of the 'peace of God which passeth
all understanding' (Philippians 4 , ~ ) .
The analogies between Nirv5na and the impersonal B r a h i
of the Upa.rzishads are closer. However, Nirviina is neither
universal spirit identical with the individual soul, nor is it the
ground of being of the whole world.5 The P3li Canon is not concerned with any speculations about a fundamental being which
splits itself into the multiplicity of manifestation. It is therefore
unjustified to assume 'that from the total impression of Buddhism, and especially from the undifferentiated and unconscious
Nirvana which constitutes the goal of liberation, may be concluded some such undifferentiated unity behind the empirical,
individual world of manifestation*. In my opinion the task of
the Buddhist scholar is not to continue and develop the
thoughts of the Buddha, but rather to present them just as they
have come down to us. Otherwise, as the Bible does not infonn
us about God's activities before the creation, one might equally
well engage in a wealth of speculations on what existed or
happened during the infinite time before that event. No religious
or philosophical system-not even the most detailed one-gives
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an answer to many questions that worry us who are born in
different times and different mental climates. This is because
either their founders had not as yet become consciously aware
of them, or if they were aware, did not consider them as
problems.
I t is well known and needs no elaboration that Nirviina in
MahZyiina formulation has many common features with
Vediinta-especially with the doctrines which bear strong
Buddhist influence, i.e. those of 'Yoga-vdsishtha', GaupGda and
Shankara.
A comparison of the Buddhist concept of NirvZna (including
both Small and Great Vehicle) with that of the liberation
theories of other Indian soteriological systems shows that the
expressions about the state of liberation differ widely. So do all
attempts to give it a philosophical premise, or to classify it
within a Vishnuite, Shivaite, Shakti, theist, pan-en-theist, or
non-theist (Jain) system. Yet all of them have one point in
common, for all of them postulate as the ultimate aim and
goal a transcendental bliss, in which all passions that cloud the
mind and a 1 the suffering of impermanence are dissolved for
good. The conceptions of the NirvZna of the Small Vehicle, of
Shiinyatd and of the Alaya-vija~~na
are of course closest to all
those religions which regard as the highest good the disappearance of the split between subject and object, and the attainment
of a 'higher consciousness' in undifferentiated unity.
This, however, does not apply to the mystical teaching of
India only. In spite of all the existing differences one may also
see a common feature in the mystical experiences of Lao-tsu
and Chuan-tsu, of Plotinus, of Eckhart, and of HallZj. The difference between Buddhism and the other mystical schools is
that while the latter strive to dress their mystical experience in
the garments of their religious forms, complete with theories of
the origin of the world and the relationship between God and
soul, Buddhism attempts to preserve the mystical experience
in its pure and immediate nakedness.
The profound difference in the NirvZna concept of the Small
and the Great Vehicle is best illustrated by a comparison with
other religions. In the teachings of the Small Vehicle, NirvZna
and samsdra vary as do day and night. The only connection
between them is the progress of the aspirant who in the process
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of his training during many rebirths slowly transcends the realm
of darkness, and by way of the realm of dawn finally enters
that of the full light of day. Transmigration and liberation are
here in opposition, as are darkness and light for the Manichaeans and for the dualist Christian sects-the whole range from
the Paulicians, Thondraciens and Carthusians to the French
Hinschists.
MahZiygna seeks to dispel this dualism. The manifold world
with its inherent suffering dissolves into a dream, but in it is
nevertheless seen a hidden reflection of eternal truth, overcast
by the cloud of delusion. Even the humblest being has the
Buddha-nature, and so cames a potential, future ray of perf ection. With this conception Buddhism has considerably
changed its attitude to the world, not least by plumbing ever
deeper levels in its attempt to explain the cosmos. These levels
now give it a metaphysical background. Within certain limits
a parallel is thus established with all those religions that
originally saw an unbridgeable gulf between actual, earthly
being and its expected, eschatological glorification. But as in
course of time their faith had to accommodate itself to the circumstances of life, the realization of the Kingdom of Heaven
seemed to become possible even in the present, and was finally
considered as the thing to strive for.
Detailed research into the change and development of
Buddhist doctrines under the further influence of Far Eastern
thought would be immensely rewarding, as would an examination into what is still truly Buddhist in these new developments. Various scholars have just started to work along these
lines. '

CONCLUSIONS
For thousands of years man has found himself in a world the
origin of which is as impenetrable as the happenings in it. In
ever new forms he seeks to grasp it, to explain its mysteries,
and to find a way through the tangle of the insoluble problems
it presents. Man is not an intellectual being only who searches
for an explanation of all manifestation in the light of cold
reason alone. He is also governed by his feelings, desires,
hopes, fears, intuitions, imaginations, and fantasies so that the
rational and irrational or emotional elements in him are mixed
in one inextricable whole.
Besides being engaged in the search for a theoretical solution
of the secrets of being, man also tries to find practical rules by
which he may meaningfully regulate his behaviour both in his
individual life and within the framework of society. Thus he
produces systems designed to accord with his conceptions of
the world as well as with what he believes he has perceived
behind and beyond it.
Hence his attempts to fashion into one more or less complete
whole all speculative insights, emotional experiences, decisions
of will, and actions which he considers to be correct and necessary. All religions and philosophical systems derive from
precisely these attempts.
Men differ from each other individually. They are born in
different countries and climates, live at different periods of
time, grow up in differing environments and traditions. Likewise the philosophical systems evolved in the course of millennia
differ accordingly. The enormous variety of these systems is not
easily perceived, for many of them seem to have much in common-either because they originated from a common tradition
(as have the manifold forms of Jewish-Christian-Islamic
theism), or because they owe their existence to similar psychological factors (Hindu and Chinese theism).
Within the historical development of one religion, particular
divergences may be veiled-partly because their creeds, dog-
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mas, rites, etc., became rigid in the course of centuries, or
because their original content was more or less modified in later
times. Classification into a number of types of religion and
traditional forms is therefore possible.
The view that in his history of six hundred thousand years
man once possessed a religion that was common to all, or will
at one time in the future have one common to and acknowledged
by all, is as unlikely as is the contention that all men a t one
time either have had or will have the same food, clothing,
language, art, music, and moral code. Fundamentally common
to all religions is only the metaphysical element, imperceptible
to mortal man, which forms his mysterious ground of being.
Also common to all is the pious awe man experiences when confronted by this mystery, his urge to unveil it, and his continuously renewed attempts to explain it conceptually or emotionally; also his striving to render it concretely effective for
his everyday life by means of magic, cult, or ethics.
A comparison of the various religions conclusively proves
that the same objective facts, plus similar intellectual demands,
emotional moods and psychologicalneeds within the same historical period and in the same mental climate may produce totally
different dogmatic expressions. Most illustrative in this context
is a comparison between Christian and Buddhist teaching. Both
are highly developed religions, and both seek to bring man to
salvation-liberation. They have much in common with regards
to -morality, cult, and forms of organization.
They also differ radically precisely in their metaphysical
foundations, especially along the lines treated in this book. The
central dogma of Western religions is the belief in a personal,
transcendent creator and ruler beside whom no other divine
being is conceived as active in nature. Buddhism kept the nature
gods of the Indian religions, and also admitted those of other
countries it entered, but it sees all devas as bound in samsGra.
This difference is of secondary importance only, for in the
actual teaching of liberation the Buddhist devas have no
special place. It is also relatively unimportant for practical
religiosity whether the undoubted need of many people to
apply for help and protection to a multitude of supernatural
beings is satisfied by the cult of numerous lower deities, or by
the belief in angels, saints, *z'rs, or other intermediaries.
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The problem of the origin of the world is decisive in many
religions, and is mostly approached by assuming an original
creator of all that is. This, however, is inconceivable for many
Asians, who consider it but idle speculation on the grounds that
it seems dubious whether the causal law is applicable to the
world; and further that if God created the world, then the
obvious question arises as to what is the cause of God. Buddhism
regards this question of a first cause as futile and refuses to
speculate about it. For practical purposes the statement suffices that the present world has come into being by reason of the
karmic consequences of a previous world-just as a tree grows
from a seed, but the seed came from a previously existing tree.
For the Buddhist the question of the just rule of the world
is solved by the doctrine of karmic law which is immanent in
the world, acts automatically and mechanically, and requires
no god to keep it going.
The further belief in a moral world order as manifested by
karmic consequences frees Buddhism from the supposition of
an instigator of the moral laws, and of a strict judge who guards
his moral commandments and accordingly rewards or punishes
in a hereafter. Since Buddhism does not believe in a historical
process leading to the future perfection of the world, it also
needs no belief in providential guidance.
In accordance with its non-theistic attitude Buddhism declines to believe in a divine revelation, in saints inspired by
God or in divine incarnations who have proclaimed the liberating truth. In the doctrine of the Buddha's rediscovering the
ancient way to liberation and presenting it once more to
erring mankind, and by the dogma that the sermons existing
in voluminous canonical scriptures are an authoritative account
of metaphysical truths by omniscient Buddhas, Buddhism has
found a perfectly justified alternative to the
beliefs in revela'
tion which are typical of 'book' religions.
A decisive factor in all religions is that the faithful in need or
danger may expect help from supernatural powers if they are
appealed to with gifts and prayers. Hinayana expresses this by
assuming the popular gods as the dispensers of worldly blessings.
These are supplemented in MahZyZna by the conception of
helpful Bodhisattvas and Buddhas.
The orthodox Hinaykist sees in the Buddha simply a guide
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to liberation. The Buddhist does not believe in a god who can
grant his devotee liberation from the bonds of impermanence.
In MahZyZna, however, the faith in Amitabha Buddha and
other compassionate ones has resulted in the belief that a
saviour by his mercy may extricate a devout believer from the
vortex of rebirths.
The veneration of higher beings is, however, not exclusively
activated by the egotistical hope of being thus saved from
misfortune, but is often actuated by a deeply rooted need of
the human being, which is to look up to a personified ideal.
Goethe expresses this well when he says that 'man inclines
towards venerationJ. In theistic religions this veneration is
projected on to God for 'none is good but the one God' (Mark
10,18), or is projected on his incarnation in this world. In
Buddhism, Buddha is the ideal of perfection.Inhim, the believer
beholds all that is good, true, and beautiful, and he offers his
veneration to him.
In Nathan Sijderblom's words, 'the holy is the great concept
Genuine religion may do without
in the religious realm.
concrete formulation of the divine, but every genuine religion
differentiates between the holy and the profane. Attaching
exaggerated importance to the divine frequently resulted in
excluding from the realm of religion primitive forms which,
though profoundly religious, were labelled as magic. Equally
excluded were Buddhism and other- higher spitems of liberation and piety because they did not contain a belief in God.
However, the only certain mark (of religiosity) is the holy.'3
Buddhism shares with all other religions the idea of the
holiness of certain concepts, rites, places, and persons. Taking
this as the decisive factor, Buddhism shows itself as a genuine
religion, and not only as a particular metaphysical explanation
of the world, or way of life.
In HinayZna thought, Nirvana is the 'holy' which as the
'totally other' is above or beyond impermanence, in MahZyZna
it is shfiflyatd or vijfia@timdtratd.The latter's similarity with
one aspect of the god concept has been discussed above.
In conclusion it may be said that Buddhism in spite of all
doctrinal differences is nevertheless based on the same assumptions, feelings and hopes as the theistic religions. The fundamental difference is that the latter combine in the god idea a
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great number of mutually exclusive concepts (the omniscient
and omnipotent creator of an evil world; the severe judge and
compassionate saviour, etc.), whereas in Buddhism the different
elements of a religious world concept appear attributed to
various factors.
The multiplicity and variety of the beliefs of mankind may
all be explained as attempts to express the ineffable. Their
manifold forms may be variously regarded and classified, just as
the same stars were variously interpreted by ancient cultures,
and were grouped into different heavenly constellations.

NOTE ON THE BUDDHIST
SCRIPTURES
By M. O'C. WALSHE
Siddhattha Gautama, the historical founder of the religion
known today as Buddhism, lived in northern India from about
560-480 B c. In a sense Buddhism grew out of the soil of Hinduism in much the same way as Christianity did out of Judaism.
Buddhism is so called because its founder Gautama became the
Buddha, the Awakened or Enlightened One. I t teaches that
such awakening or enlightenment is possible for all men to
achieve. I t is through ignorance and craving that we are impelled through the weary series of rebirths instead of attaining
the unutterable peace of Nirviina (rcibba'rcain Piili).* Buddhism
is sometimes called pessimistic because it sees life in the world
as fraught with suffering and frustration, but it also shows
a way of release from this situation.
The Buddha taught the Four Noble Truths: that life is
painful and frustrating (dukklza); that the reason for this is in
our minds, in the craving which leads us to grasp a t that
which can never bring satisfaction; that this craving, and hence
the frustration born of it, can be overcome; and that there is a
path to the end of craving, the end of suffering, to Enlightenment and Nirvgna. This is the Noble Eightfold Path of right
understanding, right aims; right speech, action and fivelihood;
right effort, right mindfulness and right concentration (samddhi).
The first two steps are aspects of wisdom, the next three deal
with ethics, and the last three with the practice of meditation.

-

*

Piiti: The religious language of TheravHda Buddhism. The word means
'text', hence the language of the sacred texts. Its procise origin is disputed,
and few Western scholars accept the claim that it is the original language of
the Buddha himself (Magadhi?),though the difference may only be comparatively slight. It is the oldest and most conservative of the Middle Indic
dialects (PrZkrits) and stands to Classical Sanskrit in a relation somewhat
similar to that of Italian to Latin. The Pali scriptures (Tifiitaka) were long
preserved orally, being committed t o writing about 80 B C under King VattagZmini of Ceylon.
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Without some wisdom, we will never start to tread the path;
without some degree of moral purity we shall fail to progress;
by meditation (training the mind) we can attain the goal.
The essence of Buddhist meditation, whether it be that of
Zen in Japan or the Vipassand (insight) method of the TheravZda school, is the gaining of clear awareness of things as they
truly are. This involves an understanding of karma, whereby
our volitional acts, good or bad, will have their inevitable consequences pleasant or painful for us, in this or some future
existence, and the wisdom which, by withdrawal from the
allurements of things sensual, transcends karma and, with it,
all forms of conditioned existence.
Right understanding also involves profound insight into the
Three Marks of Existence : that all things are impermanent,
frustrating and impersonal (without 'self-nature'). This book
deals with the concept of deity in Buddhism, and makes it
clear that there is no idea of a personal divine (or 'supreme
self') in the ultimate sense. The deathless element itself is not
a personal god, it is anattii (without self'), in Sanskrit frequently
also called the void (shznyatii).'Personality' of any sort is purely
relative, and though there are 'gods' and other beings, they are
only relatively real. The man, too, who gains enlightenment
must first have become fully aware of the spurious nature of
his own 'self'. Strictly speaking, there is no 'entering into
NirvBna', since there is no self to enter, but Nirvana can
nevertheless be attained.
The law of dependent origination shows how all things in
the relative world (samsira, which includes the highest, temporary, 'heavens' as well as the lowest, equally temporary,
'hells') are interdependent. Through ignorance and craving
we are born, and the same ignorant craving ensures that we
shall be born again and again, in this realm or that according to
our deeds, unless and until we gain liberation through insight.
This teaching is common to all schools of Buddhism. In
Southern Buddhism, the Theravsda ('teaching of the elders')
found today in Ceylon, Burma, Thailand and Cambodia, it
may be assumed that something very like the original teaching
of the Buddha has been preserved. The scriptures of the
Theravzda school are in PBli, and have nearly all been translated into English by the Piili Text Society, founded in 1881
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by Prof. Rhys Davids. These voluminous scriptures fall into
three divisions or 'baskets': Vinaya or the Book of Discipline
(for monks), the Suttas or Discourses of the Buddha and his chief
disciples, and A bhidhamma or Further Teaching.
I t has been shown that Psli cannot have been the Buddha's
original language, and the Theraviida school of today is the
only survivor of some eighteen early schools. How far it may
differ from 'primitive Buddhism' is not known, but though some
of its doctrinal formulations may be later, there is little reason
to doubt that it substantially represents the spirit of the
Buddha's own doctrine and, most important, the path of practice he prescribed. It is a t any rate easy to derive all admittedly
or seemingly later developments convincingly from something
very like the system enshrined in the Pgli Canon.
The aim of the Theraviida Buddhist is to become an arahat,
i.e. to become enlightened by one's own efforts. At some stage
this goal came to be regarded as selfish (though in fact it involves
the overcoming of the very notion of 'self'), and the ideal of the
Bodhisattva, pledged to postpone his own 'entry into Nirviina'
for the sake of all beings, arose instead. The schools in which
this ideal was taught came to be known as the 'Mahzygna' or
-'Great Vehicle (or Career)', and the Mahzyiinists coined the
term 'HinayiinaJ ('Lesser Vehicle') for the older schools. The
Mahiiyiina schools (which differ widely among themselves)
collectively form Northern Buddhism, being spread over China,
Tibet, Korea, Japan and Mongolia. In the Mahiiyiina schools,
elaborate doctrinal and speculative systems were set up. In
some, a bewildering multiplicity of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas
appeared, but the reader of this book will appreciate that any
appearance of polytheism is deceptive.
But while it is easy to point to the differences between the
various Buddhist schools, it is important to remember the
underlying unity. The great teachers of the Mahiiyiina never
lost,their grip on the basic principles, however much these may
have been elaborated or seemingly modified out of recognition.
Thus the Bodhisattva who would 'save all beings' must a t the
same time be clearly aware that-since all is void-there are
in reality no 'beings' to save! The doctrine of the Pure Land
school seems at first sight to have departed a long way from the
original teaching. According to this school, the teaching of which
I
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finds its most extreme expression in the Shin sect of Japan,
the non-historical Amitgbha Buddha, realizing the difficulty
for ordinary people of attaining Enlightenment by their own
efforts, has vowed to establish a western paradise in which all
will be reborn who have sincere faith in him. There they will be
enabled to gain enlightenment without the difficulties that
beset them on earth. The idea of 'self-help' is here completely
replaced by reliance on the help of Amitzbha Buddha. Yet the
faith required for rebirth in the Pure Land is that of 'pure egolessness', and Amitgbha Buddha himself symbolizes or represents the DharrnakGya or absolute truth. The superficial contrast with the directness of Zen, which with its insistence on
one's own efforts comes near to the Theravgda ideal, is striking,
and yet in the metaphysical dialectic of self and not-self the
two ways are less different than they seem. They illustrate the
fact that all methods of gaining enlightenment propounded by
the Buddhas and great teachers are in the last resort but
'skilled devices', rafts for crossing the stream. When the stream
is crossed, one throws away the raft.

SOME IMPORTANT SCHOOLS O F BUDDHISM
The Buddha, North India, c. 560-480 BC

1

I

Eighteen Early Schools, sometimes called HinayZna ('Lesser Vehicle'), including :

I

TheravZda
'Teaching of the Elders': now in Ceylon,
Burma, Thailand, etc.
PSli scriptures Arahat ideal.

SarvZstivifda
'Everything Is' school now extinct
but influenced others.
Allied to Theravsda.

L

I

Mahifsanghika
'Great Assembly'.

I

MahdyZna
'Greater Vehicle'
Developed
Buddhism :
many subdivisions.
Bodhisattva ideal : Compassion
'Emptiness'.

+ Wisdom

I

Tantrism
Esoteric Ritual
Mantras
Tibetan
Schools
'Lamaism'
Seventheighth century
Tibet, etc.

Chen-yen
(Shingon)
712 China
806 Japan
(Kdb6 Daishi).

T'ien-t 'ai
(Tendai)
Comprehensive system
of stages t o embrace all
schools.
c. 554 China
806 Japan.

Pure 'land
ch'an/~err
Faith in Amitiibha Buddha Contemplation
Introduced to China by
Jddo and Shin in Japan.
c. 402 China
Bodhidharma.
Jddo 1175 Japan
Self-reliance.
c. 520 China
Shin 1207 Japan.
1191 Japan.

BUDDHIST SCRIPTURES
The scriptures of the various Buddhist schools are vast and in
various languages.
The Theravzda scriptures are in Pgli (the P a i Canon or
Tipitaka, Three Baskets).
Vinaya Pitaka. Book of Discipline.
S ~ t tPitaka.
a
Discourses, divided into :

D Fgha Nikciya

Longer Discourses (translated as
Dialogues of the Buddha)
Majjhima Nikciya Middle Length Sayings
Samyutta Nikiya Ki@red Sayings
A nguttara Nikciya Gradual Sayings
Khuddhaka Nikciya Minor Anthologies (includes the wellknown Dhammapada or Verses of the
Law)
Abhidhamma Pitaka. Further Teachifig (compendious treatment of doctrine).
The scriptures of the other schools were originally mainly in
a form of Sanskrit. They include material (the Agamas) corresponding closely to the Pzli Nikciyas, and also, less closely, to
the Abhidhamma. Many texts are known only in Chinese or
Tibetan translations.
Special MahZygna scriptures include the vast collection of
Prajficipciramitci, (Perfection of Wisdom) texts, including the
Diamond Sfitra (Vajracchedikd), and the short Heart Siitra in
which the doctrine of 'voidness' is expounded in brief. Other
important works are the Lotus Siitra (Saddharma-purtdarfka)
and ASvaghosa's Awakening of Faith. A work of importance for Zen is the Platform Siitra of the Sixth Patriarch
Hui-n&ng(d. 713),of which several translations exist.

SELECTIONS FROM THE
BUDDHIST SCRIPTURES
The following scriptural extracts are (with one exception [zo])
referred to in the main text of this book.
The English translation of the Piili Canon has been freely
used. Wherever English and German versions differ, the latter
has been followed. This choice does not express a preference.
I t was made in order to render the author's views as accurately
as possible.
E = English translation, G = German. PTS = Piili Text Society
Anguttara Nikiya
E : The Book of Gradual Sayings, 5 vols, PTS 1933-36
G: trans. Nyanatiloka, 5 vols, Munich, 1922-23
Dfgha Nikiya
E : Dialogues of the Buddha, 3 vols, Sacred Books of the
Buddhists, 1899-1921
G : trans. R. Otto Franke, Quellen der Religionsgeschichte 4,
Gottingen, 1913
Jitaka and JGtaka Commentary
E : Jitaka Stories, trans. E. B. Cowell et al., 6 vols, Cambridge, 1895-1913
G : trans. Paul Dutoit, 7 vols, Leipzig, 1908-21
Majjhima Nikiya
E : Middle Length Sayings, 3 vols, PTS 1954-59
G : trans. Kurt Schmidt (Rowohlts Klassiker), Reinbek,
1961
trans. K. E. Neumann, 3 vols, Leipzig, 1896-1902
Milinda-pafiha
E : Milinda's Questions, trans. I. B. Horner, 2 vols, Sacred
Books of the Buddhists, 1963
G : trans. Nyanaponika, z vols, Leipzig, 1919
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Samyutta Niktiya
E : The Book of Kindred Sayings, 5 vols, PTS 1917-30
G : trans. W. Geiger, z vols, Munich, 1925.
Visuddhimagga
E : The Path of Purification, trans. R~namoli,Colombo, 1956
G: trans. Nyanatiloka, Constance, 1952
Bodhicaryivat6ra
E : The Path of Light, trans. L. D. Barnett, 2nd ed., London,
I947
G : trans. R. Schmidt, Dokumente der Religion 2, Paderborn,
I923
Saddhamna-pundarika
E: The Lotus of the Wonderful Law, trans. W. E. Soothill,
Oxford, 1930
G : trans. H. von Glasenapp, Heidelberg, 1952
Other Works
Frauwallner, Philoso$hie
Erich Frauwallner, Die Philosophie des Buddhismus, Philosoph. Studientexte 2, 2nd ed., Berlin, 1958
Glasenapp, Pfad zur Erleuchtung
Helmuth von Glasenapp, Der Pfad zur Erleuchtung, Grundtexte der b~ddh.Heilslehre, Diisseldorf, 1956
Glassenapp, Weisheit
Helmuth von Glasenapp, Die Weisheit des Bztddha, BadenBaden, 1946
Nyanatiloka, Weg
Nyanatiloka, Der Weg zur Erlosung, Constance, 1956
E : The Path to Deliverance, 2nd ed., Colombo, 1959
Seidenstiicker, Pili-Buddhismus
Karl Seidenstiicker, P6li-Buddhismus in ~bersetzzcn~elz,
and ed., Munich, 1923
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ANGUTTARA

NIKAYA

Impossibility aad Possibility
(I) I t is impossible, monks, it cannot come to pass, that one
who is possessed of right view should regard anything (a conditioned factor of being, samkhiira) as permanent. I t is impossible. Yet, monks, it is possible that a worldling may do so.
(2) I t is impossible, monks, it cannot come to pass, that one
who is possessed of right view should regard anything (see
above) as happiness. It is impossible. Yet, monks, it is possible
that a worldling may do so.
(3) I t is impossible, monks, it cannot come to pass, that one
who is possessed of right view should regard anything (a factor
of being, dhamma) as a self. I t is impossible. Yet, monks, it is
possible that a worldling may do so.
(4) It is impossible, monks, i t cannot come to pass, that one
who is possessed of right view should slay his mother . . .
(5) . . . should slay his father . . .
(6) . . . should slay an arahat . . .
(7) . . . should with evil intent draw the blood of a tathEgata . . .
(8) . . . should cause schism in the Order. . .
(9) . . . should proclaim some other teacher. It is impossible.
Yet, monks, it is possible that a worldling may do so.
(10) I t is impossible, monks, it cannot come to pass, that in
one world system a t one and the same time there should arise
two arahats, two fully enlightened ones (samma'sambuddha). It
is impossible. Yet, monks, it is possible for one arahat, one
fully enlightened one, to arise in one world system.
(11) It is impossible, monks, it cannot come to pass, that in
one world system a t one and the same time there should arise
two universal monarchs. Yet, monks, it is possible for one to
arise in one world system.
(12) I t is impossible, monks, it cannot come to pass that a
woman should be an arahat, a fully enlightened one (sammisambuddha). I t is impossible. Yet, monks, it is possible for a
man to be one.
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(13)It is impossible, monks, it cannot come to pass, that a
woman should be a universal monarch. I t is impossible. Yet,
monks, it is possible for a man to be one.
(17-19)I t is impossible, monks, it cannot come to pass, that the
fruit of a deed ill done by body, word, or thought, should be
pleasant, dear, delightful. That is impossible. Yet, monks, it is
possible that the fruit of a deed ill done by body, word, or
thought, should be unpleasant, hateful, and miserable.
(20-22) I t is impossible, monks, it cannot come to pass, that
the fruit of a deed well done by body, word, or thought, should
be unpleasant, hateful, and miserable. That is impossible. Yet,
monks, it is possible that the fruit of a deed well done by body,
word, or thought, should be pleasant, dear, and delightful.
(23-25) I t is impossible, monks, it cannot come to pass, that
one who did evil with body, word, or thought, should as a
result of that when his body disintegrates after death, be
reborn in a happy place, in a heavenly realm. But the opposite
may well be.
(26-28) It is impossible, monks, it cannot come to pass, that
one who did good with body, word, or thought, should as a
result of that when his body disintegrates after death, be
reborn in an unhappy place, a place of woe, in the misery of
hellish tortures. But the opposite may well be.
(Vol. I, Ch. 15)

Monks, there are certain recluses and Brahmins who teach thus,
who hold this view:-Whatsoever
weal or woe or neutral
feeling is experienced, all that is due to the creation of a
supreme god. I approach them and say: 'Is it true, as they say,
that the venerable sirs hold the view and teach that whatsoever
weal or woe or neutral feeling is experienced, all this is due to
the creation of a supreme god?' Thus, questioned by me they
reply: 'Yes, we do.' Then I say to them: 'So then, owing to the
creation of a supreme god, men will become murderers, thieves,
unchaste, liars, slanderers, covetous, malicious, and heretical.
Those who rely on the creation of a supreme god, those lack the
desire, and the energy, to do what is to be done and to refrain
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from doing what is not to be done. So then, the necessity for
action or inaction not being found to exist in them, the term
"recluse" cannot reasonably be applied to yourselves since you
live in a state of bewilderment without heed or restraint.' Such,
monks, is my second reasonable rebuke to those recluses and
Brahmins who thus teach, who hold such views.
(Vols 1-111, Ch. 61, 3)

By right action, Visgkhz, the impure mind is purified. And how,
Viszkh5, is the impure mind purified by right action? Herein
the virtuous disciple calls to mind the gods: there are the gods
of the four great kings, the gods of the thirty-three, the gods of
Yama's (Underworld) Realm, the happy gods, those that
delight in creation, and those that control the creations of
others, the gods of the BrahmZ.world, and still more. Such faith
exists in me as the faith, blessed with which those gods deceased
from this world were reborn in that world. Such virtue as theirs
exists in me, such religious knowledge as theirs exists in me.
Such is my generosity, and my insight. As the disciple thus calls
to mind the faith, virtue, religious knowledge, generosity, and
wisdom of himself and the gods, his mind is calmed, joy arises,
and what impurities of mind there are, they vanish just as
impure silver is refined by right processing.
And how, Visiikhii, is impure silver refined by right processing?
By means of a furnace, of salt-earth, red chalk, bellows, tongs,
and by the adequate effort of a person. And how, VisZkhB, does
the impure mind become purified by right processing? Herein
the virtuous disciple calls to mind the gods : There are the gods
of the four great kings, the gods of the thirty-three, the gods
of YamaJsrealm, the happy gods, those that delight in creation,
and those that control the creations of others, the gods of the
Brahm5 world, and still more. Such faith exists in me as the
faith, blessed with which those gods deceased from this world,
were reborn in that world. Such virtue as theirs exists in me,
such religious knowledge as theirs exists in me. Such is my
generosity, and my insight. As the disciple calls to mind the
faith, virtue, religious knowledge, generosity, and insight of
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himself and the gods, his mind is calmed, joy arises, and what
impurities of mind there are, they vanish.
(Vols 1-111, Ch. 7, 70)

(2) Just then the Exalted One stepped aside from the road and
sat himself down under a tree, sitting cross-legged, holding his
body upright, mindful and self-possessed. Dona the Brahmin
who had followed the footsteps of the Exalted One thus beheld
him sitting at the foot of a tree. Seeing him comely, faithinspiring, with senses calmed, tranquil of mind, in full selfpossession and repose, tamed and protected, the hero with
guarded senses, he drew near and addressed him:
'Might the lord be a god?'
'Not am I, Brahmin, destined to be a god.'
'Or might the lord perhaps be a spirit?'
'Not am I, Brahmin, destined to be a spirit.'
'Then might the lord perhaps be a ghost?'
'Not am I, Brahmin, destined to be a ghost .'
'Then the lord is after all a human being?'
'Not am I, Brahmin, destined to be a human being.'
'Asked "Might the lord be a god, . . . a spirit . . . a ghost . . . a
human being?" you reply "Not am I, Brahmin, destined to be
god, . . . a spirit . . a ghost . a human being.'' What, pray,
might the lord be?'
(3) That delusion, Brahmin, that would make me a god, just
that delusion is extinguished in me, is torn from the root as a
palm-tree is uprooted, is destroyed and will not enter existence
again. That delusion, Brahmin, that would make me a spirit, or
a ghost, or a human being, just that delusion is extinguished
in me, is torn from the root as a palm-tree is uprooted, is destroyed and will not enter existence again.
Just as, Brahmin, the blue, red and white lotus, though born
in the water, grown up in the water, when it reaches the surface
stands unsullied by the water, just so, Brahmin, though born
in the world, grown up in the world, I have overcome the world
and now abide unsullied by the world. Wherefore you, Brahmin,
may take me as the Enlightened One.
(Vols 11-IV, Ch. 4,36)

.
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'Have you, Ananda, heard that the Vajjians honour, respect,
revere and venerate the cult places within and outside (the
towns), and that they do not deny them the customary oblations?'
'Thus have I heard, Venerable One.'
'Therefore, Ananda, as long as the Vajjians honour, respect,
revere and venerate the cult places within and outside (the
towns), and do not deny them the customary oblations, they
may expect blessings only, and no decrease.'
(Vols IV, VII, Ch. 3, 20)

In former days, donks, there lived a teacher named Sunetta,
a founder of religion, who had wholly overcome all sense pleasures. He had many hundreds of disciples, to whom he taught the
way leading to rebirth among the gods of the Brahmii world.
All those who grasped the words taught by Sunetta in their
fulness, on distintegration of the body after death reached a
BrahmZ world. But those who partially grasped his instructions
reappeared, some among the gods who have control of the
creations of others (para-rcimmita-vasaratt2' devci), some among
the gods who delight in creating (nimmina-rat5 devi), others
among the happy gods (tusitci devi), and others again among the
gods of the underworld (ycim6 devi); some among wealthy
nobles, or among wealthy Brahmins, or wealthy householders.
Now Sunetta the teacher thought thus: 'It is not seemly that
after death I should have the same mode of existence as my
disciples. What if I aimed for something still higher?'And
Sunetta the teacher cultivated the thought of loving-kindness
for seven years, and then for seven world-cycles returned not
to this world. He arose in the sphere of the radiant gods (ibhassarii devii) . . . in the empty BrahmZ palace . ..as MahZ-Brahmti,
the invincible, omnipotent, who sees everything. Thirty-six
times he was Sakka, some hundred times lord of the world,
master of virtues, owner of the four quarters, victorious, secure
of his domain, endowed with the seven jewels. He had more
than a thousand sons, heroes who could destroy all enemies had
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there been any. Thus he lived on this earth he had conquered
as far as the sea, by his virtue only, without a stroke of the
sword. Yet, monks, although Sunetta lived so long, and lasted
such a time, he was not freed from birth, old age, and death,
from weeping and lamentation, from grief, pain and desperation. He was not free from ill, I say. And what is the reason?
I t was by not seeing into, by not penetrating four conditions.
What four? Noble conduct, noble concentration, noble wisdom,
and noble liberation. However, monks, when noble conduct,
noble concentration, noble wisdom, and noble liberation are
seen into and penetrated, the thirst for existence is cut off, the
stream of existence runs dry, and there is no more coming-to-be.
(Vols IV, VII, Ch. 7, 62)

Knowledge and Vision
Once the Exalted One was staying on the summit of Mount
Gay3 a t Gay5 and there he addressed'the monks, saying:
'Monks.' 'Venerable One', they replied. And the Exalted One
said: 'Before my awakening, monks, when I was not yet fully
awakened but only a Bodhisattva, I perceived radiance, but I
saw no forms. To me there, monks, came the thought: "If I
both were to perceive radiance and to see forms, knowledge and
vision in me would thus be better purified." Later on, living
zealous, earnest, resolute, I both perceived the radiance and saw
the forms, but I did not stand with, talk to, or enga.ge in
conversation with any of those gods.
'To me there, monks, came the thought: "If I were to perceive the radiance, see the forms, stand with, talk to, or engage
those gods in conversation, knowledge and vision in me would
thus be better purified." Later on, living zealous, earnest, resolute, I did these things . . .,but of those gods I knew not whether
they were from this or that heavenly realm.
'To me there, monks, came the thought :"If I were to perceive
the radiance, see the forms, and stand with, talk to or engage
those gods in conversation, and also knew from which heavenly
realm they were, knowledge and vision in me would thus be
better purified." Later on, living zealous, earnest, resolute, I
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did these things . . ., and also knew where they were from, but
did not know by result of which deeds they had passed away
from here and arisen there, what their food was, what weal and
woe they experienced, how long they lived, how long their lifespan was, and whether I had lived with them before or not.
'To me there, monks, came the thought : "If I were to perceive
the radiance; see the forms; stand with, talk to and engage them
in conversation; know they are of such a realm; know their
faring on was thus because of their deeds; their food, experience,
weal and woe such; their lives and life-span so long; know
whether I had dwelt with them or not, knowledge and vision in
me would thus be better purified." Later on, living zealous,
earnest, resolute, I did . . . and knew all these things. . . .
'So long, monks, as this eightfold series of knowledge and
vision of the gods was not fully purified in me, I was uncertain
whether I had attained to unsurpassed, highest enlightenment
in the world of gods, Miira, Brahmii, or in the world of men with
its recluses and priests, gods and men. But when the eightfold
series of knowledge and vision was fully purified, I was certain
that in the world of gods, Miira, and Brahmii, and among recluses and priests, gods and men, my enlightenment was unsurpassed and complete. Then knowledge and vision arose in me,
and I knew: "Firm and irrevocable is my heart's release. This
is my last birth; there is no more becoming for me." '
(Vol. 4, VIII, VII, Ch. 64)

Thus have I heard: Once the venerable Sgriputra dwelt near
RZjagaha at the squirrels' feeding-ground in the bamboo grove.
There he addressed the monks saying: 'Nirviina, my brothers,
is happiness. Nirviina, my brothers, is happiness.'
Now when he had thus spoken, the venerable Udiiyi said to
him :
'But how, my brother, can there be happiness when feelings
no longer exist?'
'When feelings no longer exist, 0 brother, verily just that is
happiness. '
(Vol. 4, IX, IV, Ch. 34)
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You yourself must make the effort;
Buddhas do but point the way.
Living mindful, meditating,
You escape from Miira's sway.
(Verse 276)

(30) There are, monks, some ascetics and Brahmins who are
eternalists, and who on four grounds proclaim that both the
self and the world are eternal. And what are those four grounds?
(31) In the first place, monks, some ascetics and Brahmins by
means of ardour, of exertion, of devotion, of mindful earnestness, of right mental effort reach such concentration of heart
that they recall various forrner existences (of their transmigrations)-in one birth, or in two, or three, or four, or five, . . . ten,
twenty . . fifty, a hundred, a thousand . . . or in several
thousand or hundred thousand existences-to the effect that
he knows: 'There I had such and such a name, was of such and
such a family and caste, lived on such and such food, experienced such and such happiness and pain, and lived to such and
such an age. And when I deceased from that existence, I was
reborn in such and such other . . .' Thus he recalls his various
previous existences in full detail. And so he says to himself:
'Eternal is my self; and the world, bringing forth nothing new,
is steadfast as a mountain, unwavering as a pillar firmly fixed.
Though living beings move hither and thither, decease and
reappear, transmigrating in samsira, it is after all eternally the
same. It is for this reason that I can recall, by means of ardour,
of exertion . . various former existences. . . . And therefore I
know that my self and the world are eternal, bringing forth
nothing new, steadfast as a mountain, unwavering as a pillar
firmly fixed. And that, though living beings move hither and
thither, decease and reappear, transmigrating in samsdra, it
remains after all eternally the same.'

.
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(32) What is the second case of the eternalists? Some ascetic or
Fziimin by mean3 cf ?vdour, of exertion, of devotion, of mind~ u earnestness,
l
of right mental eriuL; ;?aches such concentration of heart that he recalls various fomcr existences (of his
transmigration)-one world cycle, two, thi ee, four, five, ten
world cycles: 'There I had such and such a name, was of such
and such family and caste . . .'.
And therefore he proclaims: 'Eternal is my self, and the
world . .'.
(33) What is the third case of the eternalists? Ten, twenty,
thirty, forty world cycles. . . .
(34) What is the fourth case of the eternalists? In this case
an ascetic or Brahmin is addicted to logic and reasoning. He
proclaims the following conclusion derived from his argumentative logical sophistry : 'Eternal is the self, and the world bringing
forth nothing new, is steadfast as a mountain, unwavering as a
pillar h l y fixed. Though living beings move hither and
thither, decease and reappear, transmigrating in samsira, it is
after all eternally the same.'
(35) These, monks, are those ascetics and Brahmins who are
eternalists, and who on four grounds proclaim that both the self
and the world are eternal. All without exception do so in these
four ways, or in the one or other of the same. There are no other
than these four.
(36) Now, monks, the tathigata knows that these speculations,
thus arrived a t and diligently fostered, will have such and such
result, and such and such effect on future rebirths. That the
tatlzcigata knows, and also what is beyond this knowledge. But
he does not value such knowledge, for in his heart is another
knowledge, the knowledge of liberation. And since he in truth
has understood and realized the arising and disappearing of
feelings, their pleasure and pain, and how to become free of
them he is liberated, is the tathigata.
(37) These, monks, are those other things, profound, difficult to
realize, hard to understand, peaceful and sublime, not to be
grasped by mere logic, subtle, comprehensible to the wise only.
Those the tathigata has realized, has seen face to face, and is
proclaiming them. And it is concerning these that the tath6gata
is rightly praised.
(vol. 2, I, I,30)

.
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Then the one who was first reborn, thinks thus to himself: 'I
am BrahmB, the Great BrahmB, the Supreme One, the Mighty,
the All-seeing, the Ruler, the Lord of all, the Maker, the
Creator, the Chief of all, appointing to each his place, the
Ancient of days, the Father of all that is and will be. These
beings are of my creation. And why is that so? A while ago I
thought : "Would that other beings, too, might come to this
existence! This was my heart's desire, and here are the beings
now, come into existence." And those beings themselves think
thus: "This is the revered Brahmii, the Great Brahmz, the
Supreme One. . . . The revered Brahmii created us all. For as
we see, he was here first, and we came after him." '
(Val. 2, 1, 2,5)

(19)There are, monks, ascetics and Brahmins who hold the
doctrine of Nirviina existing already in the visible world, and
who in five ways maintain true Nirviina, in this visible world,
of an existing self.
(20) Hereon, monks, some ascetic or Brahmin may have the
following opinion, the following view : 'Whensoever this self,
in full enjoyment and possession of the five sense pleasures,
indulges in them, the self has attained true Nirviina in this
visible world.' Thus do some maintain true Nirviina, in this
visible world, of an existing self.
(21) To him another says: 'There is, Venerable One, this self
you describe. I do not deny it. But the self does not attain true
Nirviina in the way you describe. And why not? The sense
pleasures are transitory, they involve pain, their very nature
is to fluctuate. And grief, lamentation, pain, sorrow and woe
arise out of their inconsistency and change. But whensoever
the self, putting away sense pleasures and evil dispositions,
enters into and abides in the first Jhzna, the state of joy and
happiness, born of detachment, accompanied by purposeful
reflection and investigation, then has the self attained true
Nirviina in this visible world.'
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(22) TO him another says: 'There is, Venerable One, this self
you describe. I do not deny it. But the self does not attain true
Nirviina in the way you describe. And why not? Because inasmuch as that state involves reasoning and investigation it is
stamped as gross. But whensoever the self, abandoning both
reason and investigation, enters into and abides in the second
Jhiina, the state of joy and happiness, without reflection or
investigation, born of serenity, a state of inner calm productive
of elevation and unification of the heart, then the self has
attained true Nirviina in this visible world.'
(23) To him another says: 'There is, Venerable One, this self
you describe. I do not deny it. But the self does not attain true
Nirviina in the way you describe. And why not? Because inasmuch as that state involves the sense of joy, and exhilaration of
heart, it is stamped as gross. But whensoever the self transcends joy and remains detached, mindful and self-possessed,
experiences happiness physically and so enters into and abides
in the third Jhiina which the arahats call "detached, concentrated, and happy", then has the self attained true Nirvana in
this visible world.'
(24) To him another says: 'There is, Venerable One, this self
you describe. I do not deny it. But the self does not attain true
Nirviina in the way you describe. And why not? Because inasmuch as that state involves constant awareness of happiness it
is stamped as gross. But whensoever the self, by putting away
happiness, by putting away pain, by the previous dying away of
both joy and grief, has entered into and abides in the fourth
Jhiina-a state made pure by self-possession and equanimity,
without pain, and without happiness-then
the self has
attained true Nirviina in this visible world.'
(25) Monks, these are the ascetics and Brahmins who hold the
doctrine of Nirviina existing already in the visible world, and
who in five ways maintain true Nirviina of an existing self in
this visible world. All maintain it in those five ways, and there
is no other except these five.
(26) Now, monks, the tathzgata knows . . . (identical with
extract 10, 36, above).
These, monks, are those other things, profound . . . (identical
with 10, 37, above).
Vol. 2, 3, 19-26.
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(81) And it was not long, Kevaddha, before the Great Brahmii
appeared. The monk drew close and asked: 'Where, friend, do
the four great elements-earth, water, fire, and air--cease,
leaving no trace behind?' The Great BrahmZ replied: 'I, monk,
am Brahmii, the great Brahmii, the Supreme, the Mighty, the
All-seeing, the Ruler, the Lord of all, the Controller, the
Creator, the Chief of all, appointing to each his place, the
Ancient of days, the Father of all that is and will be.'
(82) Again the monk asked Brahmii: 'I did not query, friend,
whether you are indeed Brahmii, the Great BrahmZ, the Mighty
. ., but rather as to where the four elements earth, water, fire,
and air, cease, leaving no trace behind.' Again Brahmii answered: 'I am Brahm5, the Great BrahmZ . . .'.
(83) And a third time the monk addressed BrahmZ: 'I did
not query, friend, whether you are indeed Brahmii, the Great
Brahmii . . . but rather as to where the four elements of earth,
water, fire, and air cease, leaving no trace behind.' Then the
Great Brahmii took that monk by the arm and led him aside,
and said: 'These gods of the Brahmii world here, monk, hold
that there is nothing I cannot see, nothing I do not know, and
nothing that is not manifest to me. Therefore I did not answer you
in their presence. I do not know, monk, where the four elements
of earth, water, fire, and air cease without leaving a trace. You
have acted wrong, you have done ill by ignoring the Exalted
One and going elsewhere to find an answer to your question.
Go now to the Exalted One, ask him your question, and accept
his answer.'
(Vol. 2, 11, 81-83)

.

(14) 'Then you say, Vgsettha, that none of the Brahmins, or
of their teachers, or of their teachers' teachers even up to the
seventh generation, has ever seen Brahms face to face. And
that even the Rishis of old, such as Atthaka, Viimaka, Viimadeva, Vessiimitta, Yamataggi, Angirasa, Bhiiradviija, Viisettha,
Kassapa, Bhagu, the authors and utterers of the verses, of the
ancient forms of words which the Brahmins of today so carefully
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intone and recite precisely as they have been handed downeven they did not maintain to know or have seen where or
whence or whither Brahma is. Thus the present-day Brahmins,
versed in the Three Vedas, proclaim: "What we know not, what
we have not seen, to a state of union with that we can show the
way, and can say 'This is the straight path, this is the direct
way which makes for liberation, and leads him who follows it
to union with BrahmZY". What do you think, Viisettha? Does it
not follow that the talk of the Brahmins, versed though they
be in the Three Vedas, turns out to be foolish talk?'
'So it is, Venerable Gautama.'
(15) 'Verily, Vgsettha, that Brahmins versed in the Three Vedas
should be able to show the way to a state of union with that
which they do not know, neither have seen-such a condition
of things can in no wise be. It is as when a string of blind men
clings one to another, the foremost cannot see, neither can
the middle one see, nor can the hindmost see-just so is the
talk of the Brahmins versed in the Three Vedas but blind talk:
the first sees not, the middle one sees not, nor can the last see.
The talk then of these Brahmins versed in the Three Vedas
turns out to be ridiculous, mere words, a vain and empty thing.'
(16) 'Now what do you think, Vgsettha? Can the Brahmins
versed in the Three Vedas like other, ordinary people, see sun
and moon, and do they pray to and worship them, and do they
with folded hands turn towards the places whence they rise
and where they set?'
'Yes, Venerable Gautarna.'
(17) 'Now what do you think, VBsettha? The Brahmins versed
in the Three Vedas who like other, ordinary people see the sun
and the moon, and pray to and worship them, and with folded
hands turn towards the places whence they rise and where they
set--can those Brahmins point out the way to a state of union
with this sun and moon, saying: "This is the straight path, this
is the direct way which makes for liberation, and leads him who
follows it to a state of union with sun or moon?" '
'No, Venerable Gautarna.'
(18) 'Then you say, VBsettha, that the Brahmins are not able
to point out the way to union with that which in common with
other ordinary people they really see, sun and moon and the
places whence they arise and where they set. . . . And you ad-
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mitted that none of the Brahmins, or of their teachers, or of
their teachers' teachers even up to the seventh generation,
has ever seen BrahmZ face to face. And that even the Rishis oi
old, such as Atthaka . . . did not maintain to know or have
seen where or whence or whither BrahmZ is. And so, in fact,
these Brahmins versed in the Three Vedas proclaim: What we
know not, what we have not seen, to a state of union with that
we can show the way, and can say: "This is the straight path,
this is the direct way which makes for liberation, and leads him
who follows it to union with BrahmZ." What do you think,
VZsettha? Does it not follow that the talk of the Brahmins,
versed though they be in the Three Vedas, turns out to be
foolish talk?'
'So it is, Venerable Gautama.'
'Very good, Vgsettha. That the Brahmins versed in the Three
Vedas should be able to show the way to a state of union with
that which they do not know, neither have seen-such a condition of things can in no wise be.'
(19) 'Just, Viisettha, as if a man should say: "I love the most
beautiful woman in the land, and wish to make her my own."
And people should ask him, "This most beautiful woman in the
land, whom you so love and wish to make your own, do you
know whether that beautiful woman is a noble lady, or a Brahmin woman, or of the trader caste, or a Sfidra?" But when so
asked, he should answer "No". And when asked: "Friend. This
most beautiful woman in the land, whom you so love and wish
to make your own, do you know what the name of that most
beautiful woman is, or what is her family, whether she be tall
or short or of medium height, whether her skin is black, dark,
or fair, or in what village or town or city she lives?" And when
so asked, he should again answer "No". Being finally asked:
"So then, friend, whom you know not, neither have seen, her
do you love and wish to make her your own?", he should
answer "Yes". What do you think, Vzsettha? Would it not
follow that the talk of that man was foolish talk?'
'So it is, Lord.'
(20) 'And just so, Vzsettha, as you admit, none has ever seen
BrahmZ face to face, not one of the Brahmins though versed
they be in the Three Vedas, nor
.' (as in (18) above).
(Vol. 2, 13, 14-20)
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(22) And the Exalted One seated himself on the seat prepared
for him; and when he was seated, he addressed the venerable
Ananda, and said: 'Please, Ananda, fetch me some water, for
I am thirsty and would like a drink.' The venerable Ananda
replied: 'But just now, lord, about five hundred carts have
crossed over. The water in the shallow brook here is stirred up
by the wheels, and is foul and turbid. But over there, lord, not
far away, is the Kakutthz river with clear, pleasant, cool, and
fresh water, easy to get to, and delightful. There the Exalted
One may both drink and bathe.'
(23) And a second time the Exaltedone addressed thevenerable
Ananda and said: 'Please, Ananda, fetch me some water, for I
am thirsty and would like a drink.' Again the venerable
Ananda replied: 'But just now, lord, about five hundred . . .'
(24) And a third time the Exalted One addressed the venerable
Ananda and said: 'Please, Ananda, fetch me some water, for I
am thirsty and would like a drink.' 'Yes, lord,' now obediently
replied Ananda, took the bowl and went down to the brook.
And behold, the little brook which had been stirred up by the
wheels and become foul and turbid, was now flowing clear and
bright, and free from all turbidity.
(25) Ananda thought: 'How wonderful, how marvellous is the
miraculous might and power of the tathEgata! This brook,
stirred up . . . now as I come up to it, runs clear and bright, and
free from all turbidity.' And taking water in the bowl, he returned to the Exalted One, and said: 'How wonderful, how
marvellous is the miraculous might and power of the tathzgata!
Let the Exalted One drink the water! Let him who trod the
path to the very end, drink the water!' And the Exalted One
drank the water.
(Vol. 3, 16, 4, 22-25)

Now the Exalted One addressed the venerable Ananda and
said: 'It may be, Ananda, that in some of you the thought
may arise : "The word of the master is ended, we no longer have
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a teacher." But it is not thus, h a n d a , that you should regard
it. The teaching, and the rules of the order which I have set
forth and laid down for you all, let them be your teacher after
I am gone.'
(Vol. 3, 16,6, I)

At that period, monks, there will arise in the world an Exalted
One named Metteyya, arahat, fully awakened, full of wisdom
and a perfect guide, himself having trodden thepath to the very
end; with knowledge of the worlds, unsurpassed as an educator,
teacher of gods and men, an Exalted Buddha, just as in the
present period I am now. From his own understanding and
penetration of it, he will proclaim (the nature of) this universe
with its gods, M%ras,and gods of the Brahmz worlds, and (the
nature of) living beings including ascetics, Brahmins, gods and
men, just as I proclaim them from my own understanding and
penetration of it. And he will proclaim the teaching that is
lovely in its origin, lovely in its progress, and lovely in its
consummation; he will proclaim it both in the essence of its
meaning and in its outward form; the higher life will he make
known in all its fullness and in all its purity, even as I do now.
He will be the head of an order of many thousand monks, just
as in the present period I am the head of an order of many
hundreds.
(Val. 4,26,25)
J A T A K A STORIES

The God of Rairt
At that instant Sakka's stone throne covered with yellow drapings grew hot beneath him, and he sought to discover the cause.
Realizing what was the matter, he summoned the king of the
gods of the storm clouds and said: 'Friend, the Master is standing on the steps of the Jetavana lotus pond and wishes to bathe.
Make haste and pour down rain in a single torrent over all the
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kingdom of Kosala.' Obediently the king clad himself in one
cloud as an undergarment, and another cloud as an outer garment, and chanting the rain-song, he darted eastward. He appeared in the east as a cloud as large as a threshing-floor which
grew and grew till it was as big as a hundred, as a thousand
threshing-floors; and he thundered and lightened, and then
let it rain, let it pour down as if a water-pot had been turned
over. The deluge was all over Kosala. Unbroken was the downpour, quickly filling the lotus pond of Jetavana, and stopping
only when the water was level with the topmost step.
( J i t . 75, introd.)

Once upon a time when Brahmadatta was reigning in Benares,
the Bodhisattva was born a Brahmin in the north country,
and on the day of his birth his parents lit a birth-fire. In his
sixteenth year, they addressed him thus: 'Son, on the day of
your birth we lit a birth-fire for you. Now choose. If you wish to
lead the family life, learn the Three Vedas; but if you wish to
attain to the BrahmZ realm, take your fire with you into the
forest and there tend it, so as to win MahZ Brahm5's favour and
hereafter to enter into the Brahm5 realm.' Telling his parents
that the family life had no charms for him, he went into the
forest and dwelt in a hermitage tending his fire.
One day an ox was given him in the nearby village, and when
he had driven it home to his hermitage, the thought came to
him to sacrifice it to Agni, Lord of Fire. But finding that he
had no salt, and feeling that the Lord of Fire could not eat his
meat-offering without it, he resolved to go back and bring a
supply from the village. While he was gone, a band of hunters
came up and, seeing the ox, killed him and roasted themselves
a dinner. And what they did not eat they carried off, leaving
only the tail and hide, and the shanks.
Finding only these sorry remains on his return, the Brahmin
exclaimed: 'As this Exalted Agni cannot so much as look after
his own, how shall he look after me? It is a waste of time to
serve him, bringing neither good nor profit.' Having lost all
desire to tend Fire, he said: 'My Lord of Fire, if you cannot
manage to protect yourself, how shall you protect me? The
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meat being gone, you must make shift with what remains.'
So saying, he threw on the fire the tail and the rest of the
robbers' leavings and uttered this stanza:
'You unwise knower of beings,* here's the tail for you;
And think yourself in luck to get so much.
The prime meat's gone; put up with tail today.'
So saying, the Great Being put the fire out with water, and
renounced the world after the way of the wise ones. And thus
he won perfection and knowledge, and attained the Brahmg
world.
( J i t - 144)

If there exists some Lord all powerful to fulfil
In every creature bliss or woe, and action good or ill,
That Lord is stained with sin. Man does but work his will.
(From Ja't. 528)

Talk Against the Brahmins' Sacrificial Cults
He [the Bodhisattva] gathered all the NZga multitude together,
and scolded Arittha thus: 'Arittha, you have spoken falsely
when you described the Vedas, the sacrifices, and the Brahmins;
for the sacrifice of victims by Brahmins according to Vedic rules
is not held to be desirable, and it does not lead to a heavenly
realm. See what unreality there is in your words.' And he
repeated the gdtha's describing the various kinds of sacrifice:
These Veda studies are the wise man's toils,
The lure which tempts the victims whom he spoils;
A mirage formed to catch the careless eye,
But which the prudent passes safely by.
The Vedas have no hidden power to save
The traitor, or the coward or the knave;
* Another name for Agni.
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The fire, though tended well for long years past,
Leaves his base master without hope a t last.

I

Though all earth's trees in one vast heap were piled
To satisfy the fire's insatiate child,
Still would it crave for more, insatiate stillHow could a N5ga hope that maw to fill?
Milk ever changes-thus where milk has been
Butter and curds in natural course are seen;
And the same thirst for change pervades the fire,
Once stirred to life it mounts still higher and higher.
Fire bursts not forth in wood that's dry or new,
Fire needs an effort ere it leaps to view;
If dry, fresh timber of itself could burn,
Spontaneous would each forest blaze in turn.

If he wins merit who to feed the flame
Piles wood and straw, the merit is the same
When cooks light fires or blacksmiths at their trade
Or those who burn the corpses of the dead.
But none, however zealously he prays
Or heaps the fuel round to feed the blaze,
Gains any merit by his mummeriesThe fire for all its crest of smoke soon dies.
Were fire the honoured being that you think,
Would it thus dwell with refuse and with stink,
Feeding on carrion with a foul delight,
Where men in horror hasten from the sight?
Some worship as a god the crested flame,
Barbarians give to water that high name;
But both alike have wandered from their road:
Neither is worthy to be called a god.
To worship fire, the common drudge of all,
Senseless and blind and deaf to every call,
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And then one's self to live a life of sinHow could one dream that this a heaven could win?
These Brahmins all a livelihood require,
And so they tell us Brahma worships fire;
Why should the increate who all things planned
Worship himself the creature of his hand?
Doctrines and rules of their own, absurd and vain,
Our sires imagined wealth and power to gain;
'Brahmins he made for study; for command
He made the Khattiyas ; Vessas plough the land;
Suddas he servants made to obey the rest;
Thus from the first went forth his high behest.'
We see these rules enforced before our eyes,
None but the Brahmins offer sacrifice,
None but the Khattiya exercises sway,
The Vessas plough, the Suddas must obey.
These greedy liars propagate deceit,
And fools believe the fictions they repeat;
He who has eyes can see the sickening sight;
Why does not Brahmii set his creatures right?

If his wide power no limit can restrain,
Why is his hand so rarely spread to bless?
Why are his creatures all condemned to pain?
Why does he not to all give happiness?
Why do fraud, lies, and ignorance prevail?
Why triumphs falsehood-truth and justice fail?

I count your Brahmz one th' injust among,
Who made a world in which to shelter wrong.
Those men are counted pure who only kill
Frogs, worms, bees, snakes or insects as they willThese are your savage customs which I hateSuch as Kamboja* hordes might emulate.

*

I54

A north-western tribe, considered barbarians.
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Then he continued to show up their falsehood:

If he who kills is counted innocent
And if the victim safe to heaven is sent,
Let Brahmins Brahmins kill-SO all were wellAnd those who listen to the words they tell.
We see no cattle asking to be slain
That they a new and better life may gainRather they go unwilling to their death
And in vain struggles yield their latest breath.
To veil the post, the victim and the blow
The Brahmins let their choicest rhetoric flow ;
'The post shall as a cow of plenty be
Securing all thy heart's desires to thee;'
But if the wood thus round their victim spread
Had been as full of treasure as they said,
As full of silver, gold and gems for us,
With heaven's unknown delights as overplus,
They would have offered for themselves alone
And kept the rich reversion as their own.
These cruel cheats, as ignorant as vile,
Weave their long frauds the simple to beguile,
'Offer thy wealth, cut nails and beard and hair,
And thou shalt have thy bosom's fondest prayer.'
The offerer, simple to the heart's content,
Comes with his purse, they gather round him fast,
Like crows around an owl, on mischief bent,
And leave him bankrupt and stripped bare at last,
The solid coin which he erewhile possessed,
Exchanged for promises which none can test.
Like grasping strangers sent by those who reign
The cultivators' earnings to distrain,
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These rob wherever they prowl with evil eyeNo law condemns them, yet they ought to die.
The priest a shoot of Butea* must hold
As part o' the rite sacred from days of old ;
Indra's right arm 'tis called; but were it so
Would Indra triumph o'er his demon foe?
Indra's own arm can give him better aid,
'Twas no vain sham which made hell's hosts afraid.
'Each mountain range which now some kingdom guards
Was once a heap in ancient altar-yards,
And pious worshippers with patient hands
Piled up the mound at some great lord's commands.'
So Brahmins say-fie on the idle boast,
Mountains are heaped aloft at other cost;
And the brick mound, search as you may, contains
No veins of iron for the miner's pains.
A holy seer well known in ancient days,
On the seashore was praying, legend says;
There was he drowned, and since this fate befell
The ocean's waves have been undrinkable.
Rivers have drowned their learned men at will
By hundreds and have kept their waters still;
Their streams flow on and never taste the worse,
Why should the sea alone incur the curse?
And the salt streams which run upon the land
Spring from no curse but own the digger's hand.
At first there were no women and no men;
'Twas mind first brought mankind to light-and

then,

Though they all started equal in the race,
Their various failures made them soon change place ;

* A tree, Butea frondosa.
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It was no lack of merit in the past,
But present faults which made them first or last.

A clever low-caste lad would use his wit,
And read the hymns nor find his head-piece split;
The Brahmins made the Vedas to their cost
When others gained the knowledge which they lost.
Thus sentences are made and learned by rote
In metric forms not easily forgotThe obscurity but tempts the foolish mind,
They swallow all they're told with impulse blind.
Brahmins are not like violent beasts of prey,
No tigers, lions of the woods are they;
They are to cows and oxen near akin,
Differing outside they are as dull within.

If the victorious king would cease to fight
And live in peace with his friends and follow right,
Conquering those passions which his bosom rend,
What happy lives would all his subjects spend!
The Brahmin's Veda, Khattiya's policy,
Both arbitrary and delusive be,
They blindly grope their way along a road
By some huge inundation overflowed.
In Brahmin's Veda, Khattiya's policy,
One secret meaning we alike can see;
For after all, loss, gain and glory, and shame
Touch the four castes alike, to all the same.
As householders to gain a livelihood
Count all pursuits legitimate and good,
So Brahmins now in our degenerate day
Will gain a livelihood in any way.
The householder is led by love of gain,
Blindly he follows, dragged in pleasure's train,
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Trying all trades, deceitful and a fool,
Fallen, alas, how far from wisdom's rule.
The Great Being, having thus confuted their arguments, established his own doctrine; and when they heard his exposition the
assembly of Niigas was filled with joy. The Great Being delivered the hunter-Brahmin from the NZga world, and did not
utter one contemptuous word.
(From J Z t .543)

You would cling to what is eternal, permanent, not subject to
change. You would embrace a teaching of Self which frees the
believer from grief and pain. Do you know such a thing, or
such a teaching? I know of none. And as there is no such self,
nor anything pertaining to it, how could it, in fact, be attained?
This being so, it follows that a teaching proclaiming: 'The
world and the self are the same; to that I shall attain after
death-imperishable, permanent, eternal', is but a foolish
teaching.

Thus have I heard. Once while the venerable MahZmoggallZna
was staying in the Bhagga country at Sumsumiiragira in Bhesakalii wood in the deer park, he was pacing to and fro in the open
when Miira, the Evil One, entered his belly and got into his
stomach. Wondering why his belly should feel as heavy as a
sack of beans, Mah5,moggallZnaJ his walk over, went to his
cell and sat down to think it out by himself. Detecting Mgra's
presence in his inside, he exclaimed:
'Begone, Evil M5,ra, begone! Do not annoy a truth-finder,
or a truth-finder's disciple, lest you lay up for yourself enduring
hurt and harm.'
Thought MZra to himself: 'This recluse says all this without
knowing or discerning that it is I. Why, even his master would
take time to know it was I; and how should this disciple know?'
Hereon MahZmoggallZna said to Mgra, the Evil One :
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'Yes, I know you, Evil One. Imagine not that I do not. You
are MZra, the Evil One ; and you are thinking that it was without knowing or discerning that it was you, that I bade you
begone and not annoy a truth-finder, or a truth-finder's disciple,
lest you should lay up for yourself enduring hurt and harm;
but you imagine that even my master would take time to know
it was you; and how should a disciple know?'
'So this recluse really does know and discern that it is I?,
thought MZra; and he issued from Mah5moggall?inaJsmouth
and perched on the crutch to hold the door bar. And the
venerable MahZmoggallZna saw MZra, the Evil One, there
and addressed him :
'Thus I see you here, Evil One! Let go the hope "He does not
see me", for there, Evil One, you crouch on the door bar.'
(From 50)

Ananda: 'Have you ever heard of the thirty-three gods?'
Vidiidabha: 'Oh, yes. And so has king Pasenadi.'
'Tell me, can king Pasenadi expel or banish the thirty-three
gods from their abodes?'
'Why, he cannot even see them, much less expel or banish them.'
'Just in the same way, the malign gods cannot even see the
benign gods, much less expel or banish them from their abodes.'
Now the king asked the Exalted One the name of this monk.
'He is called Ananda.' 'Ananda, the j oyous', said the king, 'and
joyous he looks! What the venerable Ananda said seems to be
well reasoned. Further, lord, does BrahmZ exist?'
'Sire, why do you ask whether BrahmZ exists?'
'I ask whether Brahm5 will appear in this world, or not?'
'A malign BrahmZ will, a benign Brahmii does not.'
(From go)

Now the Exalted One looked at KZpathika, and KZpathika
said :
'The verses and hymns transmitted from the Brahmins of
old along the line of unbroken oral transmission, those only
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the Brahmins admit as truth; everything else is vain. What
does the Lord Gautama say?'
The Exalted one said: 'Tell me, is there among all the Brahmins
a single one who claims that he personally sees and knows that
this alone is truth, and everything else is vain?'
'No, Lord Gautama.'
'Or is there a single teacher of Brahmins, or a teacher of
teachers, back to the seventh generation, who can claim that
he personally sees and knows that this alone is truth, and everything else is vain?'
'No, Lord Gautama.'
'Or the Rishis of old, who composed the verses and hymns, such
as Atthaka, Viimaka, Viimadeva, Vessiimitta, Yamataggi,
Angirasa, Bhiiradviija, Viisettha, Kassapa, Bhagu-did they
claim personally to see and know that this alone is truth, and
everything else is vain?'
'No, Lord Gautama.'
'It is like a string of blind men, each holding on to his neighbour,
the first cannot see, nor can the one in the middle, nor can the
hindmost. Such a string of blind men, methinks, is the Brahmin
tradition, wherein the first never saw, nor did the one in the
middle see, nor does the last. This being so, does it not follow
that the BrahminsJ belief is groundless?'
KZpathika replied: 'It is not faith alone which inspires Brahmins, but also the tradition they have inherited.' 'At the outset
you based yourself on faith,' said the Exalted One, 'and now
you are shifting to authority. There are five activities which
are ambiguous in this world, to wit: to believe, to like, to reiterate, to consider carefully, and to examine patiently. One may
firmly believe something, and yet this may prove to be in itself
empty, vain and false; or a thing may fail to inspire belief but
yet in itself prove real, veritable and sure. One likes something,
and yet in itself it may prove to be empty, vain and false; or a
thing may fail to please but yet in itself prove real, veritable
and sure. One reiterates something well, one considers it carefully, one examines it patiently, and yet in itself it may prove
to be empty, vain and false; or if one does not reiterate something well, does not consider it carefully, not examineit patiently
it may prove real, veritable and sure. Maintenance of truth
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does not entitle an intelligent man to aver that here alone
resides all truth and that everything else is vain.'
Then Kzpathika said: 'Please tell me, Lord Gautama, how then
can one secure maintenance of truth?'
The Exalted One replied: 'If a man has faith, then in his profession of faith he maintains the truth he has but does not
claim absolutely that this is all the truth and that everything
else is vain. Or if a man likes something and then says "I like
this", or if he reiterates something and says "I reiterate this",
or if he considers and says "I have considered this", or if he
patiently examines something and says "I have examined this",
he maintains the truth he has, but does not claim absolutely
that this is all the truth and that everything else is vain. By
this means I teach how to maintain the truth, but this is not even
approaching truth.'
(From 95)

Sangzrava : 'Fruitful indeed and noble was your striving, Lord
Gautama, worthy of an all-enlightened arahat. But tell me,
Lord Gautama, are there gods?
The Exalted One: 'It is clearly observable whether there are
gods.'
'Why do you give that answer to my question, Gautama?
You reply "It is clearly observable whether there are gods".
Then, is it false and untrue?'
'Anyone who, when asked if gods there be, answers that there
are gods, and that this is clearly observable-why an intelligent
man will arrive at the same conclusion as to whether there are
gods.'
'Why did you not make this clear at the outset, Lord Gautama?'
'The world is loud in agreement that there are gods.'
(From 107)

At this point Ganaka-Moggallzna asked the Exalted One
whether, with his guidance and instruction by him, all his
disciples or only some of them attained to Nirvgna, The
L
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Exalted One said: 'Some attain to Nirvgna, and some do not.'
Ganaka-Moggallgna asked further: 'What is the cause and condition why, though Nirvgna exists and the road to it exists
and you show the way, it is only some and not all disciples
who, with this guidance and instruction, succeed in attaining
NirvZina?'
'That leads me to ask you a counter-question. Please answer
it as you deem fit. Do you know the way to Riijagaha?'
'Yes, I do.'
'Suppose there came to you a man who wanted to go to R5jagaha, and asked you to tell him the way thither; and suppose
you told him: "This way leads to Rzjagaha, continue on it for
a while, and you will first see a certain village, then a certain
township a little further on, and again a little further on you
will see Rgjagaha with its lovely park, pleasant wood, the fine
lawns, and the lotus pond." Suppose further that with this
guidance and instruction from you, that man took a wrong
turning at a cross-road and went in the opposite direction.
Suppose now a second man came to you who wanted to go to
Rajagaha and you told him the route exactly as you had told
the first man; and suppose that with this guidance and instruction from you, he got safely to Riijagaha. So then, what is the
cause and condition why, while Rgjagaha exists, and the road
to it exists, and you tell them the way, that one man reaches
Rgjagaha and the other not?'
'What more can I do, Lord Gautama? I only indicate the way.'
'Just in the same way, Brahmin, while Nirviina exists and the
road to it exists and I tell them the way, some of my disciples
do, and others do not, succeed with this guidance to attain
Nirvgna. What more can I do? I only indicate the way.'
(From 107)

Nigasefia's Study of the 'Vedas
Then the Brahmin Sonuttara gave a teacher's fee of a thousand
coins to a Brahmin teacher, and when he had had a sleeping
place prepared in a well-separated room inside the house, he
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spoke thus to the Brahmin teacher: 'You, Brahmin, must make
this boy study the hymns and chants.'
And the Brahmin teacher chanted them and ordered the
boy to learn them by heart, and young NBgasena did so. After
no more than a single repetition the Three Vedas were learned
by heart, properly intoned in voice, properly remembered in
sequence, properly pondered. And by himself he gained insight
into the Three Vedas with their vocabularies and rituals, with
the phonology and exegesis, and the oral traditions as the fifth.
And he became familiar with the words and the grammar, and
well acquainted with the science of nature, and with the marks
of a great man.
Then the boy NBgasena said thus to his father: 'Father, is
there anything else to be learned in this Brahmin caste, or is
this all there is?'
'Dear Niigasena, there is nothing further.'
Then the boy NBgasena, having passed his teacher's examination, left the house and due to an inborn inclination, driven
by an inner urge, went into the forest to live the homeless life.
There, dwelling in solitude, he meditated on his learning and
his knowledge. Pondering the Vedas and finding them empty
as to their origination, content, and consummation, he became
sad and unhappy. 'Empty indeed are these Vedas, void indeed
are these Vedas, without pith and gist.'
(V0l. I, p. 14)

As Nirvzna is rtot bora of a cazcse, how can there be a way to the
realization of it?
'In the world, venerable NZgasena, things are produced by
karmic action, or by cause, or by temperature. Tell me, what
in the world is not produced by karmic action, by cause, or by
temperature?'
'In the world there are these two, sire, which are neither produced by karmic action, nor by cause, nor by temperature:
space and Nirvzna. '
'Do not, venerable Nggasena, misuse the words of the Victorious
One. Do not explain the problem without understanding it.'
'But what have I said, sire, that you thus speak to me?'
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'Is it correct, venerable Nzgasena, to assert that Nirvana and
space are not produced by either karmic action, nor cause, nor
by temperature? The Exalted One repeatedly pointed out
the way to the realization of Nirvana to his disciples. And
yet you maintain that NirvZna is not born from cause?'
'It is true, sire, the Exalted One repeatedly pointed out the
way to the realization of Nirvana to his disciples. But he did not
point out a cause for the arising of Nirvzna.'
'Here, venerable NZigasena, we are entering from darkness into
greater darkness . . if you maintain that though there be a
means to the realization of NirvZna, yet there is no cause for
the arising of it (more accurately: of this dharma or factor of
being: dhamma). If there is . . . a means to the realization of
NirvBna, then a cause for Nirvsna is required too. Inasmuch
as there is the father of a child, for that reason one would
require also a father of the father . inasmuch, sire, if there be
a cause for the realization of Nirvana, for that reason one would
require a cause also for the arising of Nirvana. . . .'
'NirvZna, sire, does not arise; therefore, a cause for the arising
of Nirvzna has not been pointed out.'
'Please, venerable Nagasena, present some proof, convince me
by plausible reason so that I may know: There is a cause for the
realization of NirvEna; there is no cause for the arising of
NirvBna.'
'Well then, sire, lend an attentive ear, listen closely and I will
tell you the reason for this. Would a man, sire, with his natural
strength, be able to go up from here to a Himalaya, a monarch
of mountains?'
'Yes, venerable sir.'
'But would that man, sire, with his natural strength be able to
bring a Himalaya, a monarch of mountains, here?'
'0 no, venerable sir.'
'Would it be possible for a man who with his natural strength
has crossed the great sea in a ship to reach the farther shore?'
'Yes, venerable sir.'
'But would it be possible, sire, for that man with his natural
strength to bring the farther shore of the great sea here?'
'0 no, venerable sir.'
'Even so, sire, it is possible to point out the way for the realization of NirvZna, but impossible to show a cause for the arising of

.
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NirvZna. For what reason? Because of the uncreatedness of the
Law (more accurately : dharma or factor of being).'
'Is then, venerable Nggasena, Nirvana uncreated?'
'Yes, sire, NirvBna is uncreated; it has not been created. One
cannot say of Nirviina, sire, that it has arisen or that it has not
arisen, or that it can arise, or that it is past, present or future,
or that it is cognizable by the eye or the ear or the nose or the
tongue or the body.'
'In that case, venerable NZgasena, you explain Nirvgna as
something non-existent and indicate that NirvBna is not.'
'Nirviina is, sire. NirvBna is realized by mind (manovififieyyam).
A noble disciple, practising rightly, with a mind that has become purified, lofty, straight, freed, transcending, sees NirvBna.'
'But, venerable sir, what is this NirvZna like? Please convince
me by reason, inasmuch as its existence can be illustrated by
analogies.'
'Is there, sire, what is called wind?'
'Yes, venerable sir.'
'Please, sire, show me the wind, and explain its colour and form,
and tell me whether it is thin or thick, long or short.'
'It is not possible, venerable NBgasena, for the wind to be
shown. For the wind does not lend itself to being grasped
by the hands or to being touched. But yet that "wind" is.'
'If it is not possible, sire, for the wind to be shown, well then, the
wind is not.'
'I know, venerable NZgasena, that there is wind; I am convinced of it in my heart, but I am not able to point out the
wind.'
'Even so, sire, Nirvana is, though it is not possible to point out
NirvBna, nor to explain it by colour and form.'
'Excellent, venerable Nggasena. Well pointed out is the simile,
well expressed the argument. Thus it is, therefore do I accept
it : there is NirvBna.'
(Vol. 2-seventh division, 5 )

30
Are there Ghosts (Yakshas)?
'Venerable NZgasena, are there ghosts in the world?'
'Yes, sire, there are ghosts in the world.'
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'But do these ghosts, venerable NBgasena, decease from their
(ghost) realm?'
'Yes, sire, they do.'
'Then why, venerable Niigasena, does one not see the corpses
of those dead ghosts, and why is no odour emitted from the
corpses?
'One does see the physical frame of dead ghosts, sire, and an
odour is emitted from their corpses. One sees them in the form
of insects, ants, moths, snakes, scorpions, centipedes, birds,
and wild beasts.'
'Who else, venerable Nzgasena, that had been asked this
question could have answered it except one as discerning as you?'
(Vol. 2, seventh division, 7)

SAMYUTTA

NIKXYA

Suriya, the Sun god
(I) Now at that time, Suriya, son of the gods, was seized by
Rzhu, lord of demons (asuras).Then Suriya calling the Exalted
One to mind, invoked him by verse:
(2)

0 Buddha! Hero! Glory to thee!
Thou that art wholly set at liberty!
Lo! I am fallen into sore distress.
Be thou my refuge and my hiding-place!

(3) Then the Exalted One addressed a verse to Rahu, lord of
demons, on behalf of Suriya, son of the gods:

To the tathigata, the arahat
Hath Suriya for help and refuge gone.
0 RBhu, set the sun* at liberty!
The Buddhas take compassion on the world.
Nay, RBhu, thou that walkest in the sky,
Him that thou chokest, darkening the world,
Swallow him not, the craftsman of the light,
* Suriya, the sun god.
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The shining being of the disc, the fiery heat,
My kith and kin-RShu, free set the sun*.

(4) Then RBhu, lord of demons, let go Suriya, son of the gods,
and hurried into the presence of Vepacitti, lord of demons,
where he stood at one side, trembling and with stiffened hair.
And Vepacitti addressed him, standing there, in these lines:
Now why as one o'erta'en by sudden fright,
Didst thou, 0 Rzhu, let the sun go free?
Here comest thou in agitated plightWhy standst thou there so terrified to see?

(5)

(6) Riihu:
'Thy head will into seven pieces rive,
Nor shalt thou e'er be happy whilst thou live,
If thou doest not Suriya let go free.'
Thus spake the Buddha, and thus frightened me.

(I) Thus have I heard. In the land of Kosala a monk was once
staying in a forest.
(2) Now at that time, while engaged in his daily practice, the
monk indulged in wrong and evil thoughts connected with
worldly matters.
(3) Then a god who lived in that forest, moved by compassion
for that monk and desiring to urge him on,
(4) drew near and addressed him with the verses:
Into the wood fain for detachment come,
Lo! How thy vagrant heart wanders without.
As man, for company give up all longings,
Then shalt thou happy be and free of lusts.
Let go dissatisfaction! Heedful be!
And heedfulness shalt bear in mind.
Hard is it to brush off the dust of hell.

*

Suriya, the sun god.
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Be not swept down with dust of sense-desires.
Just as a bird dust-flecked, shaking itself,
Throws off the dust [adhering to its plumes],
So the good monk, heedful and strenuous,
Shaking himself, throws off the adhering dust.

(5) Then the monk, urged by the god, returned to the right way.
(Val. 1, 9,

1)

Uncontrolled Senses
(I) In the land of Kosala, many monks dwelt in a forest. And
they were arrogant, puffed-up, unsteady, noisy, loose of speech,
forgetful, heedless, without concentration, feeble of mind, with
uncontrolled sense-desires.
(2) Then a god, who lived in that forest, moved by compassion
for those monks and desiring to urge them on,
(3) drew near and addressed them with the verses:

Modestly lived the monks of yore,
Who true disciples were of Gautama.
Unhankering they sought their frugal alms,
Unhankering, their lodging and their couch.
The impermanence of things they understood,
And hence of misery they made an end.
Now, having turned insatiable
Like headmen of the village [taking toll],
They idly covet but their neighbours' goods,
And eat and eat until they sink t o rest.
The order used to greet I with my folded hands,
But now I do so only to the few.
The others, cast-out and forlorn,
Resemble ghosts a-loitering about.
My message is for those who heedless live.
To earnest, striving monks I pay respect.

(4) Then the monks, urged by the god, retuned to the right
way.
(Val. I , g, 13)
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The Patience of Sakka, King of the Gods
(1-3) The Exalted One was staying a t Siivatthi, in the jeta
grove of Aniithapindika, and there he said: Monks, a long time
ago gods and demons (asuras) were to meet in battle.
(4) And Vepacitti, lord of demons, addressed the demons,
saying: 'If, dear sirs, in the impending battle between gods and
demons, the demons are victorious and the gods defeated, you
shall fetter Sakka, king of the gods, both hands and both feet,
and with a fifth (chain) round the neck, and thus bring him
before me in the city of the aszcras.'
(5) And, monks, Sakka, the king of the gods, also addressed
the thirty-three Gods saying: 'If, dear sirs, in the impending
battle between gods and demons, the gods are victorious and
the demons defeated, you shall fetter Vepacitti, lord of demons,
both hands and both feet, and with a fifth (chain) round the
neck, and thus bring him before me in the assembly hall
Sudhammg.'
(6) Now in the battle, monks, the gods were victorious, the
demons were defeated.
(7) And the thirty-three gods fettered Vepacitti, lord of demons,
both hands and both feet, and with a fifth (chain) round the
neck, and brought him before Sakka, king of the gods, in the
assembly hall Sudhammii.
(8) And the lord of demons, Vesappatti, thus fettered railed
at and reviled Sakka, king of the gods, as he entered and when
he left the hall, with coarse and scurrilous words.
(9) Then, monks, Miitali, the charioteer, addressed Sakka, king
of the gods, with the verse:
Now is it, Sakka, that thou art afraid,
Or because thou art weak that thou forbear'st,
When thou dost hear these speeches scurrilous
By Vepacitti cast into thy teeth?
(10)Sakka:

Nay, not from fear or weakness do I bear
With Vepacitti. How should any man
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Who lacks not understanding, such as I,
Engage himself to bandy with a fool?

But fools may wax ever more wroth
If there be none to put a stop to them.
Wherefore by heavy chastisement and sharp
Let the strong-minded man retain the fool.
(12)

Sakka:
But in my judgement this alone avails
To stop [the railing] of a foolish man:When he who has a mind alert and sees
Another filled with rage, grows calm and still.

In this, that thou dost patiently forbear,
A grievous error, VZsava,* I see.
For when the fool does fancy : "Tis from fear
He bears with me,' the dolt will press you hard,
Like bull [that charges] more when you do flee.
(14) Sakka:

0 let him fancy as he will-or won'tThat I do bear with him because of fear.
'Mong highest matters of our spirit's growth
Nought ranks above forbearing patiently.
Yea, surely he that has the upper hand
And beareth patiently with him that's downEver to tolerate the weaker sideThis the supreme forbearance has been called.
Whoso does think the strength of fools is strength,
Will say of the strong man: A weakling he!

*
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A name of Sakka or Indra.
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For the strong man whom righteousness does guard,
To bandy words comes not into his thought.
Worse of the two is he who, when reviled,
Reviles again. Who does not, when reviled
Revile again, a twofold victory wins.
Both of the other and himself he seeks
The good; for he the other's angry mood
Doth understand and groweth calm and still.
He who of both is a physician, since
Himself he healeth and the other too,
Folk deem him fool, they knowing not the norm.
(15-16)
Verily, monks, this Sakka, king of the gods, harvesting
the fruits of his own merits, and ruling over and governing the
thirty-three gods, will be of those who commend forbearance
and gentleness. Now in this order, monks, you will enhance your
virtue when you who have gone forth under the dharma and the
discipline so well proclaimed, become forbearing and gentle.
P o l *1, 11; 1,4)

The Gods and the Vow
(I) Another discourse a t Ssvatthi.
(2) (The Exalted One thus addressed the monks) : 'In the days,
monks, when Sakka, king of the gods, was a man, he made and
kept seven vows whereby he attained his celestial sovereignty.'
(3) 'What were the seven vows?'
(4) 'As long as I live, may I maintain my parents. As long as
I live, may I revere the head of the family. As long as I live,
may I use gentle language. As long as I live, may I utter no
slander. As long as I live, with a mind free from stain and selfishness, may I conduct myself in the home with generosity,
with clean hands, happy to give, amenable to petitions, delighting in sharing gifts. As long as I live, may I speak the truth.
As long as I live, may I not give way to anger; if anger arises,
may I swiftly repress it.'
171
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(5) By undertaking and carrying out these vows when he was
a human being, Sakka attained his celestial position.
(6)

Whoso his mother and his father keeps,
The senior in his family reveres,
Converseth gently and with soft-toned speech,
And all that makes for slander puts aside,
Who sets himself all meanness to suppress,
A man of truth, his temper 'neath control :
On such an one the three and thirty gods
Do verily confer the name: good man.

(19)Just as if, monks, a man faring through the forest, through
the great wood, should see an ancient path, and an ancient
road traversed by men of former days. And he were to go along
it, and going along it he should see an ancient city, an ancient
prince's domain, wherein dwelt men of former days, having
gardens, groves, pools, foundations of walls, a goodly spot.
(20) And that man, monks, should bring word to the prince,
or the prince's minister: 'Pardon, lord, know this. I have seen
as I fared through the forest, through the great wood, an
ancient path, an ancient road traversed by men of former days.
I have been along it, and going along it I have seen an ancient
city, an ancient prince's domain, wherein dwelt men of former
days, having gardens, groves, pools, foundations of walls, a
goodly spot. Lord, restore that city.'
(21) And, monks, the prince or his minister should restore that
city. That city should thereafter become prosperous and
flourishing, populous, teeming with folk, should grow and
thrive. Even so have I, monks, seen an ancient path, an ancient
road traversed by the rightly enlightened ones of former times.
(22) And what, monks, is that ancient path, that ancient road
traversed by the rightly enlightened ones of former times?
Just this noble eightfold path, to wit, right views, right aims,
right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right
mindfulness, right concentration. This, monks, is that ancient
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path, that ancient road traversed by the rightly enlightened
ones of former times.
(Vol. 2, 12, 65, 19-22)

Thus have I heard: Once the Exalted One was staying a t
Sgvatthi, in the jeta grove of Angthapindika. At that time he
addressed the monks, taught, admonished and encouraged
them, and gave them the joy of his exposition of Nirvgna. And
the monks listened attentively and followed his words with full
concentration.
Now the Exalted One, realizing the import of this, uttered the
famous words :
There is, monks, that which is neither earth nor water, neither
fire nor air; nor infinite space, nor infinite field of consciousness,
nor no-thing-ness ; neither perception nor non-perception ; not
this world, nor any other, neither sun nor moon. That, monks,
I call neither coming nor going, nor standing still; neither
coming-to-be, nor ceasing-to-be. I t is without support, without
beginning, without foundation; just that is the end of suffering.
'Difficult to see is that not-I, and difficult to grasp is the truth;
for him who knows, the thirst is slaked; for him who sees, there
is no-thing.
'There is, monks, an unborn, unoriginated, uncreated, unformed. If, monks, there were no unborn, unoriginated, uncreated, unformed, there would likewise be no escape from the
born, originated, created, formed. But as, monks, there is this
unborn, unoriginated, uncreated, unformed, therefore escape
from the born, originated, created, formed, is possible.
'What is dependent, that also moves; what is independent does
not move. Where there is no movement, there is rest; where
rest is, there is no desire; where there is no desire, there is
neither coming nor going, no ceasing-to-be, no further corningto-be. Where there is no ceasing-to-be nor further coming-tobe, there is neither this shore nor the other shore, nor anything
between them. Even this is the end of suffering.'
(8,1-4)
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When Upaka the mendicant (Aj~vika)saw the Exalted One,
he said to him: 'You look joyful, and your complexion is clear
and bright. Why did you renounce the world, who is your
teacher, and which doctrine do you profess?'
The Exalted One answered in these verses :
All-vanquishing, all-knowing, lo! am I,
from all wrong thinking wholly purged and free.
All things discarded, cravings rooted out,
-whom should I follow?-I have found out all.
No teacher's mine, no equal. Counterpart
to me there's none throughout the whole wide world.
The arahat am I, teacher supreme,
utter Enlightenment is mine alone ;
unfever'd calm is mine, Nirvgna's peace.
I seek the Kiisis' city, there to start
my doctrine's wheel, a world purblind to save,
sounding the tocsin's call to deathlessness.
'So, friend, you claim to be the arahat, the perfect conqueror?'
'Like me, those conquer who the passions quell;
-by conquering bad dharmas I am conqueror.'
When he had thus answered, Upaka said: 'Perhaps, friend,'
and, shaking his head, went away on a different road.
(Mahzvagga I, 6, 7-9; identical with Majjhima-Nik6ya 26).

VISUDDHIMAGGA OF B U D D H A G H O S A

Local Etymologies of the word 'Arahat'.
The meditator with unshakeable trust who as the first of the ten
meditations wants to develop the recollection of the Enlightened
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One, should go into solitary retreat in a favourable abode and
recollect the special qualities of the Enlightened One, the
Exalted One, as follows: 'This Exalted One is indeed the
arahat, the All-Enlightened One, the Perfect One in insight and
conduct, the Accomplished One, the knower of worlds, the
incomparable leader of men to be tamed, the master of gods
and men, the Enlightened One, the Exalted One.' And this
is the way of recollection: 'This Exalted One is indeed the
arahat, the All-Enlightened One . . . the Exalted One.' Thus he
should recollect. And for the following reasons he should thus
recollect :
Because he is 'remote', has 'conquered the enemies', has 'broken
the spokes of the wheel', is 'worthy' of the needful things, and
'hides from doing wrong'-for these reasons the Exalted One
is the 'arahat' (the Accomplished One).
Because he is 'remote' (@aka) from all defiling passions, has
destroyed them together with the adhering imprints, and far,
far from them treads the path, because he is thus remote, he is
the 'arahi' (the Remote One).
A man remote indeed we call
From something he has not at all;
The Noble One who has no stain
May well the name arahi gain.
And because, treading the path, he has 'conquered' (hata) the
'enemies' (ari, arayo), the defiling passions, because he has conquered the enemies, he is the 'arahat' (conqueror of enemies).
The enemies that were deployed,
Greed and the rest, have been destroyed
By his, the Noble's, wisdom's sword,
So he is arahat, all accord.
He is also acclaimed arahat because he has 'broken' (hata) the
'spokes of the wheel'. This is the wheel of the round of being,
with its hub made of ignorance and of craving for becoming,
with its spokes consisting of formations of merit and the rest,
with its rim of old age and death, and which is pierced by the
axle caused by the arising of the defiling passions. This wheel
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is joined to the chariot of triple becoming, and has been turning
ceaselessly since time without beginning. All these wheel's
spokes were destroyed by him on the throne of Bodhi, as he
stood firm with the feet of energy on the ground of virtue,
wielding with the hands of faith the karma-destroying axe of
insight.
Or alternatively the wheel of the round of being (samszracakka) is also the beginningless round of becoming. The hub is
ignorance (avijjz) for it gives rise to everything else; the rim is
old age and death, for they terminate it; the spokes are the
voluptuous ten links of the round of being (Pattica-samupp&ia,
the dependent origination of everything) the root of which is
ignorance, and old age and death their termination.
(Visuddhimagga, 7th chapter, 198)
ABHIDHARMAKOSHA O F VASURANDHU

Suppressiort by Insight (pratisankhyi-nirodha)
Suppression by insight is severance (visam-yoga). It is the
severance from soiled (sisrava) conditions. By insight is meant
insight into the four noble truths, i.e. of suffering, etc., and thus
one kind of wisdom (Prajfid). And the suppression achieved by
it is suppression by insight. . . . Questiort: Is suppression by
insight one and the same for all soiled conditions? Answer: No.
Questiort: How is it then? Artswer: I t is different in each
individual case.
There are as many separating things as there are connecting
ones. Otherwise the dissolution of some defiling passions by
insight into suffering would result in the effective suppression
of all defiling passions. In that case practice with the other
opposites (pratipaksha) would be superfluous. Question: But it
is said that the suppression is incomparable (asabkiga). What
does this mean? Answer: This means that suppression has no
identical cause (sabhggahetu),and that by itself it cannot be the
identical cause for something else ; it does not (mean), however,
that there is nothing identical with it. With this, suppression
by insight has been explained.
(1, 6 ab)
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(119) 'God is the cause of the world.' Tell me, who is God?
The elements? Then why all the trouble about a mere word?
(120) Besides (the elements) are manifold, impermanent, without (intelligence) and activity; without anything divine or
venerable; impure. Also (the elements) earth, etc. are not God.
(121) Neither is space God; space lacks activity, and so is not
itman-that we have already excluded (ibid., ch. 8). (Would
you say that God is too great to conceive?) An unthinkable
creator is likewise unthinkable, so that nothing further can be
said.
(122) ('But if God is inconceivable as to his essence, yet his
works are conceivable.') What has he created and desired?
Might it be itman? No, for itman is eternal. Might it be the
elements? (They, too, are eternal.) Should God desire to create
himself? He is eternal. Insight is (also not created by God), as
insight (at all times) precedes the object and has no beginning.
(123) Likewise do pain and pleasure precede action? Tell me,
then: What has God created? If cause (is ever active and) has
no beginning (i.e. does not just become active at a given point
in time), how then can the result have a beginning? (After
each chaos, the universe of itself begins anew: it is not caused
by an eternal and permanent God.)
(124) Why does God not accomplish in one (the creation, continuance, and destruction of the universe)? He is responsible to
nobody except himself. He has created all else. Then why does
he hesitate to act?
(125) Does he have to take into account the nexus (of conditions, as the potter needs clay, etc., to make a pot)? Then God
is not the cause (you talk about). He is not free to act if the
nexus of conditions exists; nor is he free to act should this
nexus prove to be faulty.
(126) If God acts without wishing to do so, he obviously is
subject to somebody else; (if he acts) desiring to do so, he is
subject to desire. And thus his action is not free.
(9, 119-126)
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M A D H Y A M A K A K ~ ~ R I KO
AF N X G X R J U N A

42
'Stolen things are of no value',
So did the Buddha teach us.
The dharmas are without a self,
And are by nature empty.

Just as the master does produce
A magic man by magic means,
And then again by magic means
This magic man produce another,
Thus is a magic man each single doer,
And magic is what he did do,
Which he, the unreal magic being,
By magic only did produce.

The passions, actions (karma), bodies, actors and fruits (of
karma which the actors reap) are as a mirage, a reflection in the
air, a dream.

Emptiness, if misconceived
Brings misery to the fool,
As does a snake when wrongly grasped,
Like magic wrongly used.
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(19)Birth-and-death (samsrira) are not different from Nirvha,
and NirvZna is not different from birth-and-death.
(20) The boundary line of Nirvgna is also the boundary line of
birth-and-death. There is nothing that separates those two from
each other.
(25,1g-20)

I t is like unto a great cloud
Rising above the world,
Covering all things everywhere,
A gracious cloud full of moisture;
Lightning-flames flash and dazzle,
Voice of thunder vibrates afar,
Bringing joy and ease to all.
The sun's rays are veiled,
And the earth is cooled;
The cloud lowers and spreads
As if it might be caught and gathered;
Its rain everywhere equally
Descends on all sides,
Streaming and pouring unstinted,
Permeating the land.
On mountains, by rivers, in valleys,
In hidden recesses there grow
The plants, trees and herbs;
Trees, both great and small,
The shoots of the ripening grain,
Grape vine and sugar cane.
Fertilized are these by the rain,
And abundantly enriched ;
The dry ground is soaked,
Herbs and trees flourish together.
From the one water which
Issued from that cloud,
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Plants, trees, thickets, forests,
According to need receive moisture.
All the various trees,
Lofty, medium, low,
Each according to its size,
Grows and develops
Roots, stalks, branches, leaves,
Blossoms and fruit in their brilliant colours;
Wherever the one rain reaches,
All become fresh and glossy.
According as their bodies, forms
And nature are great or small,
So the enriching (rain),
Though it is one and the same,
Yet makes each of them flourish.
I appear in the world
Like unto this great cloud,
To pour enrichment on all
Parched living beings,
To free them' from their misery
To attain the joy of peace,
Joy of the present world,
And joy of NirvBna.
Ever to all beings
I preach the Law equally;
Pour it copiously on the world
Like the all-enriching rain.
On honoured and humble,
High and low,
Quick-witted and dull-witted,
Equally I rain the Law rain
Unwearyingly.
(5, 5 ) (Soothill, 125-128 abridged)

He who can explain this sJtra
When I myself have long since gone,
With my supernatural powers
I'll send him helpers all along.
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Be he scolded, be he beaten,
Be he laid upon with stones,
Those illusory forms I gathered
All around him guard him well.
Should he dwell alone in woodlands,
Meditating on truth alone,
Trying hard to grasp its meaning
Yet not clear on every point,

I shall approach the meditator
In my Bodhisattva-form,
Shall myself explain it to him,
So that he, too, sees the light.
If he solitary in mountains
Seeks the end of all his strife,
I will send him gods and spirits
who shall keep him company.
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vol. g, p. 385.
3 Transl. K. Weidinger, Zeitschrift ffiir Missionskunde und
Religionswissenschaft 47, 1932, p. I 29 ff .
I
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4 Essentials of Buddhist Philosophy, 2nd ed., Honolulu, 1949,
P*455 A. Schopenhauer, Parerga und Parali#omena I, definitive ed.,
p. 111; Hiibscher, p. 123.
6 A. Schopenhauer,Satz vom Grufide, paragaph 34, definitive ed.,
p. 121; Hiibscher, p. 128. Also comp. H. von Glasenapp, Das
Gottesproblem bei Schopenhazcer und in den metaphysischen
Systemen der Inder, 28. Jarhbuch der Schopenhawr-Gesellschaft,
1941, p. I53 ff.
7 In W. Bauer, Griechisch-Deutsches Wiirterbuch zu den Schrifte~
des Neuen Testaments und der ubrigen urchristlichcn Literatur,
4th ed., Berlin 1949, under Atheos, vol. I, col. 36. Also cornp.
F. Max Miiller, Giford Lectures on Natural Religion, p. 228.
8 Wilhelm Schmidt, Ursprung urtd Werden der Religion, Miinster,
1930, P. 4g Kobbert, 'Religio' in Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyclopiidie der
klassischen Altertumswissenschaft,revised edn., 2nd series, vol. I,
Stuttgart, 1920, p. 565; also- comp. Kobbert, De verborurn
'religio' atque 'religiosus' usu apud Romanos, Konigsberg, 1910.
10 The theme of this book has been developed from a short essay
of the same title published in the periodical Scientia, Milano,
19412 PP*77-83.
CHAPTER I

Ang., 6, g f., 111, 284-288.
Comp. Ang.,3,70,8, I , p . z ~ o f . ; x x ~12,8,V9p.331f.
r,
3 Les inscriptions d'Asoka, text edn with French transl. by Jules
Bloch, Paris, 1950, p. 98.
4 Ibid., p. 146. For the meaning of these words, comp. Pierre
Meile, 'Misa' devehi' in Journal Asiatique, 1949, p. 193 ff.
5 In Culla-Niddesa, p. 307, and Khuddakapa'tha commentary,
p. 123.
6 Jat., I, 425.
7 Dhammapada, Commentary 111, 246.
8 D;igh., 32, 10, 111, p. 205.
g G. P. Malalasekera, Dictionary of Pdi Proper Names, London,
1937-1938, I, p. 854; 11, p. 273. Ibid. I, p. 1118; Rhys DavidsStede, Pa'li Dictionary, entry 'deva'; Na'ga'rjuna Mppsh. I,
PP. 331 and 44010 DFgh., 16, I, 31, 11, p. 88.
11 Ang., 5, 58, 5, 111, p. 77.
12 Malalasekera, note g, 11, p. 854.
13 Ibid., 11, p. 1255.
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14 Samy., 32, 111, p. 254 f.
15 So Samy., 12, 23, 27, 11, p. 32.
16 Commentary to the Theraga'thi, 325 ff.
17 MahZvamsa I, 33 f.
18 JZt., 4-42, IV, p. 17; 539, VI, p. 35.
19 Dfgh., 16, I, 26 f., 11, p. 87.
20 von Glasenapp, Die Philosophie der Inder, Stuttgart, 1949, p.
213.
21 Milinda-pafiha, p. 259 f.
22 Ang., 8, 46, 4, IV, p. 265.
23 Mppsh., I, p. 482, comp. AvadZnashataka I, p. 292.
24 Malalasekera, note g, I, p. 1119.
25 Legendary derivation of their name in W. Geiger's translation
of Samyutta-NikZya, I, p. 27.
26 Dfgh., 20, 7 ff., 11, pp. 265 ff. ;Majjh. 120, 111, p. gg ff.
27 Comp. the tables in K. Seidenstiicker, PZZi-Buddhismus in
~bersetzun~eut,
2nd edn, Munchen 1923, p. 112; J. Masson,
Religion po+ulaire dans le canon psi, Louvain, 1942, p. 146;
and Abhidharmakosha, Book 111.
28 In my Die Religionen Indiens, Stuttgart 1943, 2nd edn Stuttgart 1956, p. 240 f., I have compiled the important details with
ref. to the Abhidharmakosha.
29 Wodilla, Niedere Gottheiten des Buddhismzcs, Erlangen, 1928.
30 A. Getty, Ganesha, Oxford, 1936, and the Tiibingen dissertation by J. Rassat, 1955. Details on the specific gods in Malalasekera, note g, and Masson, note 27.
31 Mppsh., I, p. 605.
32 Samy., 11, 2, 2, I, p. 229.
33 MZra, comp. E. Windisch, MZra und Buddha, Leipzig, 1895;
H. Oldenberg, Buddha, 10th edn, Stuttgart, 1923, pp. 62, IOO ff.,
135 f., 353 ff. and Aus Iutdien und Iran; L. de La Valle6
Poussin, ERE 8, p. 406; J. Masson, note 27, p. gg ff.
34 A number of them in Samy. 4, I, p. 103 ff.
35 For example Dfgh. 13, 40, I, p. 250.
36 Oldenberg, note 33, p. 62; Masson, note 27, p. 52; Ho'bGgirin,
entry 'BonJ, p. 113 f.
37 Samy., 48, 57, V, p. 233.
38 HdbOgirin, p. 115 b.
39 The brahmanic legend about Vishnu sleeping in the world ocean,
and BrahmZ sitting on a lotus that has grown out from his own
navel, is told in NZgiirjuna, MPpsh. I, p. 466.
40 Comp. Dharmasangruha, para. 4 ff.
41 Comp. Abhk. 3, sb, 11, p. 2.
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42
43
44
45
46
47

Abhk., 8, 3c, V, p. 135.
Abhk., I, 22, b-d4, I, p. 43.
Abhk., 2, 15-16b, I, p. 133.
Abhk., 2, 14, I, p. 132, and 3, 3a, 11, p. 4.
Majjh., I, I, p. 2, and Majjh. 49, I, p. 329.
IMpPsh., 1, p. 141.

Chapter I
[zJ , Parallels from Comparative Religion.
I K. Florenz in Chantepie de la Saussaye, Lehrbuch der Religionsgeschichte, 4th edn, Tiibingen, 1925, I, pp. 280 and 291.
CHAPTER I1

The Ishvara-kartritva-nira'kriti attributed to Niigiirjuna, ed. by
Stcherbatsky in Zapiski, 1906, p. 58, and Kaly5narakshita9s
Tshvara-bhanga, mentioned in de La Vall6e Poussin, Vijzaptima'tratE-siddhi, Paris, 1928, p. 30, were not available to me.
2 Abhk., 5, 8, IV, p. 19; Sphuta'rtha', pp. 445, 26.
3 A%, 10, 29, 2, V, p. 59.
4 Besides the quotation in the appendix 'Selections from the
Buddhist Scriptures, [14], see DZgh. g, 35.
5 Abhk., 9, V, p. 287.
6 Abhk., 5, 62-dz, I, p. 312; SphutZrtha', p. 238.
7 Mppsh., I, p. 562 ; the quotation there seems to have been taken
from the BhagavadgZta', 10, 20 and 41, or some similar work
which mentions the 'vibh.iltist of Vishnu.
8 Abhk., 2, 64d, I, pp. 311-13.
g Sphuta'rtha' p. 237.
10 Ibid., pp. 237, 23.
11 Essay 'Buddhism and the Enlightenment of Man', The Listener,
London, Jan. 7,1954.
12 Ashvaghosha, Buddhacarita g, 53.
13 Majjh., 101, 11, pp. 222, 227, also refers to the teaching that
everything can be reduced to the will of God.
14 Abhk., 4, 68d, 111, p. 148.
15 Comp. Ashvagosha, Vajraslilcz', para. 20, on the teaching of
Purushasflkta, Rigveda 10, go, according to which the four
castes are said to have emerged from a divine original being.
A. Weber, Abh. Berliner Akademie 1859, p. 227 ff. ; Indische
Striefen I , Berlin, 1868, p. 186 ff.
16. DZghanika'ya, Selections of, trans. by R. 0. Franke, GottingenLeipzig 1913, p. 25 f. ; comp. Sphuta'rtha', p. 448 f.
17 H. Beckh, Buddhismus, Berlin, 1916, I, p. 121 f; 11, p. 126 f.
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18 Comp. in Orientalische Literaturzeitung, 1953, 111~2(special ref.
to col. 509 f.). My review of Christus und die Religionen der Erde,
ed. by Franz Konig, Freiburg, 1952, and my essay 'Der Buddhismus in der Vorstellungswelt der Hindus, in Festschrijitfiir Friedrich
Weller, Leipzig, 1954, p. 174.
Chapter 11
[2] Parallels from Comparative Religion.
I A detailed refutation of the existence of a supreme god is given
in Mallishena's commentary to Hemacandra's Syiidv2ida-manjar; ;
German trans. by H. Jacobi, Die Entwicklzmg der Gottesidee bei
den Inden, ~ o n n 1923,
,
pp. 102-12. In m i Der Jainismus,
Berlin, 1925, pp. 214-22, I have examined these and other
arguments, and have cited further literature on p. 470 thereof.
2 I<umZrila, M~ma'msa'shlokava'rtika to SGtra V, Section 16
Sambandhikshepaparihiira, Ktirika', 43-85.
3 'VScaspatimishraJ, commentary to Ishvarakrishna's KiirikZ,
verse 57.
4 H. H. Wilson, Religious Sects of the Hindus, London, 1862,
p. 359 ff. ;comp. ERE 2, p. 186.
5 H. von Glasenapp, Religiose Reformbe.wegungen im heutigen
Indien, Leipzig, 1928, pp. 36-47 ;the bibliography in Hindi and
English on p. 69 is now to be extended by: Dev-shiistra, now
4 vols, Lahore, 1935 ; Atma Kathii, arthlit Dev Sama'j sthlipak kz'
jubalf aidres, 1935; Satya aur mithya' dharmm matom ke vishviisiyom kz' pacha'n, 1925 ; further, The Dev Shastra, Eng. trans.,
2 vols, Lahore n.d. ; P. V. Kanal, Altruism, High Road to Higher
Life, 6 vols, Moga, 1940-1951; P. V. Kanal, Man's Life After
Death, Lahore, 1946; and especially his Bhagwan Dev Atma,
Lahore, 1942, which praises the Master and his teaching in 700
pages.
6 David Hume, Philosophical Works, Boston, 1854, IV, pp. 42993 ; the quotations from pp. 434 and 454.
7 Heinrich Hackmann, Chinesische Philosophie, Miinchen, 1927,
p. 26.
8 Otto Franke, Die Chinesen, in Chantepie de la Saussaye's textbook, 112-I, p. 244 f.
C H A P T E R I11

Alberuni's India, Eng. by E. Sachau, London, 1910, I, p. 50.
Overseas Hindustan Times, March 21, 1953.
--3 Ang.3 3, 134, I, p. 286.
4 Samy., 12, 20, 3, 11, p. 25.
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5 Samy., 12, 10, 11, p. 10.
6 S. Kuroda, MahZyZna, Leipzig, 1904, p. 24.
7 D;gh., 33, I, g, 12, 111, p. 212; Abhk. 7, 28c, V, p. 69.
8 On the spiritual insufficiency of women, MPPsk. I, p. 232.
g JZt., 425,111, p. 477 f. = Suvarnaprabhisa, ed. by Nobel, p. 214.
10 Samy., I, 2, 10, 1,p. g.
11 Shiintideva, ShikshZ-samuccaya, p. 322 of the edn Bibliotheca
Buddhica.
12 Dsgh., 27, 8, 111, p. 84.
13 When it is said of the Buddha (above, DTgh. 27, 8, 111, p. 84):
'Dhamma-kZyo iti pi, BrahmZ-kZyo iti pi, Brahmii-bhdiito iti pi',
I do not believe that this refers to the BrahmZi of the Vedanta
but rather to the god Brahmii whose virtues are usually praised
in PZli Buddhism (DTgh. 13, 31, I, p. 247), and who is portrayed
as a true Bhikkhu (ibid. 80). Analogous to Ang. 10, 115,4, V, p.
226, where it is said of the Buddha: 'cakkhu-bhato, AZna-bhato,
brahmZ-bhato, this is to be translated as: 'He is an embodied
Brahmii, or a Brahmii in human form, or he has fully become
a divine being of moral purity.'
Chapter 111
(2) Parallels from Comparative Religion.
I S. Eitrem in Pauly-Wissowa (Introductionlg), 15th vol., col.
2453, Stuttgart, 1932.
2 Pauly-Wissowa (Introductionlg), 7th vol., col. 2622.
3 Exhaustive information in the relevant articles in PaulyWissowa. Also comp. W. Engel, Die Schicksalsidee im Altertum
(Erlangen 1926) ; A. Meyer, Vorsehungsglaube und Schicksalsidee
in ihrem Verhaltnis bei Philo von Alexandrien, Dr.-Diss.,
Tiibingen, 1939.
4 Hermann Schneider, Die Gotter der Germanen, Tubingen, 1938,
P. 155.
5 Snre 45, 23.
6 Werner Caskel, 'Das Schicksal in der altarabischen Poesie,'
Morgenlandische Texte and Forschungen, ed. by A. Fischer, I,
5, Leipzig, 1926, pp. 21 and 54. Comp. ibid. Noldeke, Vorstellungen der Araber vom Schicksal, Zeitschrift fur Volkerpsychologie
und Sprachwissenschaft 111, 1865, pp. 130-35, and Schrameyer,
Uber den Fatalismus der vorislamischen Araber, Diss., Bonn, 1881.
7 0. Franke, Die Chinesen, in de la Saussaye's textbook (112-I),
I, 203.
8 LCon Wieger, Histoire des moyances religieuses et des opinions
~hilosophiquesen Chine, 3rd edn, Hien-hien, 1927, p. 669.
9 Re different interpretations, comp. Olaf Graf, Dschu-Hsi-Djin
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Si Lu, Die jungkonfuzianische, Summa mit dem Kommentar des
Ya Tsai, translated, with comments, Tokyo, Sophia University
Press, 1953, I, p. 240.
10 E. V. Zenker, Geschichte der chinesischen Philosophie, Reichen
berg, 1g27/27, 11, p. 262.
11 Grassmann, Worterbuch xum Rigveda, Leipzig, 1873, p. 282.
12 Rigveda I, 92, 3.
13 H. Oldenberg, Die Religion des Veda, 1894, 3rd edn 1923,
PP. 194-9614 Heinrich Luders, Varuna, Gottingen, 1951, I, p. 14.
I5 Rigveda 3, 54, 3 : Yuvor ritam rodasz' satyam astu; 10, 190, I :
ritam ca satyam cibhTddhiit tapas0 'dhy ajiyata; German text in
Geldner's translation.
16 Rigveda 10, 92, 4.
17 Rigveda 4, 21, 3.
18 Rigveda 5, 62, I.
19 Katharmoi, Str. 135; W. Kranz, Vorsokratisch Denker, Berlin,
'939, p. IoO'
20 H. von. Glasenapp, Die Philosophie der Inder, Stuttgart, 1949,
P. 445.
21 H. von Glasenapp, 'Unsterblichkeit and Erlosung in den idschen
Religionen', Schrvten der Konigsberger Gelehrten Gesellschaft,
14. Jahr, Geisteswissenschaftl. Klasse, Heft r, Halle 1938.
22 A. R. Wadia in his contribution to Contemporary Indian
Philosophy, ed. by S. Radhakrishnan and J. H. Muirhead, 2nd
edn, London, 1952, p. 623; also comp. p. 627 f.
23 A critical essay of such theories: W. E. Miihlmann, Das Problem
des Urmonotheismus, Theolog. Literaturzeitung, 78. Jahrgang,
Dec. 1953, cols. 705-18.
CHAPTER I V

I Jit., I, p. 129.
2

3

4
5
6
7

188

Recent research on the life of the Buddha especially in A.
Foucher La vie du Bouddha d'apr2s les textes et les monuments
de Z'Inde, Paris, 1949; also comp. Lamotte's discussion in
Muskon, vol. 62, Louvain, 1949, pp. 251-60.
AndrE: Bareau, La Date du Nirviina, Journal Asiatique, 1953,
pp. 27-62.
According to Abhk. 3, 13a, 11, p. 44 the fancy of the mother
only.
[15] in the 'Selections', and also Dfgh. 16, I, 3, 11, p. 89.
Introd. to Jiit., 78, I, pp. 345-49.
Introd. to Jiit., 483, IV, pp. 263-65.
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8 D fpavamsa 1-2.

g Foucher (IV, note 2), p. 27.
A$adZna I, pp. 299-301.
11 Mppsh., I, p. 507 ff.
12 Supporting material in Mppsh. I, p. 115.
13 The voluminous literature on it in Mppsh. I, p. 271.
14 Foucher (IV, note z ) , p. 58 ff.
15 Mil., p. 75.
16 Mppsh., 1, pp. 437-452, esp. p. 446 ff.
17 Shgntideva, ShikshZ-samzlccaya, p. 334 ff .
18 Mppsh., I, p. 272.
19 MahZvast.u I, p. 158.
20 E. Waldschmidt, Wunderkrafte des Bddha, selected from the
Mah2parinimrZna-Sara, Nachr. der Akademie Gottingen,
1948, also comp. Dashabala-SQtra in Brzcchstiicke aus dem
zeniralasiatischem Sanskritkanon, edn by Waldschmidt, Berlin,
1932, p. 207 ff.
21 Afajjh., 12, I, pp. 69-71; Ang. 10, 21, V, p. 32, etc.
22 Abhk., 7, 28, V, p. 66 ff.
23 M$psh., I, pp. 13, 148. f
24 Abhk., V, p. 254, note 4.
25 Mil., pp. 102, 107.
26 Mil., p. 134.
27 Bddhavamsa I, 64: AtthasGlinf, para. 374.
28 Abhk., 7, 34, V, p. 82.
29 Mil., p. 236.
30 Mil., p. 75.
31 Comp. M$psh., I, p. 467, note I.
32 Mil., p. 273.
33 Mil., p. 107.
34 Mil., p. 111.
35 Abhk. 4, ~ z c111,
, p. 41.
36 Mil., p. 186.
37 A6hk.J 7, 33, Vl pa 77 f *
38 Mil., p. 164.
39 Mil., p. 172.
40 Mil., p. 70.
41 Kathi-vatthu 21, 4.
42 Mppsh., 1, p. 157.
43 Mil., p. 218.
44 Mil., p. 164.
45 Samy.1 2, 3, 10, 1, p*67.
46 Mil., p. 96 f.
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47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

Mil., p. 96.
Mil., p. 309.
Mil., p. 177.
vibhc~hg,173, 9.
Abhk., I, 31d, note 4, I, p. 59.
Cf. note 51.
Kathi-vatthu, 18, 4.
Kathi-vatthu, 2, 10.
Mahivastu, I, p. 168 ff.
Comp. my essay Der Buddha des Lotus des Guten Gesetzes, in
Jahrbuch des Museums fiir Lander- und Volkerkunde, LindenMuseum in Stuttgart, 1951, Heidelberg, 1952, where some parts
are translated.
57 ERE, 8, p. 145.
58 Abhk., 7, 3oa, V, p. 71.
59 See [I]; also comp. Abhk., 3, 95-6, 11, p. 198.
60 Mil., p. 237.
61 Abhk., 3, 95-96, 11, p. 201.
62 Abhk., 3, g4a-b, 11, p. 192 f.
63 Dfgh., 14, 4, 11, p. 2 f; Samy., 12, 2, 4, 11, pp. 5-9.
64 Abhk., 4, 110, 111, p. 227.
65 MahGvast~,I, p. 57.
66 Abhk., 3, 95-96, 11, p. 200; Mflsh., I, p. 540.
67 See HBbBgirin, I, p. 26, on previous lives of Amitgbha.
68 Mil., p. 80.
69 Takakusu. Essentials of Buddhist Philoso$hy, 2nd edn, Honolulu,
1949, p. 166.
70 MfiPsh., I, pp. 594, 602.
71 Abhk., 7, 34, V, p- 79 f .
72 Theories on different types of NirvGnas in MPPsh., I, p. 381 f.
73 Abhk., 7, 34, V, p. 81.
74 Abhk., 4, 56, 111, p. 123.
75 Abhk., 2, 36, I, p. 183.
76 Abhk.9 7, 34, V, p. 79.
77 Samy., 22, 87, 13, 111, p. 120; comp. Itivzcttaka, p. 91.
78 Comp. Hbb6girifi9p. 176b.
79 MPPsh., 1, P. 54680 Mahiycinasangraha-bhcishya, 19 in Bareau, p. 227.
81 Mahciyinasangraha-shcistra, 34, Bareau, p. 213.
82 Candrakirti in his commentary to NZgiirjuna's KcirikZ, 25, 24.
83 HdbBgirin, I, p. 27 f ; Takakusu (note 69 above), p. 172; Ry6tai
Hatani, Realization of Buddhist NirvZna, ed. Educational
Department of West Hongwanji, Kybto, 1926.
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84 H6brSgiri.n) I, p. 184b middle.
85 H. von Glasenapp, Buddhistische Mysterien, Stuttgart, 1940;
R. Tajima, Etude sur ie MahGvairocana-SQtra,Paris, 1936.
86 Tajima (see note 85 above), p. 40.
87 Ibid., p. 42.
88 Ibid., p. 55.
89 Ibid., p. 139.
go Ibid., p. 89.
gr Shashi Bhusan Dasgupta, Art Introduction to Tantric Buddhism,
University of Calcutta, 1950; Herbert V. Guenther, Yuganaddha, The Tantric View of Life, Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series,
Studies, Vol. 111, Benares, 1952.
92 JGina-siddhi, Ch. 15.
93 MS. of Vyakta-bhivznugata-tattva-siddhiin Dasgupta (note 91
above), pp. 89, 93.
94 Maha'vastu, I, p. 266.
95 MP@sh., I, p. 602. On 'Confusion of the Buddha and the
Bodhisattva', comp. de La Vall6e Poussin, ERE I, p. 97a.
96 See HbbGgirin, I, p. 4, for corresponding parrallels in Shingon.
97 Asanga, SfitrZlankGra, g, 77.
98 Gaekwad's Oriental Series, vol. go, Baroda, 1941.
gg Ibid., p. 8.
IOO M. Winternitz, Geschichte der indischen Literatur, Leipzig, 1920,
11, p. 238.
IOI Sang-hyang KamGhZyanikan, ed. by J. Kats, The Hague, 1910;
comp. J. S. Speyer in Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen
Gesellschaft, 67, 1913, pp. 374-62 ; Sir Charles Eliot, Hinduism
and Buddhism, London, 1921, 111, p. 173; Kern, art. Java,
ERE, 7, P. 495 ff.
102 B. H. Hodgson, Essays on the Languages, Literature artd Religion
of Nepal and Tibet, London, 1874, and de La Vallee Poussin,
art. Adi-Buddha, ERE, I, pp. 93-100.
Chapter IV
Parallels from Comparative Religion.
Majjh., 71, I, p. 483.
Jit, I, p. 2.
3 Ibid., p. 16.
4 Comp. H. von Glasenapp, Der Jainismus, Berlin, 1925, pp.
293 f , 296.
5 Die Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart, 2nd edn, Tubingen,
1927-X932,111, 569.
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Majjh., 38, I, p. 265.
Abhk., 3, 13a-b, 11, p. 4.
Abhk., 4, 108, 111, p. 221 f.
P. Toldo (note 30 below), I, p. 321.
10 Ibid., p. 322.
11 Ibid., p. 324.
12 Tor Andrae, Die Person Mohammeds in Lehre und Glaube seiner
Gemeinde, Stockholm, 1918, p. 30.
13 Gunter (note 30, below), p. 89.
14 Andrea (note 12), p. 32.
15 Giinter (note 30), p. 89.
16 Ibid., p. 112.
17 Ibid., p. 67.
18 Majjh., 26, I, p. 186 f.
19 ERE, 7, p. 355b ff.
20 Dzgh., 11; Vinaya, Cullavagga, V, 8, 11, p. IIO f : the story of
Pindola.
21 Uda'na, 8, 8.
22 Samy., 22, 87, 111, p. 119 f.
23 Gunter (note 30), p. 78.
24 Ibid., p. 65 f.
25 Ibid., p. 77.
26 Andrea (note 12), p. 46.
27 Dfgh., 87, I, p. 77 f.
28 Andrea (note IZ), p. 55.
29 JZt., IV, p. 265.
30 Peter Toldo, Leben und Wunder der Heiligen im Mittelalter, in
Studien z ~ vergleichenden
r
Religionsgeschichte, I, 1901, p. 320 ff.,
and the following vols; J. E. Stadler, Heiligenlexikon, 5 vols,
1858-1862 ; Heinrich Giinter, Christliche Legende des Abendlandes, Heidelberg, 1910, also Buddha in der abendlandischen
Legende?, Leipzig, 1922.
31 Andrea (note 12), pp. 362, 364.
32 A. Hilgenfeld, Ketzergeschichten des Urchristentums, Leipzig,
1884, p. 297; Andrea (note 12), p. 364, and for the following
A. Fortescue, Docetism, ERE, 4, p. 833b.
33 Korn'n, 4, 161 ff ; 6,83 ff, and various verses in S.iire 19.
34 ERE, 6, p- 507.
35 Ang., 4, 160, 11, p. 147; 7, 56, IV, p. 84.
36 I. Goldziher, Vorlesungeniiber den Islam, 2nd edn by F. Babinger
Heidelberg, 1925, p. 208.
37 See C. G. Jung's essay The Psychology of Eastern Meditation,
Coll. Works, Vol. XI, pp. 560-63, on AmitZyur-dhya'na-sma,
6
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trans. J. Takakusu in Bzaddhist MahZyCna Sfitras, Part 11,
PP. 159-201.
38 Cherzcbinischer Wandersman*, I, 61 ; 111, 248.
39 Jalil-ad-din Rumi, Masnavi, Whinfield, p. 53; Goldziher (note
36)~p* 17240 Otto von Glasenapp, I d s c h e Gedichte azcs vier Jahrtazcsenden,
Berlin, 1925, p. IOI.
CHAPTER V

Abhk., 2, 46, I, p. 237.
Abhk., 2, 45, I, p. 224.
3 Abhk., 2, 55d, I, p. 276.
4 Abhk., 5, 62, IV, p. 107.
5 Abhk., I, 22a-b, I, p. 41.
6 See Bareau's excellent exposition to which I owe a lot.
7 Abhk., I, 6c-dl I, p. 10.
8 Abhk., 2, 55d, I, p. 279.
g Abhk., 6, 21a, IV, p. 171 ; SphutZrtha', 538.
10 Abhk., I, gd, I, p. 8.
11 Abhk., I, p. 201, note.
12 Abhk., 4, 81d, 111, p. 180 f.
I3 Bareau, p. 215.
I4 Ibid., p. 235.
15 Ibid., p. 260.
16 Samy., 43, I, 2, IV, p. 359.
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GLOSSARY

Where necessary, the grammatical gender has been indicated:
m-masculine, f-feminine, n-neuter ; pl-plural. Skr-Sanskrit ,
P-P%li. Editions or translations published by the PZli Text Society
are indicated by PTS.
Abhidhamma-Pitaka (n): 'Basket of dogmatic/scholastic metaphysics', a part of the P a i Canon.
Abhidharmakosha: 'Treasury of dogmatics', by Vasubandhu.
Ahura Mazda : Parsee god of light.
AZaya-vijri~na(n): cStore-consciousness'.
Amida : Japan. for AmitZbha.
AmitZbha: 'Having immeasurable splendour', mythical Buddha.
Angtman (Skr), Anatta' (P, m) : without self, without continuous
existence.
Andhakas (pl.): H inayZna school.
Anguttara-NikZya (m) : 'Collection of discourses compiled according
to the number of subjects treated in each Sutta', section of the
Sutta-Pitaka (Gradual Sayings PTS).
A$adZna (n) : Book of legends in the Khuddaka-Nika'ya.
Apollonius of Tyana: Greek worker of miracles, first century.
Asanga: Brother of the Mahgyzna teacher Vasubandhu, fourth-fifth
century; MahZyZna doctrinalist, author of Maha'yZna-sangrahashistra and of Satrilanka'ra.
Asankhyeya (n): World age.
Ashoka : Indian king, third century B c.
Ashvaghosha: Famous Buddhist poet, author of a biography of the
Buddha in Sanskrit, first century.
Asrava (m): 'Influence', tendency to passion, a factor of being.
Atman (Skr), Attd (P, m) : 'SelfJ as an imperishable, spiritual entity.
Avada'nashataka (n) : Legends of the Buddha and of holy men, in
Sanskrit.
Avata'ra (m) : Incarnation.
BhagavadgMd (f): 'Song of the Exalted One', sixth book of the
MahdbhZ~ata.
Bhakti (f) : Devotion to God.
Bhikkhu: Monk.
Bodhi (f) : Enlightenment.
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Bodhicarya'vatiira (m): 'Revealing the path to enlightenment', by
Shbtideva.
Bodhisattva (m): 'Enlightened being', Buddha before he attained
perfect enlightenment.
BrahmZ (m):Name of a god.
Brahman (Skr, n) : The Absolute, the cosmic ground of being, upon
which all moral order depends.
Brahm5-SamEj (m): Modern religious reform movement.
Brahmins, Brahmans (pl.) Hindu caste of priests.
Buddha (historical, about 500 BC).
Buddha (mythical aspect).
Buddhaghosa: P d i author, fifth century; Visuddhimagga.
Buddhavamsa (m): Relating the history of the Buddha and his predecessors, section of the Khuddaka-Nikiiya.
Caitanya: Brahmin theologist, about A D 1500.
Candrakirti: Mahgyiina theologian, seventh century.
Cathari (pl.): Medieval religious sect.
Chuang-tse : Chinese Taoist philosopher, fourth century.
Chu-hsi: Chinese philosopher, reformer of ConfucSanism, twelfth
century.
Condition(a1)ism:A teaching that holds everything as conditional.
Confucius: Latin for Kung-tse, Chinese philosopher, fifth century B c.
Creatio ex nihilo : Creation from nothing.
Culla-Niddesa (m): Old commentary to a part of the Suttani$iita,
itself a section of the Khuddaka-NikZya.
Deus otiosus: 'idle' god, a god who does not interfere in the course
of the world.
Dev-SamZj (m): Modern religious reform movement.
Dhamma (P, m) : Dharma (Skr).
Dhammapada (n): 'Words of the doctrine', Khuddhaka-NikZya.
Dharma (m): World order, or world norm; factor of being; law,
teaching.
DharmakZya (m) : Dharma body, the absolute body of Buddhahood,
without any attributes.
Dharma-sang5ti-sQtra (n): Brahminic guide-book of the law.
Dhyiina (Skt) Jh6na (P): meditative absorption.
Dhyznibuddhas (pl)): Meditation Buddhas.
Diamond vehicle: VajrayZna.
Dfgha-Nikiiya (m): 'Collection of the long discourses', part of the
Sutta-Pitaka ('Dialogues of the Buddha' PTS).
Docetism, docetic: Originally holding the heresy that Christ's body
was not human but phantasmal, or of celestial substance. By
inference, denial of corporeal reality.
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Ens-realissimum (n): the most real, highest being.
Gaudapiida: Brahmin philosopher, eighth century.
Gilgamesh legend: Babylonian legend.
Gnosis (f) : Christian theological speculation of the first centuries,
judged heretical by the church.
GosBla: Contemporary of the Buddha, founder of the Aj ivikas.
Great Vehicle: MahZycZna.
Guru: Teacher.
HallBj : Islamic mystic, tenth century.
Harivarman: Founder of the Satyasiddhi school, third-fourth century.
H.trtayZna: 'Small Vehicle', older stream of Buddhism.
Iamblichus, Greek Neo-Platonist, about A D 300.
Ishvara: God, lord of the world.
f shvarakrishna : SZnkhya philosopher, fourth century.
Itivuttaka (n): 'Thus have I heardJ,part of the Khuddaka-Pitaka.
Jains (pl.): Members of the Jain sect, a religious movement that
arose in India contemporary with Buddhism.
Ja.151-ed-din Rumi : Persian mystic poet, thirteenth century.
Jambudvipa (m): India; according to the old Indian conception,
a continent in the centre of the surface of the world.
JZtaka (n): Stories about the previous existences of the Buddha,
belonging to the Khuddaka-NikEya.
JhEna :see DhyEna.
JZvanmukti (f) : Liberation realized within this life.
Jivita (n): Force or strength of life.
J6do School: 'School of the Pure Land', Japan. MahZyBna school.
Kab ir : Indian poet, fifteenth century.
Kdacakra system: late form of Indian VajrayBna, much influenced
by Hinduism.
Kalpa (m) :World age.
Kzrandavyaha (m) : MahByBna scripture.
KEyikE (f) :Teaching verse.
Karma or Karman (n): 'ActJ or action; also name of the causal nexus,
the moral law of cause and result.
Khddaka-Nikiiya (m): 'Collection of the short discourses, part of
the Sutta-Pitaka.
K6b6 Daishi : Founder of Japanese Shingon school, ninth century.
KurnZrila: Brahmin philosopher, eighth century.
Lalita-vistara (m): 'The complicated presentation of the play',
Sanskrit work, on the legends of the Buddha.
Lankivatira (n): 'The proclamation of the teaching in Lanka'
(Ceylon),Mah5yBna scripture.
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Lao-tse: Chinese philosopher, founder of Taoism, dates unknown.
Logos speculation: Speculation on 'the word has become flesh'.
Lokottarava'dins (pl) : Transcendentalist Hinayiina school.
Lotus book : Sad-dharma-pundarika.
Madhva : Brahmin theologist , thirteenth century.
Miidhyamakas (pl): Niigiirjuna's school.
Ma'dhyamaka-ka'rikis (pl): 'Teaching verses of the doctrine of the
mean', by Niigiirjuna.
Mahibhi~ata(n): Brahminic epic.
Mahiparinibba'na-Sutta (n) : Name of a text in the Sutta-Pitaka, not
to be confused with Mahaparinirvina Siitra a quite different Mahiiyiina work.
Maha'pra'j6a'parimita'-shistra (n): 'The book of the great teaching
of complete enlightenment', attributed to NZgZrjuna.
MahZsZnghikas (pl): 'Members of the Great Community', H inayiina
school.
Maha'vagga (m): Part of the Vinaya-Pitaka.
Maha'vamsa (m): 'Great Chronicle', PZli historical work.
Mahivastu (n) : 'Book of the great events', Hinayiina work in hybrid
Sanskrit.
MahZvlra : Teaching name of the founder of Jainism, fifth century
BC.

Mahiya'na: 'Great Vehicle', younger stream of Buddhism.
Mahishiisakas (pl): Hinayiina school.
Maitreya (Skr), Metteya (P): Future Buddha.
Majjhirna-Nikiya: 'Collection of the middle-length discourses', Part
of the Sutta-Pitaka. ('Middle Length Sayings' PTS.)
Manas (n): The organ of thinking.
Mandala (n) : Mystic circle, diagram.
Manichaeism : The teaching of the Persian Mani, third century.
Ma'ya' (f) : Illusion.
Mazdaism (from Ahura Mazda) : Parsee religion.
Metteya : Maitreya.
Milinda-pa+iha (m) : 'The questions of Milinda', text of PZli literature.
MZma'msi (f) :Brahminic guide-book of rituals ;believers in : Mimiimsakas.
Niigiirjunga : Mahiiyiina patriarch, second century ; author of
Ma'dhyamaka-ka'rika's.
Nibbina (P, n) : Nirviina (Skr).
Nidinakatha' (f): Biography of the Buddha in Piili, attributed to
Buddaghosa, fifth century.
Nirma'naka'ya: Transformation body.
Nirodha: Extinction.
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Nirodha-samZpatti: Extinction of all concious processes.
Nirvtivta (Skr): Nibbina (P).
Nyiya (m): the fundamental teaching of logical argumentation,
philosophical system of the Brahmins.
PZli : Medieval Indian literary language, canonical language of
Hinayaa Buddhism.
PZili Canon: Tipitaka ('three baskets'), collection of HinayZna
scriptures transmitted in Ceylon, Burma, Thailand, etc. (Southern
Buddhist countries), consisting of Sutta-Pitaka, Vinaya-Pitaka,
and A bhidhamma-Pitaka.
Pan-en-theism: Teaching that everything is contained in God.
Parsism, Mazdaism : Old-Persian religion founded by Zoroaster.
Paticcasamu$pida (P), Prat~tyasamut$ida (Skr): Causal nexus of
dependent origination.
Paulicians: Gnostic-Manichaean sect in the Orient, since seventh
century.
Praj6ZPZramita': 'Perfection of Insight' (often translated 'perfection
of wisdomJ);also the name of a group of MahZyZna texts, and of the
philosophical teaching of NZgiirjuna.
Pratz'tyasamzctpida (Skr): see Paticcasamuppida.
Prithagjana (Skr), Puthujjana (P): worldling.
Pseudo-Matthew : Apocryphal gospel.
Pubbaseliyas (pl): Hinayiina school.
Puggalapa66atti: 'Characterization of the individuality', belonging
to the A bhidhamma-Pitaka.
Purushasfikta: Purusha song in the Rigveda; Purusha: divine
original being.
Qzcidditas: Suchness; a something; essence ; Tatatha'.
Rsmakrishna: Philosopher of the Vedanta, 1836-1886.
R%nBnuja : Brahminic theologian, eleventh century.
Rigveda: Oldest part of the Vedic literature.
Sad-dharma-+undarz'ka: 'Lotus of the Good Law', MahSyZna scripture, second century.
Samana : Ascetic.
SambhZra: The achievement of merit and knowledge during previous
lives.
SamjEa': Conscious voli+;on;perception.
Sammitiyas (pl): Hinaygna sc;~ool.
SamsiZ~a:The cycle of becoming.
SamskZ~a:Volition, stirring of.
SamskZ~a(Skr), Sankhi~a(P) : conditioned factor of being, drive.
Samyutta-NikZya: 'Collection of Discourses of related contentJ,part
of the Sutta-Pitaka ('Kindred Sayings' PTS).
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Samskrita-dharma: Conditioned factor of being.
Sangha: Community of monks.
SankhZra (P): SamskZra. (Skr).
SZnkhya: A non-theistic Brahmin teaching.
Siinkhya-kiriki: Main SZnkhya scripture, by Ishvarakrishna.
Sarviistiviidins (pl), also : Vaibhsshikas, H inaygna school.
Sanskrit : samskrita ('fashioned'), old-Indian literary language.
Satornil : an early Gnostic.
Satya-siddhi School: Hinaysna school, founded by Harivarman.
Sautrzntikas (pl): Hinayzna school, developed from the Sarviistiviidins.
Shaiva : Devotee of Shiva, one of the two main streams of Hinduism.
Shaktism : (shakti = power) : a religious movement which conceives
the power that moves the world as feminine.
Shankara: Founder of a Vedanta school, about A D 800.
Shiintideva: Mahiiysna writer, end seventh century, author of
ShikshZ-samuccaya.
ShZstra(s): Book of teaching@).
ShikshZ-samuccaya: Treatise on the teachings of Mah5y5na Buddhism, by Shiintideva.
Shingon school: 'School of the true word', Japan. Vajraygna school
founded by Kiibii Daishi.
Shin school : Japan. Mahiiysna school.
ShGna (Skr): empty.
ShQnyata'(f) : Emptiness; what is without a self, without permanent
substance ;unlimited.
Shanyaviida: The teaching of emptiness, one of the main streams of
Mahiiyiina.
Solipsism: A teaching according to which the 'I' with its conscious
contents is the only reality.
Sphuta'rtha': 'Commentary of clear explanations', commentary on the
Abhidharmakosha, by Yashornitra.
Sthiramati: MahZygna theologian.
SakhZvati-vyiitza: 'Detailed description of the Pure Land', the paradise of Amitabha, a Mahiiysna work.
Sgtra (Skr.),Sutta (P): Teaching text.
Sutta-Pitaka: 'Basket of Discourses', part of the PZli Canon, containing the five collections of DZgha-, Majjhima-, Samyutta-,
Anguttara-, and Khuddaka-Nikiiya.
Tantra: 'Woven', system of rites and doctrines.
Tantrism: The magical stream in Indian religions since the sixth
century.
Taoism : Chinese world concept, founded by Lao-tsu.
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TathZgata :The 'thus gone' : Buddha.
Thaumaturge : Worker of miracles.
Theopantism : Teaching of divine immanence.
TheragZthZ (pl): 'Songs of the monks', Therz'gZtha': 'Songs of the
nuns', parts of the Khuddaka-NikZya.
TheravZdins (pl); 'The older, reverend monks', HinayZna school of
Ceylon, Burma, Thailand, etc.
Theurgy : production of effects by supernatural or magical agency.
Thondracians (pl): Medieval Armenian sect.
TWhankara: A Jain teacher.
Triratna : 'Three jewels', the three essential things, i.e. Buddha,
Dharma, Sangha.
Tulku (Tibetan) : Incarnation.
UdZna: 'Inspired words' of the Buddha, part of the KhuddakaNikZya. ('Verses of Uplift' PTS.)
UpEda'na-skandhas (Skr.) (-khandhas P): The (five) 'aggregates of
attachment', which make up a personality: i.e. body, feelings,
perceptions, impulses, consciousness.
Upanishads (pl): 'Secret teachings', philosophical tractates, considered part of the Vedic literature.
UpZya : Skilful means.
UttarapZthakas (pl): H inayZna school.
VZcaspatimishra: Brahmin philosopher, ninth century.
Vida : Teaching.
VaibhZshikas (pl): SarvZstivZdins.
Vairocana: 'the one like the sun', mythical Buddha.
Vaisheshika: atomistic natural philosophy of the Brahmins.
Vaishnavas (pl): Vishnuites.
Vajrasattva: mythical Buddha of the Tantric schools.
Vajrasficz': 'Diamond needle', a Buddhist treatise arguing against
the caste system, attributed to Ashvaghosa.
VajrayZna: 'Diamond Vehicle', youngest stream of Buddhism.
Valentinus : A Gnostic, second century. His adherents : Valentinians.
Vallabha : Brahmin theologian about A D 1500.
VarZhamihira: Indian astronomer and astrologer, sixth century.
VarnZshramadharma: The duties of caste.
Vasubandhu: traditionally thought to be the brother of Asanga,
fourth-fifth centuries, H inayZna teacher of the SarviistivZdin
school, author of the Abhidharmakosha; in the light of recent
research, not identical with the MahZyZna author Vasubandhu.
VZtsiputriyas (pl): HinayZna school.
Veda (m): 'Knowledge', holy scriptures of Hinduism. In a more
limited meaning they consist of sacrificial hymns.
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VedZnta: 'End of Veda', the Upanishads at the end of the Veda;
also name of the systems based upon them, especially that of
Shankara.
Vibbha'sha': A commentary of the Sarviistivildin school.
Vijficina: Consciousness.
Vijfia'navZda: The teaching of 'consciousness only', also called
Yoga'ca'ya ; main representative : Asanga.
Vijfiapti-mZt~atci
: Pure consciousness.
Vima'na-vatthu: Part of the Khuddhaka-Niktiya.
Vinaya: Discipline of the monks.
Vinaya-Pitaka: 'Basket of the discipline for monks', part of the
Piili Canon. ('Book of Discipline' PTS.)
Vishnuites, Vaishnavas (pl): Devotees of Vishnu, one of the two
main streams of Hinduism.
Visuddhimagga: The Path of P.uri$cation, work of Buddhaghosa.
Yiijfiavalkya: A thinker in the Upatzishads.
Yashomitra : Author of the Sphuta'rtha'.
Yoga: 'Yoking' of thinking, spiritual training.
Yoga'ca'ra: 'Change by Yoga' , see VijfiGnnva'da.
YogavZsishtha:'Brahrnin philosophical treatise, ninth century.
Zarathustra (Greek: Zoroaster): Persian religious founder, seventh
century BC.
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